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Abstract

This thesis presents the results of a narrative inquiry study conducted in the context of Higher Education Institutions. The study aims to describe and foster understanding of the beliefs, perceptions, and felt constraints of ten academic researchers deeply involved in digital scholarship. Academic research, as one of the four categories of scholarship, is the focus of the analysis. The methods of data collection included in-depth online interviews, field notes, closed blog posts, and follow up dialogues via email and web-telephony.

The literature review within this study presents a narrative on scholarship throughout the ages up to the current environment, highlighting the role of technology in assisting different forms of networking, communication, and dissemination of knowledge. It covers aspects of online participation and scholarship such as the open access movement, online networks and communities of practice that ultimately influence academic researchers’ sense of identity and their approaches to digital scholarship. The themes explored in the literature review had a crucial role in informing the interview guide that supported the narrative accounts of the research participants. However, the data collected uncovered a gap in knowledge not anticipated in the literature review, that of power relations between the individual and their institutions. Hence, an additional sociological research lens, that of Pierre Bourdieu, was adopted in order to complete the analysis of the data collected. There were three major stages of analysis: the construction of research narratives as a first pass analysis of the narrative inquiry, a thematic analysis of the interview transcripts, and a Bourdieuan analysis, supported by additional literature, that reveals the complexity of current academic practice in the context of the Participatory Web.

This research set out to study the online practices of academic researchers in a changing environment and ended up examining the conflicts between modern and conservative approaches to research scholarship in the context of academic researchers’ practices. This study argues that the Participatory Web, in the context of academic research, can not only
empower academic researchers but also place them in contention with traditional and persistent scholarly practice.
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Glossary

A glossary of terms is provided to clarify the specialised vocabulary used in this thesis.

Academic researcher
In the context of this research, an academic researcher, or scholar, is an individual who conducts research as part of their work and is employed by a Higher Education Institution.

Academic Practice
Academic practice consists of professional work conducted within academia. It deals with the different elements of scholarship: teaching and learning, research, community and public engagement. In the context of this research project, academic practice is used to mean research practice developed within the context of Higher Education Institutions. It is sometimes used interchangeably with the term “scholarly practice” as a matter of linguistic style.

Affordances
Affordances are the characteristics of a given environment regarding what it “provides or furnishes, either for good or ill” (Gibson, 1979, p. 127).

Digital scholar
In the context of this research, the term “digital scholar(s)” is used to mean scholars, or academic researchers, who engage in digital scholarship.

Digital scholarship
Digital scholarship is defined as scholarship supported and enhanced by the Participatory Web and the movements and ideals associated with it. Digital scholarship is also strongly rooted in a culture of sharing, openness and, transparency.

Internet
The Internet consists of a networking infrastructure that interconnects computer networks
at a global scale through the use of a standard Internet protocol.

Open access
Open access means the “immediate, free availability [of research work published] on the public internet, permitting any users to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search or link to the full text of these articles, crawl them for indexing, pass them as data to software or use them for any other lawful purpose” (definition from the Budapest Open Access Initiative\(^1\)).

Open access journals
The Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) defines “open access journals as journals that use a funding model that does not charge readers or their institutions for access” \(^2\).

Open access movement
The open access movement is a social movement led by scholars in academia that aims to implement the principles advocated by the Budapest Open Access Initiative to research practice.

Participatory Web
The Participatory Web consists of web and communicating networks, applications and environments on which individuals are active participants as contributors and sharers of information, personal views and opinions.

Republic of Letters
The Republic of Letters consisted of an international intellectual community of the 17\(^{th}\) and 18\(^{th}\) centuries that used letters as a form of networking and communicating information and ideas with individuals in different geographical areas.

---

\(^1\) Budapest Open Access Initiative, available from http://www.soros.org/openaccess

Research assessment exercises

Research assessment exercises are exercises that are conducted periodically to evaluate the national quality of research and thus determine the amount of research funding that each Higher Education Institution is allocated. Different countries have different mechanisms for measuring research outputs.

Scholarship

Scholarship is a term used to describe the different components of academic practice, such as research as a process and a product, teaching, public and community engagement, lifelong learning and networking, collaboration and establishment of partnerships. For the purpose of this thesis, research practice is the aspect of scholarship of interest.

Web 2.0

The term Web 2.0 was popularised by O’Reilly in 2005. It characterises a second phase of the web. In comparison with the Web 1.0, a read-only online platform, the Web 2.0 provides tools and applications that support social and collaborative environments. Web 2.0 promotes participation and enables multi-directional communication by yielding the control of information creation to the user.
Chapter 1 - Introduction

Introduction

This thesis concerns the Participatory Web and its impact on the practices of academic researchers. The Participatory Web is defined as web-based applications through which individuals come together to discuss, share, learn, and co-create knowledge via different kinds of media (text, video, audio, photography, etc). The Participatory Web is a space of interaction and participation available to individuals that extends beyond institutional boundaries. For this thesis, the Participatory Web is also seen as a social space where new ideas and forms of working are generated. And, in this vein, it is equally a space that can foster contention and struggles. Academic researchers, the research participants featuring in this study, are individuals who actively pursue a research career and are professionally associated with a Higher Education Institution in various countries. For the purpose of this research, the practice of the participants has been limited to their academic research practice.

Research overview

This Chapter provides an overview of the research project, its rationale and its process. It summarises the Literature Review and introduces the original research objectives that guide this study. It depicts and justifies the planned research methodology for the study, and introduces the characteristics of research participants featuring in this research. The full processes of analysis used in the study are also described, and the research lens used for fostering deeper understanding of the social reality under study is also presented.

The Participatory Web in the context of Higher Education

The Literature Review conducted for this research project focuses on the role of the Participatory Web in a knowledge work setting, in particular that of Higher Education. It discusses the tensions
between innovation and tradition; and highlights how online networks and communities can influence individual practices and inform practitioners’ sense of identity.

The Participatory Web in the context of Higher Education is a growing phenomenon that is stimulating change about which there is still limited understanding. As a result, it is stirring up academic practices in previously unimaginable ways. Although Higher Education Institutions are in favour of innovation, their pace in promoting change and adopting new practices is often slower than other areas and sectors of society (Sheridan, 2010, p.130). Higher Education displays institutional conventions that are often resistant to change (Thomas, 2002, p.431). The practices of constructing and communicating academic knowledge have a long tradition, extending many centuries back. For instance, the Republic of Letters, the intellectual networks of the Enlightenment period, promoted the exchange of knowledge on a free and continuous basis through the use of letters (Goldgar and George, 1996; Goodman, 1996; Burke, 1999). The launch of the scientific journal in the 17th century came to change the way scholarly knowledge was communicated to both specialised communities and wider publics (Atkinson, 1999, p.16). The 20th century brought a new invention that has prompted changes in the way knowledge workers construct and share knowledge. The Participatory Web supports the current knowledge economy (Powell and Snellman, 2004, p.199). As the control of knowledge production starts to shift from the institution to the individual (Eijkman, 2010), and from official to more spontaneous sources and platforms, the long established structures on which Higher Education operates are coming into question (Hessels and van Lente, 2008). The creative work of individuals who are active online is the primary source of content on the Participatory Web (Kylie, 2008). As the possibilities for the construction of collective intelligence and engagement change, so does the practice of those who participate online.

In recent decades we have witnessed transformations in practice and approach in academia. These changes are the effect of different, emerging phenomena in society: from technological to financial changes, the world in which we live and work is in constant change (Owen-Smith and Powell, 2001; Thompson, 2005, Dillner, 2010; Sallee, 2011). In the Higher Education context, the changes affect the way we work, the new goals we are required to achieve, and the tools we use to perform our jobs. In a knowledge based industry, as is the case of Higher Education, the use of computers has come to reform the workplace (Nobel and Lupton, 1998; Townsend et al, 1998). It is claimed that the introduction of the Web, and its evolution from a place for collecting
information to a space for collective participation (O’Reilly, 2007) is changing the world of knowledge and knowing (Choo et al, 2000; Brown, 2002; Bonk, 2009; Levy 2009). Recent literature points out that the Participatory Web not only creates new potential for academia and its intellectuals (Weller, 2010; Veletsianos and Kimmons, 2011), it may also help emancipate different groups in society (Kanter et al, 2010): students, communities, and different publics who are ultimately the audiences Higher Education serves and researches.

However, it is important not to forget the dominant political and economic contexts that have the potential of driving or hindering the uptake of the Participatory Web as a new form of working and communicating. Institutions and national and international bodies have recognised the potential of Participatory Web mediated environments in recent decades, and large amounts of funding have been made available so Universities can meet the demands of a society gone digital (Costa, 2011). In this sense, the Participatory Web has been regarded as an unquestionable catalyst of change (Hall, 2011, p. 275) thus creating a need to research the Participatory Web as a “profoundly social, cultural, and political concern” (ibid).

The use of the Participatory Web by academic researchers in their professional capacity is still tends to be conservative (Weller, 2011). Procter et al (2010) found in their study that researchers are starting to use the Participatory Web sporadically but its “frequent or intensive use is rare” (p.46). In many cases it is not seen as a new form of communication and working but rather as wasting time and adopting dangerous practices. Changing practice implies taking risks (Berg and Östergren, 2006), exploring new venues, and doing things differently (Beer and Burrows, 2007; Solomon and Schrum, 2007). In the midst of an economic crisis that threatens job security, decreases promotion possibilities, and limits the availability of research funding and resources (Guarria and Wang, 2011), choosing to go against the norms of the institution is a risk that few academic researchers are willing to take (Carpenter et al, 2010; Harley et al, 2010; Weller, 2011).

New approaches to practice with the use of the Participatory Web challenge individuals’ roles and blur the boundaries of control (Conole and Alevizou, 2010). They also question the “current validation mechanisms” (ibid, p 42), and provoke debates about issues such as transparency, ethics and openness of practice (Jenkins et al, 2006). The Participatory Web as a tool that puts individuals at the centre of their activity as autonomous networkers (Couros, 2006; Berlanga et al, 2010; Friesen, 2010; Gauntlett, 2011) “interrupts our usual policies, practices and assumptions”
(Meyer, 2010). Moreover, the Participatory Web disrupts established practice as much as it empowers agency (Kop, 2008).

Academic researchers’ active presence on the Participatory Web not only changes their approach to practice, as they embrace the values of digital scholarship (Weller, 2011; Conole, 2012); it also informs their evolving sense of identity (Wenger, 1998) as a result of their participation in networked environments and communal spaces. Individuals adapt to the social conventions of the spaces in which they participate. Identity is a product of socialisation (Jenkins, 2008) that is constantly transformed by the combination of an individual’s experiences (Slay and Smith, 2011) and their personality (Cote, 1996).

Research objectives

Given the context of this research project, as highlighted above, this research focused on the interplay between the Participatory Web and the practices of academic researchers engaged online. From the beginning, the research set out the following research objectives:

- To explore academic researchers’ use of the Participatory Web through their personal accounts
- To understand the perceived implications the use of the Participatory Web has on research participants’ scholarly practice, specifically with regard to academic research
- To situate the narratives of practices collected for this study in the context of the current social, cultural, political and economic context.

Narrative inquiry methodology was used to collect and analyse stories of practice of research participants. As the project unfolded, I started to become aware of the struggles that academic researchers face as they integrate the Participatory Web into the research aspects of their scholarly work.

The research objectives used for this research provided a meaningful entry into research participants’ accounts of practice. They allowed me, as a researcher, and the research participants themselves to “think about their experiences in terms of the three-dimensional inquiry space; that is, along temporal dimension, personal-social dimensions, and within place” (Clandinin and Connelly, 2000, p. 128-9). The accounts of participants’ practice reflected their concerns and motivations with the Participatory Web and not necessarily those predicted by the initial literature
review. The narratives led to accounts of power relations and struggles. In other words, their personal accounts helped to identify some of the implications of using the Participatory Web but neither the narratives nor the current literature could fully explain them. In order to fully understand these implications and to situate the narratives of practice in their wider contexts, I needed additional critical thinking tools to complete the analysis and fully satisfy the second and third objectives. In my search for a relevant framework to complete the analysis, I found the work of Pierre Bourdieu. The thinking tools (see chapter 3) he developed throughout his research career, as a result of studying conflicts in different social contexts (such as different social phenomena in Algeria and France) provided a useful and original research lens for this study. The development of research objectives also contributed for the iterative process of this research in that it allowed for the research to be (re)shaped by Participants’ narratives. Thus this thesis is written up in a narrative style in order to capture the planned and emergent aspects of the research process. In doing so, it aims to provide a faithful account of the research process that can potentially help individuals new to narrative inquiry to deal with the unpredictable nature of researching human subjects contained in a complex social space.

**Research approach**

My methodology allows the voice of the research participant to emerge fully as him/herself and not just as a smaller part of a wider picture; the research community, for instance. Consequently, I used narrative inquiry for the data collection. As Clandinin and Connelly (2000) understand it, narrative inquiry can be simultaneously a method and an object of study. It is used for this project because it offers an opportunity to explore, construct and reconstruct research participants’ narratives of experience through reflexive accounts of their professional lives and develop this thesis as a research narrative that accounts for its entire process.

It was not my intention to use narrative inquiry to look into a more global, collective tendency on how things “are done around here”, but rather to narrow it down to a more concrete and detailed perspective, that of individual action, opinion and disposition.

Narrative inquiry helps to situate individuals’ stories. It justifies their narratives. It gives individual voices a context. This research has unveiled stories that have remained untold (Richardson, 2008).
in order to question the situations research participants narrate (Howcroft and Trauth, 2004). As a result it aims to raise awareness of the realities it tackles (Brooke, 2002; Stahl, 2011). Hence, this research also seeks to promote new ways of thinking to address the issues it helps uncover (Shirley and Kincheloe, 2010).

**Research participants**

In selecting the research participants, I searched for those whose context present extreme cases (Eisenhardt, 1989). Extreme situations make the issues under consideration more visible (Slay and Smith, 2011). Extreme cases aim to make research more inclusive of the experiences of individuals (ibid, p. 89) who are at the margin of what is considered standard in their practice. Hence, I understand “extreme to mean unusual” (Gerring, 2007, p.102). In looking into extreme cases, I aim to access the dilemmas the research participants face based on the choices they make regarding their use of the Participatory Web in the context of their research activity.

The research participants featuring in this study are researchers employed by Higher Education Institutions and are heavily involved in the use Participatory Web as part of their research practice. The research participants took part in in-depth research interviews conducted online. The interviews followed a narrative inquiry approach, a method regarded as appropriate to access the research participants’ own experiences and perspectives through their own words and narratives (Bruner, 1991; Clandinin, 2006; Clandinin and Connelly, 2000; Riessman, 2007).

**This research project**

To examine the interplay between the Participatory Web and the research practices of scholars with an active presence online I ventured into a narrative inquiry study regarding the effect of scholars’ use of the Participatory Web in the context of Higher Education. In order to understand how the Participatory Web influences scholars’ research practices, or “scholarly of discovery” as Boyer calls it (1990), I conducted eleven in-depth interviews with active researchers associated with Higher Education institutions in several different countries across the world, of which ten were used. The research inquiry proceeded with regular contact with three of the UK participants for an additional period of six months to address the issues relating to the UK research context, explained in **The research process** section of **Chapter 3 – Methodological approach and**
philosophical considerations. I conducted this study with the conviction that knowledge is a social construction, the meaning of which is dependent on the multi-layered contexts in which it is created.

For this study, I wanted to access the voices of those who actively engage with the Participatory Web as part of their academic work. I wanted to understand their logic of practice, as well as their motivations and frustrations. As the study unfolded, my research goals evolved from wanting to understand the individual and their practices to needing to know more about the individual and their online practices in relation to the institutional structures within which such practices take place. I analysed the relations of power present in their work lives. The deeper I went into the narratives, the more I became aware of the dissonance between institutional and individual perspectives of practice. The power exercised by the institution emerged as an important theme of this research, as did the opportunities the Participatory Web presents for the development of creative and innovative practices. To explain this phenomenon, which had not been anticipated by the literature review, I sought the help of Bourdieu’s work. His analysis framework provides relevant thinking tools (habitus, field, capital and symbolic violence (introduced in chapter 3)) that enable a thorough explanation to this research project. Bourdieu’s thinking tools also make an original contribution to this research in that it has been used in other contexts, such as those of health care, identity, teacher training, religion, to name a few. Yet, to my knowledge, it has never used to combine the phenomenon of the Participatory Web with the topic of research as a component of academic practice.

This research found that the Participatory Web represents a tool and an environment where academic researchers can exercise their creative and innovative spirit. The Participatory Web is a place where they find and congregate with other scholars who share similar professional values. It therefore informs their ways of working and strengthens their social and professional identity as someone who has a modern and practical outlook on scholarly practice. The fostering of collaborative links, the sharing of experiences, and collective participation in open spaces are activities that partially summarise the ways in which research participants wish, and often do, conduct their research practice. Their aspirations to transfer their ideals of digital scholarship to the institutional structures more often than not result in conflict with the rules imposed by the institution. These struggles do not deal so much with the potential of the Participatory Web in creating spaces for networking as they do in developing new forms of communication and
dissemination of research outputs. This is due to the fact that collaboration as part of the research process is not a regulated research activity. Dissemination of research, however, has a long tradition. The publication of research in academic journals with established reputations, no longer meets the expectations of those who make use of the Participatory Web as a new conduit of knowledge communication. Throughout the years, research institutions worldwide have developed mechanisms to assess and rate the quality of the research produced by staff. These mechanisms rely heavily, but not exclusively, on bibliometrics and the types of journals in which research is published. Since these exercises also serve to determine the amount of funding each institution is allocated, institutions tend to devise strategies that target the publication of research in high impact journals in the hope to ensure the greatest amount of funding possible. This research demonstrates that this is where institutions put their strategic effort. In the context of digital scholarship this becomes the greatest point of contention. As part of their activity online, participants in this study have developed divergent approaches to the publication of research. They advocate the open access movement. They want to make their research accessible to a wider audience. They want to establish dialogues as part of their work. And they wish their institutions shared their professional values.

To study and analyse the interplay of academic researchers’ online practices in the context of Higher Education I made use of literature in the area of emergent technologies, especially in the context of Higher education. As the study progressed I was led by the data itself to seek further literature that would enlighten the power struggles reported by the research participants. This is when I found the work of the sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, who provided a complementary research lens to this project. The result is a study of personal narratives describing how the Participatory Web transforms academic researchers’ epistemologies of practice and how digital approaches to research practice clash with those stipulated by their institutions.
Organisation of the thesis

This Chapter has aimed to set the scene for the research project. It depicts the effects of the Participatory Web on research practice and how it transforms and creates struggles in the context of Higher Education. Although there is already a good body of knowledge about the use of technologies in the classroom (Bonk and Cummings, 2006; Craig, 2007; Greenhow et al, 2009) and the attitudes of educators towards the Participatory Web phenomenon (Rizza, 2000; Kadel, 2005; Wilson, 2011), very little research has been conducted on similar topics in a research context – the component of scholarship on which this study focuses. Moreover, although Bourdieu’s thinking tools can be used to explain different social phenomena, their application to the Participatory Web in Higher Education is still scarce. When used, they mainly tend to focus on teaching and learning, learner experience, or the digital divide (Czerniewicz and Brown, 2012; 2012a).

Below I will provide an outline of the Chapters contained in this thesis in order to introduce the reader to the structure of this research project. The Chapters are characterised as following:

Chapter 2 - Literature review (commencing on page 12). This chapter will discuss relevant literature, proving a context for the research project. Guided by the initial purpose of this research, it focuses on the phenomenon of the Participatory Web in the context of research activity in Higher Education. The themes identified in the literature review feed into the interview guide and Stages 1 and 2 of the analysis, Figure 1 - The iterations of the research project.
Chapter 3 – Methodological approach and philosophical considerations (commencing on page 47).

This chapter will capture my considerations about my philosophical assumptions and my journey into finding an appropriate research methodology for this research project. It presents the techniques deployed for data collection. At this stage I will introduce the research lens used to analyse the research data. The reason is two-fold: firstly, Bourdieu’s thinking tools are used in this research to enhance the methodology; they consist of a framework of analysis that allows me to foster a deeper understanding of the phenomenon presented by participants’ narratives. Secondly, as part of this thesis’ narrative, Bourdieu’s thinking tools are introduced in this chapter to record the process of this research project (as presented in figure 1) as it actually evolved. I not only aimed to be transparent about how I interpreted the research data, but also how I conducted the entire research process (Trahar, 2009). The research objectives and my role as a researcher will also be presented.

Figure 1 - The iterations of the research project
Chapter 4 - Narratives of practice – understanding the Participatory Web in the context of higher education (commencing on page 92). This chapter will depict the process and results of the research analysis. It will introduce the research participants in detail, and present the themes derived from the analysis of the data and links to relevant literature.

Chapter 5 - Exploring landscapes of conflict: a Bourdieuan perspective (commencing on page 146). In this chapter I will discuss the overall findings of the research using Bourdieu’s key concepts as a research lens that helps to complete the analysis of the themes from the literature and those emerging from the narratives themselves.

Chapter 6 – Conclusions (commencing on page 168). The Chapter will consider the contribution made by this research project. In this chapter I will reflect on the research process and considers its limitations. The implications of the findings will also be discussed and future lines of study will be proposed.
Chapter 2 - Literature review

Aims and scope of the literature review

This chapter deals with debates surrounding the interplay between technology and the practice of research conducted in an academic setting. In doing so, this literature review starts with an historical perspective of the information age and its impact on research practice throughout the times. It then filters down to three key components of contemporaneous research practice. These deal with new trends of communication and dissemination of research; forms of association enabled by the Participatory Web; and implications of the Participatory Web on professional practice and identity. The conflicts between web based practices and institutional conventions are considered and discussed.

The rationale for this literature review is that the interaction between new technologies and established practices disclose both innovative approaches and struggles between individual practices and organisations. It aims to explore multiple perspectives of the same reality in order to avoid slipping into a technological deterministic debate in that technology is an autonomous system that affects society independently of human intervention. Yet, this thesis does not try to ignore the importance of technology in the current society. Instead, I attempt to provide a view that consolidates both perspectives. Building on McLuhan’s aphorism (1964) regarding the reciprocal effect between technology and human behaviour, I agree that individuals can shape technology and that the technology that individuals use also shapes their practice and approach. This literature review seeks to provide a social understanding of the effects of technology in contemporaneous research environments.

Some sections of this review build on peer reviewed published journal articles and book chapters produced or co-authored by the researcher of this project (Costa, 2011; Costa and Torres, 2011).
The Information Age – an historical perspective

Although the Information Society is a late concept, all eras of history can be seen as Information Ages. Their evolution is a direct result of a society in continuous expansion and transformation. The technological advancements of the late 20th Century mark a turning point in how individuals cultivate knowledge and engage in communication (Turner, 1986; Castells, 2003; Cardoso, 2006). The web has shaped the socio-cultural, historical, and political landscape of our society, and in turn we have appropriated it to suit our own purposes (Salzmann and Rosensthal, 1994; Williams and Edge, 1996). For instance, the Participatory Web can be used to extend current business or even set up new ones; to augment current teaching practices or provide new learning environments, etc. The Participatory Web can be disruptive in this sense (Christensen and Eyring, 2011). It can change practices, and not always in a positive way (Naughton, 2012). Nevertheless, it is not the first time technology has made a difference in how information is used and managed, or impacts on society both positively and negatively. In doing so its purpose and value are questioned (Drucker, 1998).

From analogue to digital

The need to create, record and provide information has been a basic need for humankind. Throughout the times we have embraced different forms of communication, and the tools used are a reflection of the periods and affordances, or the ways, in which information is used and produced. Hence, it is not the first time that humankind has witnessed a major transformation in how information and communication is established and impacts on daily life, the workplace (Cowan, 1976), and scholarship (Eisenstein, 1980, p.3). In fact, throughout history, people have used and appropriated the technologies emblematic of their time to advance the society they inhabit. For instance, the Industrial Revolution may have been one of the most prominent periods of history when it comes to the production of new communication channels through which information could flow (Mantoux, 2006). Examples of this were the railway (Cairncross, 1997), and later the telegraph (Winston, 1998). Nonetheless, these innovations, built on earlier forms of communication, have led to changes in the contemporaneous era.

One of the oldest examples of writing known to humankind comes from Mesopotamia around 3300 BC (Horbart and Schiffmann, 2000). It was further developed by the ancient Egyptians who
were inveterate record keepers and letter writers (David, 2003). In the 15\textsuperscript{th} century there was another important turning point regarding the capture of information. Through the hands of Gutenberg, the replication and dissemination of information acquired a new dimension with the advent of the printing press, and the possibility of mechanical reproduction of the written word. This change overturned the well established information industry in Europe that was then under the control of Monasteries (Drucker, 1998). The development of the telegraph, in the 18th century, arrived as a response to the demands of a society which was increasingly accelerating its pace and demanding more and faster access to information (Winston, 1998). The invention of the transistor, a semiconductor device used to amplify and switch electronic signals, has also been considered to be of great importance for the information world. Riordan and Hoddeson (1997) have gone as far as to suggest that the transistor is the genesis of the Information Age. However, the Information Age is not the product of a given epoch or emblematic of a single invention. On the contrary, the Information Age operates almost as a continuum, even though it has evolved through different techniques and means; through the technologies prevalent in those given times.

Each new era of inventions contributes to the advancement of the Information Age. The computer, the Internet, and the Web as we know it today are key players in the current society. The cultural and economic transformations they have brought about have been quickly assimilated into everyday life (Wellman and Haythornthwaite, 2002; Yoo, 2010; Conrad, 2011). They have transformed workplaces across societies. In the first instance, computers provided automated support in the workplace (Hakken, 1993). The growth of Internet working eventually connected workplaces and accelerated their transformation (Wallace, 2004). In its wake new working habits have been established and new expectations have also been created.

Each innovation of Information Technology has had impact in its time and has served society (Headrick, 2000). In the current socio-technical context, the production of information online has led to public, and sometimes cooperative participation. Thus, in the context of the 21st century, the debate about the Information Age acquires a new dimension that operates through an emergent culture of participation and co-production of knowledge with a very strong socio-cultural and political element (Shirky, 2011).

Inevitably, these new models of participation are transforming practices (Slevin, 2000), and also creating tensions. The web has become a site for the aggregation of individuals in distributed
environments (Steinfield et al, 2009; Ferron et al, 2010). It has shifted the main topic of the socio-technical debate from reproduction and transmission of information into one of participation, engagement, and distributed communication. With the widespread use of the Participatory Web, collaboration takes on different facets, with technology being appropriated for that effect. Collaboration is no longer restricted to formalised partnerships; it can take the shape of sporadic connections and associative links, spontaneous assistance, guidance, advice, etc. The Web as a communication medium permits such immediacy and serendipity in the way individuals establish contact and communicate. That is where its real potential lies (Lewis et al, 2010). At the same time, it also presents disadvantages regarding power relationships or accessibility, to name but a few.

The tradition of scholarship

Scholars have a long tradition of sharing and communicating their research and scholarship with peers in their fields. Networks have always been an important element of scholars’ practice, even before the advent of digital technologies. Networks of correspondence were extremely precious in previous centuries, and especially useful before the invention of the scientific journal, in the 17th century. The Republic of Letters meant a direct connection between scholars in different countries and locations (Daston, 1991; Goodman, 1996), in a rather personal way. This form of communication was informal, slow in comparison with digital communication, and restricted to one-to-one communication: a clear limitation when compared to the possibilities of today. However, it was a meaningful way of sharing ideas, constructing knowledge and connecting like-minded people. The most prominent example of the benefits of having a personal network of letters is Charles Darwin, who used the epistolary genre to effectively share his findings and firm his theories within his scientific community, admirers and friends, whilst away researching on the other side of the globe. As Pearn (2007) points out "letters were absolutely essential [to Darwin’s research] (...). This is how he gathered data, how he gathered ideas, how he discussed ideas". Moreover,


Darwin became a public figure, and the number and the social and geographical range of his correspondents increased accordingly. Letters conveyed public reaction to Darwin, as people who were often complete strangers to him wrote offering their own minute observations on plants and animals, their own theories, sometime elaborately worked up, or their religious doubts and
Darwin used the technology of his day to meet his needs. It allowed him to communicate and make sense of his research and interests. Letters helped him convey his human and social side. His letters have become a source of knowledge and a resource for other scholars, as they have been archived. Erasmus of Rotterdam was another scholar who had links with peers from all over Europe via mail correspondence (Berkvens-Stevelink et al., 2005). Voltaire, was also a distinguished networked scholar (Pehn, 1999). The epistolary genre as a form of communication was advantageous in that it generated “ongoing interdisciplinary contestation” (Cook, 1996, p.140.) It had a downside too. The Republic of Letters only allowed exchange of information from one sender to a selected addressee; a clear disadvantage when compared with the evolution of the communication channels we now have.

In short, the Republic of Letters differs from the current digital communication channels especially regarding speed with which information can be created and exchanged. It also presents disadvantages regarding the size of the audiences it can reach. With the advent of the Participatory Web networking has taken on a new dimension. However, the research agenda to which academics have to answer today is rather different from that experienced by scholars in previous eras. The modern University, professions, and concepts developed in the 19th and 20th Centuries (Bornman, 1998) have affected the way research is communicated. The rules of dissemination are more contained and structured as a result of the current socio-cultural, economical and political contexts in which academia is currently included. Research assessment exercises to which Higher Education Institutions are subjected are an example of this.
Dissemination and publication of knowledge

The tradition of formally publishing periodical research has a long tradition (Burdick and Willis, 2011, p.93). It goes as far back as the second half of the 17th century with the creation of a new research communication channel: the journal. The first scientific journal was published in France in 1665 as *Le Journal des Sçavans* (Andrade, 1965). It served to record and communicate current advancements and events in the Sciences to a wider public of learned individuals, scientists, and “the lay reading public” (Ornstein, 1913, p.235). Later in the same year the newly formed Royal Society in London followed the lead with the publication of the first *Philosophical Transactions*. The 17th and 18th centuries witnessed great change and innovation in terms of both the epistemological and methodological stances of the learned class towards Science (Gotti, 2006). The scientific journal was a direct by-product of the formation of modern Science (Bazerman, 1999), especially since the thinkers of the Enlightenment period, who were starting to loom above the clerical domain, needed a platform to circulate their ideas and discoveries in a more efficient way than personal correspondence.

Private correspondence, as the only form of intercommunication prior to the scientific journal had its flaws. It relied “too much on friendly or hostile feeling” (Ornstein, 1913, p. 232). Additionally, it was restricted to a scholar’s acquaintances, making the discussion and dissemination of new knowledge patchy and eclectic. The creation of scientific journals aimed to address this need as it bridged the distance between scientists through printed communication. It helped disseminate new knowledge faster and to a larger audience in a more effective way (Potter, 1964).

Although the printed press had been invented two centuries before (Eisenstein, 1980), the Royal Mail in Britain was only launched a couple of decades before the start of *Philosophical Transactions*. If print technology offered the opportunity to create periodical literature, the Royal Mail introduced public access to an international correspondence system. Both inventions contributed significantly to the quality and opening of knowledge to the public (Willinsky, 2003), since “it was clear that this open and public scrutiny of science only augmented the quality of the science, while expanding the interest in and support for it” (ibid, p.7).
Ornstein (1913) noted that scholarly societies were the original sponsors and advocates of both the sharing and publishing of scientific knowledge. With the shift from long monographs and books to the journal, scientific publications were issued more frequently thus increasing the pace of exchange of new knowledge (Bazerman, 1988). Scientific journals created a new genre for the dissemination of science and academic work (Kronick, 1990) through the use of shorter texts on a frequent basis (articles and news that reported on the progress of scientific experiments, discoveries and reviews of books). The French journal targeted both scientists and the learned society (McCutcheon, 1924; Fiering, 1976) whereas the British equivalent focused more on practising researchers. Both shared the main goal of promoting and disseminating research.

The publication of scholarly knowledge through journals started a new process of documenting and sharing new findings that persist in today’s research dissemination strategy (Gross et al, 2000; Spielvogel, 2011). The model of such a form of communication prevailed and was duplicated across western countries (Bazerman, 2000) as it generated value to the scientific discourse:

Frequent controversies over moot theoretical issues directed experimental interest to the testing of the conflicting theories; new hypotheses were broadcast; recent scientific works were critically reviewed; and plans for initiating research along certain lines were made public. The result was a distinct increase not only of interest in science, but also of scientific achievement. (Merton, 1938, p.583)

Furthermore, the publication of knowledge also helped raise the credibility of scientific contributions over religious arguments and claims (Merton, 1938, p.583), in which the Bible predominated as a literal truth.

It is important to note that the first scientific journals were spaces “(...) of many historical contingencies, contradictory and particular interests and dynamics, ideologies and beliefs, and individual careers” (Bazerman, 1999, p. vii). Yet, it is believed that periodicals such as *Philosophical Transactions* served their original purpose of making knowledge accessible by and for the scholarly community as well as to the lay reading communities.

Around the 1960s and 1970s the scientific journal started to gain the attention of commercial scholarly publishers who began to acquire the already established, high-quality journals run by
non-profit scholarly societies (Edwards and Shulenburger, 2003). This led to a business model that charges for the access to knowledge produced by the scholarly community. Although it would not be fair to assert that the first journals were fully inclusive of a wider society and widely accessible by different audiences, they achieved their goal of reporting scientific achievements to the larger community of scientists, patrons, and even the reading lay community through the most effective method of their time: the printing press. This proved to be the easiest mechanism for the distribution of new knowledge amongst those who belonged to such scientific circles, or had a genuine interest in science.

The current situation of scientific journals is rather different from the first scientific journals. With research journals published by commercial publishers, dissemination of scientific work is impacted by the provision of knowledge as a commodity for sale. With the exception of open access publications (see page [35]) and other emergent forms of scholarship (see page [38]) access to published work is usually made through paid subscriptions; a cost that is often carried by institutions’ libraries. Yet, the production of knowledge is usually done at the cost of the time institutions allocate to individual researchers, or linked to funded research. Hence, Universities end up subsidising the academic publications for which they are charged, which makes this a rather unusual business model (Peek, 1996). If we consider that the outputs of publicly funded research are often commercialised with limited benefit to its producers or funders, both in terms of remuneration and accessibility to produced work, then this raises serious issues regarding the rights of the wider society in accessing knowledge. It also questions the role of researchers as public intellectuals (Godson, 1999).

There is a stark distinction between the periodicals created over the centuries and today’s conventional scientific journals. Through the launching of the first periodicals, the researchers themselves, via their own scientific societies, exploited the latest technologies to serve the purpose of communicating knowledge more effectively, whereas now academic literature is mainly ruled by publishing houses that make use of modern technology to restrict access to new knowledge in order to maximise their profit, as Error! Reference source not found.3 illustrates. The disparity is therefore two-fold: on the one hand, the monopoly of knowledge has changed hands, from its original creators and patrons to distributors of knowledge. On the other hand,

---

3 Figure 1 is featured in a white paper by NAGPS entitled A summary of the FRPAA and open access debate, available at [http://www.nagps.org/files/FRPAA%20and%20open%20access_0.pdf](http://www.nagps.org/files/FRPAA%20and%20open%20access_0.pdf)
technology is being employed not to widen the access to knowledge, but rather to limit it. Such practices are rather ironic, especially if we take into account that we live in an age that celebrates the advancements and benefits of Information and Communication Technologies to provide opportunities for instantaneous communication (Shirky, 2009), communal and distributed learning (Wenger et al., 2010; Bonk 2011), and sharing in virtual environments increasingly open to many. As depicted in the sections below, alternatives to subscription journals and other forms of scholarly communication are starting to emerge. Examples include the open access movement (see page 35), personal sites, and the use of other Participatory Web tools, such as blogs, wikis and social networks. Nonetheless, the weight of the closed journal is still too great for other emergent initiatives to have a significant impact in the world of formal research assessment exercises on which academia is dependent. Such is the case of the Research of Excellence Framework (REF) in the UK or the Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) in Australia. These research assessment exercises regulate the research income Universities are allocated annually from public funds. In the case of the UK, the research income each research institution receives is largely defined.
though the number of peer reviewed articles researchers publish in established research journals; a monopoly which, as seen above, was purchased by several printing houses during the 1960s and 1970s. Since open access journals still do not benefit from the same reputation, given their relative newness (Björk, 2004), researchers continue to look for journals with a longer and established reputation (Rowlands et al, 2004; Schroter, 2005; Bernius et al, 2009). This tends to reinforce the supremacy of subscribed journals and restrict the rise in reputation of open access journals. During the Republic of Letters, knowledge was restricted to the researcher’s personal and private network of correspondence given the close nature of letter communication. Thus the link between authorship and readership was weak. Nonetheless, the commercialisation of journals also creates silos around knowledge elites in that individuals who belong to more economically powerful institutions are also the ones who benefit from a greater wealth of knowledge, as they are able to afford a wider range of journal subscriptions.

Today the academic journal is still regarded as one of the most noble forms of scholarly communication. It is the core output of research work worldwide (Man et al, 2003). It aims to attest the quality of academic work as it is formally assessed by a peer review mechanism that precedes the publication of the article in a specialised journal. This practice has become ingrained into academic research practice as a standard performance (Harnad, 2009).

With the current global financial crisis that has led to funding changes within Higher Education Institutions, there is an even greater pressing need to regulate research practice in such a way that institutions are able to meet the criteria established by their national research evaluation systems. These systems serve the purpose of assessing the quality of research in Higher Education, thus informing the allocation of research funding at a national level. It also assists in mapping out the prestige of Higher Education Institutions nationally and internationally. Overall, the quality of research outputs continues to focus primarily on conservative metrics, such as the use of citation information derived from journal articles, as it is believed that “(...) there are no robust indicators for research impact similar to bibliometric analysis of research publications and citations.” (Grant et al, 2009, p.83).

Although the Participatory Web is starting to permeate different aspects of society, the promise of establishing a new set of practices through which academia can communicate their research and engage with peer communities and the public is yet to be fulfilled. Nonetheless, new approaches
started to emerge with JISC\textsuperscript{4} requiring the projects they fund to share their processes via open blogs, and research councils advocating open access publications. The Wellcome Trust has come to issue a statement concerning their support for “open and unrestricted access to published research”\textsuperscript{5}. And the European Commission has also developed an Open Access Policy to ensure publicly funded research is accessed widely\textsuperscript{6}.

The Internet and World Wide Web

The Internet and the World Wide Web have deeply influenced new forms of information production and information dissemination, and also how communication is established and achieved. The digitisation of information has started to transform the practices of knowledge workers (Lynch 2002; Newhagen and Rafaeli, 2006).

Although the terms are often used interchangeably, the Internet and the World Wide Web, also known as “the Web”, are not the same. The Internet consists of a technological infrastructure that houses numerous interconnected networks in a virtual space underpinned by open standards (Simon, 2005). Its function is to connect computers globally so computers can access and communicate with other connected computers worldwide\textsuperscript{7}.

The idea of a virtual network was first announced in the 1960s through a series of memos written by Licklider (1962) where he presented the idea of an "Intergalactic Computer Network". Licklider foresaw a very important step regarding the sharing of information and communication via interconnected computers on a global scale. However, two decades prior to Licklider’s memos, Vannevar Bush had already written an article where he discussed the way the human mind works - by association - and the need to learn from it in order to organise and manage information in a more efficient way. His essay, “As we may think” (1947), was an important document for the steps ahead of what would become the Internet, although, at the time, he would call it “memex”. As it


\textsuperscript{5}Wellcome Trust (n/d) \textit{Open Access Policy}. Available from \url{http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/About-us/Policy/Policy-and-position-statements/WT002766.htm}

\textsuperscript{6}OpenAIRE (2011) \textit{Open Access Policies and Mandates}. Available from \url{http://www.openaire.eu/en/open-access/mandates-a-policies}

\textsuperscript{7}W3C (n/d) \textit{The World Wide Web Consortium}. Available from \url{http://www.w3.org/}
can be seen in the following extract from his article, Bush invites the reader to imagine a new tool and form of information management:

*Consider a future device for individual use, which is a sort of mechanized private file and library. It needs a name, and to coin one at random, “memex” will do. A memex is a device in which an individual stores all his books, records, and communications, and which is mechanized so that it may be consulted with exceeding speed and flexibility. It is an enlarged intimate supplement to his memory* (Bush, 1947, p. 14).

In a nutshell, what Bush envisaged was a personal virtual environment for effective management and access of information. However, what was lacking in his conceptualisation was the capacity of distribution and a multi-user interface which would be theorised with Licklider’s idea of interconnecting machines in different geographical areas. The years and actions that followed would decidedly mark a new Information Era. Licklider’s proposal of the creation of a kind of virtual network saw him moving from MIT to the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to lead on the computer research programme based on the ideas expressed in his memos, i.e, the proposal of an “Intergalactic Network”. That would enable the interconnection of several computers in order to make information easily accessible to other individuals in different locations.

Bush and Licklider’s visionary ideas bore fruit in the decades ahead. Their proposals for artificial memory and interconnected intelligence pioneered a long and complex process of developing a new technology. It changed the flow of information in a radical way through computational languages known as “protocols”. Its impact would later reach beyond academia and the military, affecting and changing industry and society in equal parts (Leiner et al, 1999). The pace of transformation and advancement of the technology acquired continued to increase in the 1960s. In 1964 Paul Baran published a paper on “Distributed Communication Networks” where he proposes a digital data communication system based on a packet-switching solution. By 1965, Ted Nelson would have coined the term “hypertext” (McAleese, 1999) as a direct contribution of the Xanadu project that aimed at the deep connection of electronic documents with unique addresses\(^8\). 1969 witnessed the creation of the first software for the connection of computers to the ARPANET (McQuillan et al, 1978). UCLA and Stanford Universities were the first nodes to be

\[8\text{http://xanadu.com}\]
connected in the USA (Castells, 2000, p.383). The first international link with ARPANET would happen roughly four years later with University College London in the UK (Gillies and Cailliau, 2000). In the following two decades we would see an exponential increase in the number of Internet hosts, as the concept and practice of networked computers grew popular. By 1989 the number of Internet hosts reached 100,000 (Howard, 1997). In 1990, Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide Web; the system that sits on the Internet infrastructure (Conole, 2012). The Web would revolutionise the information world progressively and steadily. The Web would come to solve issues of system compatibility and promise access to remote sources through an information-rich, global network. Progressively, the Web would become a space for accessing, and also creating information; socializing and learning; networking and trading. Berners-Lee (2006) asserts the Web has “many potential social and economical impacts” (p.1, 2006). The web would also prove to be a very relevant conduit for cultural and socio-political debate.

In the first phases of interactive participation, bulletin boards and mailing lists were extensively used to connect people (Whatley and Bell, 2001). New forms of communication and interaction were established (Bell and Zaitseva, 2005), providing participants with new spaces for aggregation of social capital and collective intelligence. And the tensions and power relations of face to face communication were also felt in online environments (Dalhberg, 2001; McSporran, 2001; Bill 2006).

Despite the fact that the web was first foreseen as a system for personal use with collaborative features, its purpose was soon shaped to meet the needs and visions of web developers around the world, who, as Berners-Lee (2006) recognises, “made the maintenance of global Web interoperability a continuous task. [Nonetheless] this has also created a number of areas into which research must continue” (p.1), as new possibilities for development and improvement keep emerging.

The mesh of information available was made possible through the use of hypertext and the HTTP web protocol. This enabled users to navigate from page to page and through interconnected pieces of information in a rather rapid fashion. In 1993 the first web browser - Mosaic - was created by the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois, USA (Vetter et al, 1994). The launch of Mosaic marked a new milestone in the history of the Web as it accelerated its already fast growth (Schatz and Hardin, 1994). In 1995 Microsoft
Explorer for Windows was invented. This was also the year Amazon was established, thus paving the way to newly commercial opportunities via the web (Spector, 2002, p.69). 1998 registered the formal launch of the search engine google.com by students at Stanford University (Sergey and Lawrence, 1998). Ever since Google has had an ongoing influence regarding what the web has become and is today, and probably what will come of it. As the web grew both in number of hosts and developments, the number of users also increased proportionally. Its access soon extended beyond the monopoly of Universities and research to give access to anyone with a suitable devise and internet connection. This provided new opportunities for the world of information, regarding the accessibility of data and the contributions of single individuals to the greatest pool of knowledge ever. It also has implications regarding privacy, surveillance and security, and freedom of information (Naughton, 2012)

Projects such as the Wikipedia or Wikileaks are good examples of this. Founded in 2001, Wikipedia is a multi-user, collaborative encyclopaedia project that relies solely on user-generated content (Lih, 2004; Bruns, 2008a). Any individual willing to make a contribution to a new knowledge topic, enhance, or rectify an existing information entry can do so through Wikipedia. Wikipedia takes an open knowledge, open contribution approach, relying on transparency (Burns, 2008; Voss, 2009) and on the critical participation of the crowd. Such approach has started to transform the canons of knowledge creation by supporting a new model for the sharing of information (Nov, 2007) in an open space with distributed communities of contributors. It has stimulated the practice of knowledge workers who are empowered to contribute to collective intelligence in an easy-to-edit and spontaneous way. And it has also proved to be a space of contention and power (Gerhardt et al, 2010; Kostakis, 2010) through the engagement of elite groups who tend to dominate the editing of content (Panciero at al, 1999). Alongside with this project that aims to put individuals at the centre of their activity (Aikat, 2000), many other projects have been developed to make the transition from the initial rather static web to the Participatory Web (Gruber, 2008; Kim et al, 2010).

The Participatory Web is epitomised by the emergence of social network sites, multi-channel communication, different types of content (Krishnamurthy and Cormode, 2008), and a diverse and wide range of users spread across the globe who make sure to set the context of their participation. The new web puts the stress on the user whilst highlighting human, not computer, experience. Hence, the coining of the terms Web 1.0 and Web 2.0. They aim to differentiate the
initial stage of the web from the current one, i.e. from a web mainly based on static websites with hyperlinked pages to interactive environments that are co-created and co-dependent on individuals’ contribution and participation. The web 2.0 is known for its social features and individuals’ simultaneously independent and collective activity. Although the coining of the term Web 2.0 is often associated with the O’Reilly (2005) team, it had already been published by DiNucci in 1999. In it he sketches the beginning of a new web landscape:

\[\text{The first glimmerings of the Web 2.0 are beginning to appear (...)}. \text{On the front end, the web will fragment into countless permutations with different looks, behaviours, uses, and hardware hosts. The web will be understood not as screen full of text and graphics but as a transport mechanism, the ether through which interactivity happens. (...) But the reality is that the days of the one-size-fits-all pages are over(...).} \text{(p. 32)}\]

All of a sudden the web is not only a personal library as Bush had envisaged, nor is it solely used for planned collaboration and formalised partnerships, as Berners-Lee had initially anticipated. Building on Millard’s (2011) words, the web has still a short existence; yet it has affected our households, workplaces and social spaces considerably. For knowledge workers in particular these technological transformations are slowly having implications on their practices.

The incremental shift

As a consequence of the technological changes, employers are starting to feel the pressure to accommodate and actively engage with the Participatory Web as a new communication and business medium (Kaplan and Haelein, 2010; Tuten, 2010). Businesses are drawn to the digital world in an attempt to reinvent their practice (Qualman, 2000). Creative and knowledge based industries and institutions alike are striving to make sense of the web phenomenon, as it destabilises their long established and formally successful communication norms and strategies (Burgess, 2011). The Participatory Web demands a new dynamics that is totally different from the requirements of any previous means of communication (Solis and Breakenridge, 2009). The stress is no longer on the broadcast of information through a formal, hierarchical communication strategy; but rather on contextualised social engagement. Understanding the effects of the Participatory Web on different aspects of society is key to this research project in that Higher
Education Institutions need to be part of the current knowledge economy in order to respond to the needs of the society it aims to serve and inform.

We can conceive of the Participatory Web as a space for collective participation. On the Participatory Web human experience is conveyed largely through personalised narratives that are based on the relationships individuals experience through their participation in shared environments. Those who seize the opportunities are creatively advancing into new directions (Schmidt, 2011) at the same time they are faced with the challenges it presents. Evidence of this is particularly clear in creative industries and Higher Education Institutions. The digitisation of music, for instance, has transformed the canons of music distribution (Hesmondhalgh, 2009). The music industry monopoly has equally been shaken by a Do It Yourself (DIY) culture (Spenser, 2005) in that music is streamed online without the stamp of a music label (Fox, 2002). There are, of course, issues of copyright breach and piracy of music. This is one of the challenges of other emergent practices such as the remixing of content (Lessig, 2008). As artists start using social networking sites such as Myspace, Facebook and Twitter to promote their work, they enable the creation of a kind of fan base where stories are shared and connection between artists and amongst fans is established (Baym, 1993, 1997, 2010; boyd and Ellison, 2007). AVAST! an antivirus company, is also engaged in bringing their community of fans together via sites such as Facebook. As reported on their blog (Mashak, 2011), their Facebook page has a massive increase of user numbers, escalating from 20,000 to 300,000 fans on the networking site in the space of a year. This growth is also represented by users’ active presence, i.e, engagement with the AVAST! team via “feedback (...) [and] comments [that] bring fresh ideas and help [the team] to continually improve avast!” (ibid). The web has become a place for “marketing conversations with customers and new influencers reinventing industry” (Solis and Breakenridge, 2009, p.7). The influence of the Participatory Web is also reflected in other services such as healthcare, in which new media is “reengineering the way doctors and patients interact” (Hawn, 2009, p.361). These social tools can bring opportunities (Eysenbach, 2001) as they empower patients (Hawn, 2009), but they can also present challenges regarding privacy and legal issues (Nemati, 2010).

The same applies to Higher Education Institutions. They are slowly adopting new technologies to modernise the curriculum and create alternative channels for accessibility (Grosseck, 2009) and responsiveness (Atkins et al, 2007). Such is the case of Open Educational Resources (OER) (Stacey,
The Participatory Web has come to question the structures and systems on which practices are based. As models of engagement for business and education shift, “simply digitizing old models doesn’t work” (Qualman, 2010, p.36). There is a need to attend to the demands and impact of the Participatory Web and its engaged community. The Participatory Web is about doing things differently. Therefore, the Participatory Web provides knowledge workers and society in general with new possibilities (Schneckenberg, 2009) for casting communication at a highly personalised level, and engaging with peers, target communities, and wider publics more effectively. The Participatory Web also presents new challenges. These are particularly concerned with changing the rules of established systems; habits with history that give practice its identity (Wenger, 1998), and policies of power (Schneckenberg, 2009).

**Step changes**

As part of this literature review, I characterise the current Information Age as having evolved, even if indirectly, from the previous Information eras via the needs and expectations they created. This new phase is distinct mainly through its digital features, the affordances it provides, and the participatory culture it has stimulated (Jenkins, 2006; 2009; Jarrett, 2010). Moreover, this is probably the first time that the medium has become largely accessible by wider and more distributed groups (Deuze, 2006; Harrison, 2009). Yet, it is important not to forget that although it may seem that the Participatory Web has become almost an ubiquitous technology amongst teenagers and young adults, especially in developed countries (Lenhart at al, 2010), online participation is unevenly distributed in the global community, and it is far from being an idyllic environment (Naughton, 2012) for the full exercise of freedom of expression. The participatory Web is also governed by control policies (Deibert, 2009; Liang and Lu, 2010). Power relations and politics do exist online. They are transferred from face to face practices into the online environments (Cammaerts, 2008). Nonetheless, the Participatory Web has also proven to be a conduit for self and collective expression (Levly, 1997; Surowiecki, 2005), social activism (Hjorth and Arnold, 2011; Jones, 2011; Ray, 2011; Shirky, 2011), civic engagement and citizenship (Rheingold, 2007; Zimmer, 2008; Bennet et al, 2011). This is its greatest potential: to provide a space for empowering and emancipating the common individual, and even the masses.
In the context of academia, the Participatory Web has also suffered from similar dichotomies. Whereas some see it as empowering (De Roure and Goble, 2009), others regard it as disruptive (Eijman, 2010). Its potential is yet to be fully exploited by the global academic community. This is particularly notable since several knowledge topics have emerged from the phenomenon of the Participatory Web as research themes, and even sub-disciplines. For example, Technology Enhanced Learning, e-Learning, Cybernetics, Information and Communication Technologies, E-commerce, Knowledge Management, Social Media, Media Psychology etc. Nonetheless, there are pockets of excellence and innovation in academia regarding the use of these technologies to achieve impact within and beyond the research communities. There is a general understanding that progressively the Participatory Web will permeate academic practice both as a research theme and a research tool.

The present and future of the Information Age

The Participatory Web

As mentioned in the sections above, the Web has continued to evolve in the past 20 years. It has acquired different names tag throughout its evolution as people attempt to capture its essence in an accurate way. The term Web 2.0 was popularised by the O’Reilly team in 2005. It highlights the difference between the initial Web, as a rather static information resource, and its subsequent phases that focus more on its social features. Soon after the term Web 2.0 came into use, other terms started to grow in popularity. For instance, Social Media is a term extensively used, as it encompasses both the web and mobile applications, and tools with interactive functions. The Participatory Web is also another term that came into use. This is the preferred term I have chosen for the purpose of this research as the word participation hints beyond the idea of socialisation into the concepts of contribution and engagement. For the purpose of this research project, which aims to look at the effect contemporaneous technologies have on research practice, I consider this to be the most appropriate term.
The Participatory Web has the potential to put the individual at the centre of their practices as part of their lifelong learning and professional activity. The proficient use of these new technologies can have an impact on individuals’ professional profiles (Costa and Torres, 2011) as they become more noticeable and accessible to others, and thus more visibly engaged with relevant networks. Regarding the transformation of scholarship, the Participatory Web can potentially become an agent of change and innovation. However, despite its believed potential, the Participatory Web does not seem to have yet been adopted by academia to its full potential (Wouters, 2007). Many and different practices co-exist in academia that are modelled by different approaches, disciplinary traditions, and also external and internal rules and assessment frameworks. The conventions and regulations by which Higher Education Institutions abide, rather than promoting change and innovation, often become agents of continuity of practice as they aim to regulate and standardise academic activity for national and international measurement (Muller, 2011).

Previous research has pointed out that the use of networked technologies to start and sustain new learning and research environments have not been deployed across the entire educational realm, with the rates of adoption in academia being fairly low in comparison to expert predictions (Conole et al, 2000). Additionally, with international and national information and communication technologies (ICT) policies focusing mainly on the teaching and learning agenda, little attention was initially given to research as an area that can also benefit from the advancements of the Participatory Web. Moreover, most of the studies linking the phenomenon of the Participatory Web with research practice focus on the use of the Participatory Web as a platform to make research outputs available rather than on the processes of research practice (Fry, 2004, p.305). Such is the case of studies on Institutional Repositories (Foster & Gibbons, 2005; Johnson, 2002; Swan, 2010) or online research journals (Swan, 2005). However, very little is known about more interactive forms of communication (Palmer, 2005), such as communication, participation and networking in distributed environments. The same applies to the way academic researchers are deploying the use of the Participatory Web in a research environment increasingly dependent on new technologies (Kemp & Jones, 2007).
The Participatory Web can be an alternative channel for the communication of scholarly knowledge (Weller, 2011). It allows for diversity and creative practice in the sharing and construction of knowledge. Research blogs and social networking sites (SNS) such as Facebook or Twitter provide new hubs for the congregation of social capital (Ellison et al, 2007) as well as the development and enhancement of cultural capital, even if in a rather informal and spontaneous way (Ji et al, 2010; Prieur and Savage, 2011). Pockets of practitioners keen on exploiting the Participatory Web are slowly starting to give attention to the role of networked technologies in assisting research collaborations and dissemination. Recently, new emphasis has been put on digital scholarship and the use of the Participatory Web to produce new forms of research dissemination (Can et al, 2010). Funding bodies such as JISC (Joint Information System Committee) and the European Commission, as well as research support organisations such as Vitae UK, have been pushing forward the idea of virtual research environments, digital laboratories and scholarly driven networks and communities as a form of supporting and promoting academic practice and research. In addition, community and public engagement have become a critical item in the agendas of Higher Education Institutions (Marris and Rose, 2010; Bauer and Jensen, 2011; Neresini and Bucchi, 2011). This is a case where context influences practice (Oreg, 2009).

Traditional ways of measuring research practice tend to overlook new forms of communication and engagement, as the benefits of digital scholarship are not always perceived (Greenhow et al, 2009; Xia, 2010). Although there is an increasing movement in this direction, its influence is still minimal (Nichols, 2009). And opposition to it can be rather fierce.

Scholarship in transition: tensions and conflicts

We are currently living in a turbulent phase in which jobs, roles and practices are being redefined (Savikas, 2000; Lippmann, 2011). The move into the knowledge economy requires the acquisition of new skills, and the use of modern technology. Although knowledge work has always been the business of academia, academics seem to have been slow in their uptake of new forms of communication and engagement with audiences (Blin and Munro, 2008). This can probably be justified by academia’s long tradition. Many scholarly practices are the legacy of their historical past. They become accepted norms that are inculcated in scholars from generation to generation. Those practices are also a reflection of the appraisal and reward systems that are in place and
which influence people’s attitudes toward change, innovation, and to a certain extent, risk taking (Williams, 2001).

In order to develop new approaches, improve practice and, above all, transform the working culture and mindsets of knowledge workers, and their institutions, it is crucial not to neglect their context and individuals’ personalities (Oreg, 2009). Such transformations present medium to long term challenges, as each disciplinary area has its own pace and rhythm of adaptation. Nonetheless, such transformations may offer sustained results on how technology can be deployed to maximise the learning experience and the research process, and thus capitalise on its outcomes via interactive dissemination and communicative means. Fostering understanding of the current changing world in which academia is placed will contribute to the goal of this research in trying to access the research practice of scholars.

Heterogeneity in scholarly communication – the contribution of the Participatory Web

Given that knowledge is not “a homogeneous whole, but a patchwork of heterogeneous fields” (Fry, 2004a, p. 1), scholarly communication practices can be as diverse as the disciplines they represent. Different areas of knowledge feature different conventions. These differences are largely determined by the very nature of the field as well as the rituals and practices associated with it (Fry, 2004). As Cronin (2003) confirms “the world of research and scholarship comprises many disciplines and a mélange of epistemic cultures. This heterogeneity of behaviours and practices mean that ICTs are deployed differently” (p. 13), and at different paces.

Taking a broader view, disciplines that require greater levels of interdependency are more open to establishing collaborative links than those whose research practice presents lower levels of mutual dependency (Whitley, 1984). For example, in biological sciences scholars tend to work in teams and rely on those links for the advancement of knowledge. This often tends to lead to a separation between the so called hard and soft sciences (Biglan, 1973). Nevertheless, as the web becomes more prominent amongst scholarly practice, academics are progressively reconsidering “some of their ingrained practices” (Cronin, 2003 p.14). The open access mandates (see page 35) are a good example of this as they have triggered more knowledge to be made available in the open and as academics have been mandated to cooperate with these measures in order to respond to institutional goals. Nonetheless, we can also analyse it as a form of power being
exercised by the institutions rather than academics embracing different forms of agency and scholarship.

Becher (1989) concludes that academia comprises distinctive academic tribes with characteristic knowledge territories. Within these territories the ways in which “arguments are generated, developed, expressed and reported” (Becher 1989, p.23) are peculiar to each tribe and territory. Each academic tribe marks its territory by establishing its own rules and following its conventions. It is not only the field of knowledge that distinguishes them, but also the practices that are associated with it.

The Participatory Web may offer a set of new tools and services for the exchange of knowledge and human congregation. Yet, its appeal is not universal. The adoption or rejection of such practices can be, in part, linked with the nature and traditions of the disciplines and knowledge fields to which researchers belong (Fry, 2004; Kling & McKing, 2000) rather than the availability of the technology itself. Each area of knowledge, and the structure on which it is based, has its own conventions and traits that influence the way that people practice. In many cases, academic research practice online is a mere reflection of one’s face-to-face practice (Kling and Mckim, 2000), i.e., disciplines that have a greater tendency to collaborate and share ideas in physical settings are more likely to establish an online presence for the same purpose than those that tend to depend less on collaborative links. In other words, the online practices of academic researchers are most likely typical of the collaborative nature of the disciplines they represent and in which they are embedded.

Bearing in mind that we are moving towards a heavily inter- and multi-disciplinary world (Wilson, 2010; Hubbard, 2011), the need to collaborate and engage with different areas will become even more important than it is today. Digital technologies and the literacies associated with them are a central component of the current curriculum innovation strategy (Merchant, 2007; Hague and Payton, 2010). It is also a core aspect of interaction and cooperation between different fields of expertise, sectors and institutions. Therefore, it is imperative to understand the differences between disciplinary approaches (their habits, traits and cultural identity) as to develop theories and frameworks that will help us understand how we can best introduce and mentor academic researchers from different epistemological backgrounds as to the benefits and implications of the Participatory Web in contextual ways (Costa, 2011).
Another recent feature of the 21st century that affects the global society, and from which the academic world is not exempt, is the current global economic crisis. This also compromises existing practices. The announced research funding cuts in the UK\(^9\), for instance, provide a serious setback for the progress of research, given the pressure it puts on Higher Education Institutions and researchers alike to gain funding. The time spent chasing decreasing funds is at the expense of research. As libraries’ journal subscription budgets shrink, so does the potential audience for a subscribed journal. In terms of research impact, this has repercussions at a global level too. The fewer journal articles to which researchers have access, the less impact research will have on the wider research world as articles published are not read widely. The issue of accessibility of research becomes a critical problem that needs to be tackled. If on one hand, there is the issue of serial cost (Posser, 2004), also known as journal affordability, on the other hand, there is increasingly a loss of readership and visibility of publications that require a subscription (Harper and Corrall, 2011). Libraries are starting to struggle to cover the costs of all the periodicals to which they subscribe. Moreover, this impacts on the publishers who see their business decrease, and need to seek new markets in countries with a developing academic sector. However this also offers new opportunities for the open access movement to cement itself once and for all as an important component of the dissemination of research. The questions then are: (1) is academia ready to move from the venues in which their research has traditionally been published?, and more importantly even, (2) are publishing businesses ready to change their business models and yield the control back to the researcher and enable access to a wider audience? Although publishing business models are not the focus of this research, this is an important issue to be raised as they do impact on researchers’ practices. Issues of openness are starting to impinge on academic identity and practices with discussions of the digital scholar (Weller, 2011), open research and scholarship (Getz, 2005; Willinsky, 2006; McAndrew et al, 2010), the open data in science principles (Murray-Rust et al, 2011), scholars’ boycott of closed academic publications (boyd, 2008; Weller, 2010; Wheeler, 2011) as they vow to publish in open access journals, Universities’ open access mandates, and “JISC Open Access Vision”. All of these ideas - some proclaimed in a tone of manifestos - portray well the emergent epistemic culture regarding the
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\(^9\) The Guardian (2010) University Budget to be slashed up to 14%. Available at [http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2010/mar/18/university-budgets-slashed](http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2010/mar/18/university-budgets-slashed)
reinvention of communication of research outputs and its processes. These parallel campaigns support and value open scholarship, as explained below (see page 38).

Open access

The open access movement embodies the principles of knowledge sharing as a public and common good in spaces that provide wider accessibility (Lepionka, 2008). This idea, however, isn’t new. Enabling knowledge to be widely accessible has its roots in much earlier history. As Willinsky (2006) points out, the responsibility of extending knowledge beyond the institution and to all of those who might benefit from it

(...) has a history that dates back to the great libraries of the past visited by scholars, whether one thinks of the fabled collection at Alexandria founded in the third century b.c. or the mosque libraries, such as the one at al-Azhar in Cairo, which flourished in and around the sixteenth century, or the small-town libraries that spread through nineteenth-century America. (p. 25)

Another version of this approach had its expression through the invention of the scientific periodicals in the 17th Century, which extended the ideas exchanged though letters and private learning networks to a larger audience through printed journals (see page 13). In the age of digital communication it is understandable, and desirable, that contemporaneous technologies are used to opening knowledge to a wider audience. Thus, the open access movement advocates the publication of information in a digital format, which is accessible online without the need for passwords or payment of fees. It also protects authors’ intellectual property rights by advocating the use of inclusive licenses, such as Creative Commons (CC) licenses. These licenses promote use of the published work, whilst also providing full credit and ownership to its original creator. These rules are more congruent with a philosophy of open sharing (Henry et al, 2003; Fry et al, 2009) and the emancipation of the individual as co-producer of knowledge, rather than passive recipient. With it a Free Culture (Lessig, 2004) starts to take shape. Following Lessig’s work, the cultural movement the Participatory Web is bringing about is not one that advocates an information world free of charge, but rather one that aims to liberate the producer and their creations from publishing monopolies and closed environments. The ethos of the open access movement is to provide free access to knowledge, not use closed resources to generate income. The open access movement seeks to create a positive impact on the knowledge workers community by promoting
transparency and accessibility to information, and more opportunities for publication. For academics this constitutes an important strategy to disseminate their funded work more widely. For the publishing businesses however this shift towards open publishing represents a major cut in profit (Bergstrom, 2001) that inevitably leads to the rethinking of their business models.

In December 2001 The Budapest Open Access Initiative (BOAI) was declared. It proposed to make research articles from all fields freely available online as a form of serving the interests of research practice and researchers worldwide. Its goal is to be attained through two parallel publication strategies: self-archiving and open access journals. The self-archiving, also known as the green route, aims to make journal articles published in closed journals available via research repositories (Björk, 2009), whereas the open access journals, also known as the gold route, aspires to stimulate a new format for academic publishing that is completely open (Guédon, 2004). Many open access journals observe the rights of the authors by enabling them to retain or share copyright whilst licensing the work for publication in an open access format (Hoorn and van der Graaf, 2006). Such is the case of open electronic journal articles such as First Monday10 and InEducation11.

Since the start of BOAI, many academic institutions have subscribed to the initiative by issuing an open access mandate. Open access mandates demand that all research publications produced by academic staff be deposited in their institution’s research repository. In the majority of the cases, institutional repositories use the green route to open access rather than promoting the gold route (Mackie, 2004). Indeed, this is the greatest bone of contention that needs addressing. If on one hand institutions are making an effort to liberate knowledge from closed journals, on the other hand they are bound by the prestige closed publications still enjoy; something institutions require to keep their economic and cultural capital.

A study conducted on open access by Eysenbach in 2006 demonstrates that articles published in open access journals are acknowledged faster and more often referenced than articles in toll accessed journals. These findings have been validated by other recent studies that confirm the increasing impact of open access publications. For instance, Norris et al (2008) have discovered that open access articles are getting a greater attention by academics in developed countries, thus increasing the numbers of times these publications are cited. Open access publications are also
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10 First Monday (n/d), Copyright Notice. Available from http://firstmonday.org/hrbin/cgiwrap/bin/ois/index.php/fm/about/submissions#copyrightNotice
11 InEducation (n/d), Submission Guidelines. Available from http://ineducation.ca/submission-guidelines
reaching audiences which otherwise might not have had access to that knowledge. The authors (ibid) note that academics from lower income countries favoured open access publications. Herb (2010) asserts that open access may help narrow the digital divide. It not only widens the access to information by making it open to a larger audience; it can also potentially increase the numbers of research productions by academics in developing countries. This is an important “side-effect” of open access publications in the sense that it promotes the craft of writing research.

Davis and Walters’ (2011) research also makes a critical contribution to the open access debate regarding impact and outreach of current research. The researchers found that open access articles are downloaded more often than toll access journals. Nonetheless, the same does not necessarily apply to citations. This is a fact that is corroborated by Davis in a study published in 2010. This comes to contest a number of earlier studies that claimed the opposite (Harnad et al, 2004; Brody et al, 2006; Hajjem et al, 2006; Bernius and Hanauske, 2009). Davis and Walters (2011) assert that the comparison of the number of citations between the two types of publications is rather ambiguous as there is not a clear system as to how this phenomenon can be accurately measured. Their most critical contribution to the open access debate however is on its outreach role. They note that there is a need for research on the impact open access might have on a broader readership, i.e., non-research contexts. This is unquestionably a very pertinent issue given that the Participatory Web, as a medium through which research is disseminated, is accessed by millions of people, the scholarly community being just a tiny percentage of the web user population. Considering that research is supposed to advance and support society, what role does the web play in creating opportunities for communication with non-specialised audiences? Moreover, what role does the open access movement play in making “research language” more accessible to the public? Will it have the same effect the printing technology and the scientific journal had in broadening the scope of the research discourse to a larger group of people interested in research findings?

Although open access abides by the standards of quality assurance through a peer review process, it has yet to enjoy the same kind of prestige traditional journals do (Swan and Brown, 2004; Campbell, 2008). This is clearly a disadvantage as open access journals compete against the long established reputation of journals that enjoy the stamp of historical prestige. Until open access journals acquire the same kudos, the majority of publications will remain under the control of toll accessed journals, simply because these are the journals which will bring the most recognition
from the research community (Northcott and Linacre, 2010). Featuring as an author in the so-called high quality journals will not only help the institution in their research ranking; it will also place the researcher in a better position for their next job, promotion, or tenure (Miller et al., 2011). Hence, if the open access movement is to prevail and to fulfill the purpose of conducting research in a more accessible and transparent world at a global level, it is imperative that the rules through which research is measured and the work of researchers is acknowledged change so that academia can live up to the new forms of disseminating and communicating scientific work. The success of this initiative is related to the structures that impel the change or stagnation of practice. It is equally related to the habits developed in academia.

The use of the Participatory Web to communicate scientific knowledge is probably one of the major transformations academic practice has gone through in the last decade. It is a rising movement that is changing academic communication, not only through the opening of formal research, but equally through the possibilities it provides for informal communication, debate and networking with and beyond the professional circles of academics.

**Scholarship and the Participatory Web explained**

**Opportunities and implications**

The combination of scholarship and the Participatory Web suggests new forms of conducting practice (Wenger et al., 2010), learning and networking (Mason and Rennie, 2007; 2008). It grants new opportunities for collective work (Eysenbach, 2008; Hemmi et al., 2009; Rhoades et al., 2009) and distributed partnerships (McLoughlin and Lee, 2007). It provides ownership and autonomy to the individual as it yields a greater degree of control to the single user as a participant in a wider social environment (Franklin and Harmelen, 2008). But this type of autonomy has a price. The Participatory Web produces different forms of agency and power relationships (Jarrett, 2008). It has the potential to empower people as much as it can expose them. The Participatory Web is a complex environment in which openness can interfere with privacy and security issues. The sharing of data and intercommunication may also imply more opportunities for surveillance and control (Naughton, 2012). And access to these new forms of working and communicating may well widen the digital divide gap and thus create new forms of inequality (ibid). In the context of Higher Education the Participatory Web can encourage individuals to question established norms and
adopt new philosophies of practice that challenge conventions implicit to the Institution or subject disciplines. We are living in a moment of transition where these differences between the advantages and implications of working and being online are present in our daily life, and we are yet to understand what kind of impact they will have in the long term. Nonetheless, we cannot ignore that they have a role in our future and it is therefore important to take a long term view on this matter.

The transformation of practices is a progressive process, the speed of which varies between contexts (Kling & McKim, 2000). We are currently experiencing a moment of transition in which approaches antagonistic to the web and web-based practices co-exist (Fry, 2004; Matzat, 2009). These contrasting practices distinguish individuals in both their approaches and epistemologies of practice. It helps define how and where they network, collaborate and communicate in their field. The next subsection reflects on these aspects in the context of the Participatory Web.

**Forms of association**

Networking, learning in collectives (Dron and Anderson, 2007), or forming social bonds with other individuals interested in similar topics online is an emergent practice on the Participatory Web. Dron and Anderson (ibid) analyse three emergent forms of association online:

1. **Groups**: developed around joint activities individuals need to achieve or create
2. **Social Networks**: formed around individuals with similar interests. Social networks are fluid systems of knowledge exchange that are in constant evolution
3. **Collectives**: defined by sporadic contributions to topics of interest, being the biggest difference between collectives and social networks and groups the fact that the sense of belonging is far more loosely than in the first two forms of association mentioned above.

The different forms of association emerging from the participation in joint environments influence individuals’ approaches to working and help to shape new ways of learning in informal ways (Amin and Roberts, 2008; Greenhow et al, 2009). Individuals’ participation in online environments also informs their professional identity as they start developing practices that are congruent with the ideologies of the groups with which they interact online.
During the last two decades the concept of Communities of Practice (CoP), as part of individuals’ professional and personal development, has grown popular. Lave and Wenger (1991) conducted research on how people learn in organisations and workplaces and discovered that one’s learning and professional development is contextually and socially bounded.

Individuals join groups of interest and congregate in social circles when they feel they can benefit from the experiences that are shared and the stories and artefacts (Wenger, 1998) that are built as part of that same social practice. i.e., a share repertoire. Such learning circles are often formed informally and maintained at the cost of peer participation. These forms of association often grow organically, beyond institutional constraints (Hara et al, 2009). They are based on individuals’ learning needs and the willingness of like-minded people to co-develop deeper understanding and practice about relevant areas. When Lave and Wenger started looking at this phenomenon they based much of their fieldwork on face-to-face communities, i.e., circles of people with close bonds, who shared the same geographical space, belonged to the same company or were connected for a specific reason. Usually this reason was closely related to the involvement in similar practices, the sharing of interests and learning goals, or their initiation in a new craft. Since then, the concept of and approach to communities of practice has gained a new dimension. The Participatory Web created a new space for collaboration, sharing and congregation of collective intelligence (Ardichvili, 2008; Davies and Merchant, 2009; Grabner-Kräuter, 2009). And parallel to Communities of Practice, we have witnessed the emergence of other forms of association whose nature is more loose, spontaneous, and just in time. Through participation in such environments individuals develop what Granovetter identified as weak and strong ties (1983). These ties consequently inform their sense of identity within a certain community (Wenger et al, 2010) or their sense of self within given networks (Giddens, 1991; White, 2009).

As the Participatory Web becomes more open to user-generated activity, there is an increase in the number of online networks that support individual interest and learning provision. Seminars, conferences or local reading groups, for instances, are no longer the only way knowledge workers and learners in general have access to learning and networking opportunities, or make their ideas and practices known. The Participatory Web has helped develop new contexts for the constitution of personal and professional learning networks (PLNs) in a social space. These new forms of association provide the individual with personalised forms of cultivating connections and
participating in events relevant to their own practice, based on their own needs and choices. Warwick (2009) refers to a PLN as:

\[
\text{an individual’s topic-oriented goal, a set of practices and techniques aimed at attracting and organising a variety of relevant content sources, selected for their value to help the owner accomplish a professional goal or interest. (slide 3)}
\]

The participation in such social learning systems produces new landscapes of practice (Wenger, 2010, p.3) and new boundaries are formed that help to structure that landscape. Participation in such social systems leads to different modes of identification (ibid, p.4-5):

- **Engagement** – developing an identity of participation or non-participation. In the context of the Participatory Web and scholarship this can be translated into the levels of participation in online environments which distinguish those who have a web presence from those who do not.

- **Imagination** – the constructed image of the world and an individual’s place in it. In the remit of this research this can be interpreted as how academics develop their sense of ‘professional self’ and what they perceive as being the purpose of their role in academia.

- **Alignment** – coordination between theory, practice and context. In the context of this study this item refers to how online experiences inform and affect practice through the development of new approaches, negotiation of rules, proposal of new activities, etc.

The Participatory Web has come to augment academic practice in non-standard ways, providing scope for creative and personalised initiatives. Collaboration, as one of the central activities on the Participatory Web, has become key to harness the challenges of the networked society in that it provides individuals with the advantages of collective knowledge (Foroughi, 2011; Wolf et al, 2012). The new forms of online association lead to several dilemmas, especially those related to the communication of information and the construction of knowledge in given disciplines. The way individuals operate online is not always compatible with the practices and working cultures of the disciplines and institutions single individuals represent. Hence, such activities are not always seen as a natural approach to certain academic practices. Changing academic practice is therefore a complex process, which requires a deep understanding of one’s own context, as well as professional and cultural identity. Additionally, the personal and social traits of the individual also have an impact on how scholars regard the use of the Participatory Web in their practice.
As a direct result of the advent of the Participatory Web, a new literacy has emerged (Glister, 1997; Lankshear & Knobel, 2006), and new skills need to be acquired (Jenkins et al., 2006; Solomon, 2007). Working and interacting online requires a new set of soft skills that will enable individuals to participate in collective spaces and contribute to collective intelligence. As a result, they not only transform their approach to practice; they re-invent themselves in the process of doing so.

**Professional identity**

In the context of scholarly practice, the Participatory Web has raised awareness about another topic that is relevant to this research: professional and digital identity. Professional identity can be defined as the ongoing personal and social understanding of one’s professional role based on a set of beliefs, values and experiences that occur over time (Schein, 1978). Hence, identity is not a static concept of the self, but one that rather evolves, according to “work role changes” (Ibarra, 1999, p. 765) and the personal and social meanings that are derived from that process.

Professional identity is most likely to be transformed as a result of career changes. Individuals respond to the challenges and responsibilities of new roles by negotiating their adaptation to the new situation (Schein, 1978; Hill, 1992; Ibarra, 1999). This consists of an interactive process in which the individual adjusts to some of the demands of the new workplace at the same they try to retain “valued aspects of their identity” (Ibarra, 1999, p. 765). Research postulates that this dynamic process is affected by both internal and external structures that regulate one’s sense of self (Cote, 1996). These can be reflected in job specifications, regulations, social practices, and even in role models. However, the circumstances in which individuals work are not enough to fully model the professional identity of individuals. One’s sense of self can also be shaped by one’s self-conception (Ibarra, 1999), i.e., who individuals think they are and what they would like to become. Hence, professional identity can be seen as a social construction (Jenkins, 2008) that positions individuals in a given role and places them within their professional structures and the wider contexts in which they act.

Slay and Smith (2011) posit that the self-conception of professional identity is shaped in three different ways (p. 87). Professional identity is:

- **Social(ized)** (individuals are socialized into the meanings of a given profession)
• Changeable (individuals adjust and adapt their professional self to different roles and jobs)
• Modelled (individuals’ work experiences and narratives of life help construct one’s perceptions of the self and thus determine priorities and directions)

Research also claims that professional identities are influenced by socio-cultural and historical contexts (Markus and Nurius, 1986). Cote (1996) points out three levels of identity formation: he asserts that an individual’s identity designates his/her position in the social structure, in which the political and economic systems are also included (p. 417); it is represented by the individual’s experiences (also within the institution) (ibid, p. 420); and by individual’s personality.

Within the context of the Participatory Web, professional identity has acquired a renewed importance, and a new term has been coined as a result. The term “digital identity” describes the phenomenon of participating and developing a sense of self online. It can be understood as the combination of how individuals present themselves online and the meaning others attribute to it. Participation online implies the creation of a digital presence, which evolves over time and across the distributed spaces in which the individual interacts (Wenger et al, 2010, p. 180). It provides a new conduit for individuals to raise their profiles (Goode, 2010) and establish a reputation.

Digital scholarship

Scholarship has changed over time. In 1990, Boyer defined scholarship around four different concepts:

• **scholarship of discovery** - associated with the practice of conducting research and discovering new knowledge (p.17);
• **scholarship of integration** - aiming to cross different areas of knowledge and inquiry (p.19);
• **scholarship of application** – referring to the need to link research inquiry to “real” problems via engagement with different publics (p.21);
• **scholarship of teaching** - referring to the practice of passing on new knowledge to others (p.23).

Today scholarship is still in transformation (Pearce et al, 2010). Weller (2011) revisits scholarship in the context of the digital society. He proposes three new features: (1) digital, (2) networked, and (3) open scholarship (p.5). With the growing access to new technologies, scholars have
distributed access to “a growing body of research data and sophisticated research tools and services” (Conole, 2012, p.16). The opportunities to retrieve and contribute to a living, dynamic, and evolving knowledge database are multiple. The Participatory Web assists in the flow and management of information (Borgman, 2007) in open networks. It provides scholars with a new conduit for the dissemination and storage of research data and outputs in an environment where different publics can converge. Scholars are also enabled to participate in online communities and networks that not only link them to their research interests but can also connect them to new research and collaboration opportunities. Hence, a digital scholar can be understood as an individual who explores connections beyond traditional boundaries and becomes engaged in activities that will benefit their scholarly interests and practices as well as those of others.

Yet, being a digital scholar is not as simple as it might seem, as a cultural change is required (Becher, 1989; Cronin, 2003; Fry, 2004; Kemp & Jones, 2007; Whitely, 1998). This makes the transformation of scholarship in the digital context a slow process. It is important to remember that transforming practices is a gradual and challenging process that needs to be based on a logic that corresponds to the epistemological background of the culture being transformed. It is not only a matter of perception; it is also a matter of need, support, and institutional culture.

As online participation starts to get more attention by scholars, because of its “affordances and reach” (boyd & Ellison, 2007), there is a need to conduct further research on this emergent phenomenon. Most studies focus on the formal dissemination of research online via pre-prints and repositories. Yet, there is very little research on the informal interaction and networking activity of scholars in online environments (Palmer, 2005). The digital scholar as an active participant in an open, highly interactive culture of shared practice and knowledge creation is still in the early days of development.

**Summary**

This literature review aimed to frame the context of this study. It commenced by providing a historical perspective on how research activity has evolved throughout the times and the role technologies have had in that process. The review takes the reader through different periods and techniques employed to connect knowledge worker to their peers and disseminate the knowledge they produce through a wider community. The Republic of Letters and the first scientific journals
are offered as early examples. The argument is then taken forward to the present, and I introduce the Internet and the web as new platforms and environments for the support of scholarly practice. I briefly introduce the different stages the web has gone through until it achieved its participatory status. The third and final section of this literature review depicts the different forms of association and connectivity that are made possible online. Through the access to different means of communication online, scholars are able to create and cultivate their networks and communities of interest in a much faster and effective ways than scholars in the 19th Century and earlier would have been able to. The collaborative spaces they are able to create online are simultaneously more distributed and more connected than in the past. The Participatory Web not only mediates connectivity and communication, it also provides a sense of presence. Professional identities are also discussed in the context of digital scholarship. As scholars start to participate online as part of their academic endeavours they not only extend the results of their work to a larger audience, they also portray their social being. Their professional identity is shaped by their participation online as it brings together the different elements that constitute their practice.

In conclusion, the Participatory Web has become a prosperous environment for the development of interconnections, co-construction and communication of new knowledge. It presents scholars with alternatives to scholarship (Weller, 2011). It provides opportunities to further develop academic work and extend scholars’ influence.

So far, very little has been published on the use of the Participatory Web and approaches used to enhance one’s academic research experience and practice. Literature on the online practices of researchers, their appropriation of the Participatory Web for dissemination and valorisation of one’s research, engagement with the wider public, or raising of one’s profile as a researcher is still scarce. Moreover, how this particular group, academic researchers, develop and nurture their informal networks and identity beyond the boundaries of the institution is an area that needs further examination (Redeker, 2009). The majority of studies to which I had access focused on the use of Participatory Web in the contexts of teaching and learning (Mutka et al., 2008). As mentioned in this literature review, even studies focusing on the activity of academic researchers focus their attention particularly on the publication of research results rather than on different forms of online participation. This study aims to bridge that gap by looking at the narratives of practice of academic researchers highly embedded in a culture of sharing and collaboration as part of their intense use of the Participatory Web for scholarly purposes.
This literature review has informed the research guide that will be used to collect information about the emergent phenomenon and practices with the Participatory Web (Figure below illustrates the research process of this research)

Figure 3 - Interview guide is informed by the literature review
Chapter 3 – Methodological approach and philosophical considerations

Introduction

In the previous chapters, I set the background of and justification for my research.

I developed a perspective based on online communication and networking processes that can potentially develop new forms of working at the same time as it questions the value of such approaches. I also highlighted the advent of the Participatory Web and academic researchers’ engagement with it as a possible catalyst for changing of one’s professional identity.

In this chapter I present my research methodology and describe my motivations for choosing such an approach. I discuss my ontological and epistemological positions, as they inform my methodological choices. I explore and reflect on the use of narrative inquiry as both a methodology and as a technique for understanding the research practice of academic researchers.

Research data is derived from an information-rich process of narration in the first person, through the use of in-depth interviews with a focus on the career life histories of research participants. The narratives derived from this process are verified via online communication with the research participants regarding my understanding of their stories. Additional follow-on testimonies from three of the research participants were also collected a year after the first interview took place. For a period of six months they provided reflective updates to their stories covering their practice and approach based on current events related to their academic practice.

The process of gathering and understanding research participants’ narratives of practice identified the need to seek additional literature to enhance the understanding of the phenomena the narratives were disclosing. The research lens introduced to aid the analysis of the research data was Pierre Bourdieu’s thinking tools: forms of capitals, field, habitus and symbolic violence\(^\text{12}\). They helped to formulate the research context within those concepts and help with the analysis of the collected data (please see Chapter 4, page 92 and Chapter 5, page 146).

\(^{12}\) Bourdieu’s key concepts are highlighted in this thesis through the use of *italics*. This is a technique used by other researchers (see Grenfell, 2008) in order to differentiate Bourdieu’s thinking tools from general prose.
This chapter finishes with a reflection on the value of conducting narrative inquiry. It considers the ethical issues with which I had to deal as part of this project. It also discusses the advantages and implications of using the Participatory Web to do so.

**Research objectives**

Initially, the goal of this research was to study the use of the Participatory Web by academic researchers and the implications that such habits have for their practice in a dynamic socio-technological environment. As the study progressed, the research evolved to analyse the power relations that are developed in the context of Higher Education regarding the interplay of research practice and the Participatory Web. Deep understanding of research participants’ perceptions of practice in academia with the Participatory Web was sought through personal stories. The use of narrative inquiry enabled me to access research participants’ epistemologies of practice and analyse the interdependence between their use of the Participatory Web and their professional activity.

This main objective of this research is to increase the understanding of the online practices of academic researchers (see page 235 for thick description of research participants) and how it affects their wider practices in the context the *social milieu* in which their experience and perspective has been embedded as a continuum.

As highlighted in the Introduction Chapter (see page 4) of this thesis, this research aims to:

- explore the use of the Participatory Web by academic researchers through their personal accounts
- understand the perceived implications the use of the Participatory Web has on the scholarly practice (research) of research participants
- situate the narratives of practices collected for this study in the context of the current the social, cultural, political and economical context.

Additionally, I want to understand how the ‘experiential continuum’ (Dewey, 1934), which represents their experiences and justifies their practices, connects to their transformation of practice in the current times, and how this is reflected in their identity as researchers and practitioners.
Justification of the research design

First and foremost it is important to declare that this research project adopts a qualitative approach. It is not my goal to quantify any of the findings that might derive from this study, but rather to develop a rich picture of the practices of research participants, and thus foster understanding of the phenomenon under focus. Hence, my research design is based on a qualitative research methodology that allowed me to collect the research data in an iterative way. I made use of narrative inquiry as the main data collection technique, as explained in later sections of this chapter. Existing documentation (research participants’ CVs and access to their open online presence), field notes, and data generated from the interactions with the research participants through scheduled interviews and follow up dialogues, as part of the research process, were also used in this research project. Considering the complexity of the study of the “Logic of Practice” (Bourdieu, 1990) which provided for carrying out this study, a qualitative methodology provided a more suitable approach to engage with the research participants and their personal narratives of practice.

Philosophical assumptions

Conducting research on how the use of the Participatory Web affects the practices of academic researchers means, for me personally, entering territories I have often frequented as part of my professional practice as a Learning Technologist, but which I have not necessarily explored through a research lens. It demands that I look at my own practice in its dynamic environment. It represents an opportunity to explore a reality I am immersed in through the eyes of others: my research participants. In doing so, I can disclose my own research philosophy and start to sketch my own research profile with regard to what type of researcher I am. Below, I consider different research paradigms that help me understand my philosophical standpoint as a researcher. Consequently, this understanding helps me design a research methodology that is congruent with my own ontological and epistemological stance.

In the existing literature, there is a historical ongoing debate regarding the classification of the research paradigms. Burrell and Morgan (1979) propose a matrix of four categories for organizational analysis: (1) functionalist, (2) interpretative, (3) radical humanist, and (4) radical
structuralist. Their work has been much acclaimed (Goles and Hirschheim, 2000) in that it has played an important role in discussing and conceptualising philosophical approaches. Yet is has also been contested given that Burrell and Morgan’s grid fails to “draw attention to important differences in research programs” (Deetz, 1996, p.191). The strong emphasis on the conceptualisation of research as subjective and objective “reproduces a neo-positivist philosophy of science and obscures the nature of other research programs” (ibid, p. 194).

Guba and Denzin (1994), on the other hand, have outlined four distinctive paradigms and framed them into the ontological, epistemological and methodological discussion: (1) positivism, (2) postpositivism, (3) constructivism, and (4) critical (see table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Positivism</th>
<th>Postpositivism</th>
<th>Critical theory et al</th>
<th>Constructivism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ontology</strong></td>
<td>naive realism - “real” reality but apprehendable</td>
<td>critical realism - “real” reality but only imperfectly and probabilistically apprehendable</td>
<td>historical realism - virtual reality shaped by social, political, cultural, economic, ethnic, and gender values; crystalised over time</td>
<td>relativism-local and specific constructed realities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Epistemology</strong></td>
<td>dualist/objectivist; findings true</td>
<td>Modified dualist/objectivist; critical tradition/community; findings probably true</td>
<td>transactional/subjectivist; value mediated findings</td>
<td>transactional/subjectivist; created findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology</strong></td>
<td>experimental/manipulative: verification of hypotheses; chiefly quantitative methods</td>
<td>Modified experimental/manipulative; critical multiplism; falsification of hypotheses; may include qualitative methods</td>
<td>dialogic/dialectical</td>
<td>hermeneutical/dialectic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 - Basic beliefs of alternative inquiry paradigms (Guba and Denzin, 1994, p.109)

For this research project, however, I analyse three concurrent research philosophies: Positivist, Interpretive, and Critical, following the work of Chua (1986), Orlikowski and Baroudi (1991) and Myers and Klein (2011). I discuss the core strengths and weaknesses of the three research
paradigms. In doing so, I have developed a table that illustrates my understanding of the highlighted research philosophies (please see table 2 in this chapter).

**Positivism**

The positivist paradigm assumes that there is an objective world that can be observed through experience (Coleman and Briggs, 2002, p.15). It uses research methods that aim to measure and describe the nature of a specific phenomenon with scientific precision. Positivism relies on research approaches that aim to make the object of research, the researcher, its environment and related context separate entities (Cecez-Kecmanovic, 2005). This often, but not exclusively, recurs in a quantitative approach given its need to differentiate between ‘scientific theories’ and ‘people’s tales’. The positivist philosophy stresses the desire of objectifying reality (Chamaz, 2003) through studies that can be replicated or allow the observation of the same phenomenon through different prisms whilst obtaining comparable results. It equally grants its validity and proves its replicability. **Positivist research is grounded on assumptions of impartiality and unbiased research. Hence, it advocates empirical methods of inquiry (Hirschheim, 1985; Laverty, 2003) that aim to study the research phenomenon objectively (Rosenfield, 1998).** As a result, the researcher is not included in the research process. Positivism looks into testing a theory or developing a new hypothesis, as it aims to formulate law-like conclusions in an attempt to make robust generalisations (Robson, 2002, p.34).

**Interpretivism**

The interpretive paradigm aims to access a reality that is socially constructed (Walsham, 1995), be it through language, shared feelings, or personal perceptions derived from experiences. Interpretivists stress the importance of the perspective of the research subjects and the meaning that they personally attribute to the phenomenon under study (Snape and Spencer, 2003, p.21). Interpretive research focuses on the complexity of human interactions in the context of given situations and the meanings that are derived from it. **It contrasts with the positivist approach in that interpretivism focuses on understanding rather than predicting (Bryam and Bell, 2007, p. 18).** The interpretive researcher is not deprived of their values (Walsham, 1995a, p.77), but rather, the role of the researcher is explicitly considered in the research process (Klein and Myers, 1999). The interrelationships between individuals and external structures play a role in making sense of a
reality that is bound to a social context. There is, therefore, a need to acknowledge the inter-subjectivity within the research process, as the interpretive approach seeks to develop understanding as to how individuals, within the context of their social groups, act and communicate meaning (Taylor, 1994, p. 196). The development of such knowledge requires contextual research methods that an objective approach would not be able to provide. Nonetheless, interpretative research does require the development of criteria that attest to the validity of research. This is achieved through the development or adoption of a conceptual framework that provides the criteria for a logical consistency (Chua, 1986), whilst allowing for subjective interpretation of actions. In a nutshell, the interpretive paradigm aims to describe and understand how social phenomena are produced and reproduced in a given social system. Interpretative research does not aim to produce generalisations. It rather aims to generate relevance at a local level. Its findings are ‘highly contingent on specific characteristics of the environment being studied’ (Kock et al, 2002, p. 331)

**Critical approach**

The critical paradigm argues that the research subjects are observed and understood within the social context that surrounds and affects them. In looking at the dynamics that occur in the social space, it also focuses on the conflicts and contradictions that affect one’s actions and perception of reality (Alvesson and Deetz, 2000). Critical research understands the world as a subjective construction experienced within objective structures.

Critical research has an interpretative side, but it ‘adopts a critical point of view regarding the research question’ (Baker and Bettner, 2002, p.293). In doing so, it perceives reality as a social construction with an historical legacy that is produced and reproduced by the individuals that constitute it (Kincheloe and McLaren, 2002, p.88). Thus, the critical researcher always takes into account the socio-historical context of the reality being studied as well as the different forms of domination (economical, social, cultural, political) that condition or prompt agency. He/she seeks to enable a dialogue where the different stakeholders are contained, instead of defining an authoritative understanding of the research phenomenon (Alvesson and Deetz, 2000, p.139). The critical researcher is implicated in the reality he/she studies, and aims to enact on it. Moreover, the critical paradigm questions the status quo of the reality under the research lens in an attempt to transform it. Critical research is explicitly political, and it has its ultimate goal the ‘emancipation’
of organisational members - the development of new lines of thought and practice that may enable undistorted dialogue and resolve unjust power asymmetries. (Taylor and Trujillo, 2000, p. 168). Critical research looks at the potential of social reality in an attempt to release it from its oppressive structures. Critical research aims to empower. Its core purpose is to reveal inequalities through the development of a social critique, whilst creating instances for ‘emancipatory change’ (Martin, 2003, p. 70) and improvement of current conditions (Smith, 1993; Stahl, 1998). Critical Theory is used as a framework of reference through which the critique is developed and enhanced.

Alvesson and Deetz, (2000) highlight three core elements to the development of critical research:

- **Insight** - the interpretation of the research phenomenon based on a process of observation and exploration of ‘depth meaning’ (p. 148);
- **Critique** - the addition of political meaning to the insight, highlighting ‘elements of constraint and degree of interest carried out by particular phenomena’ (p.150). Critical research showcases a propensity for developing interpretations in ‘terms of power and domination’ (ibid);
- **Transformative re-definition** - development of discourses that challenge and offer alternative views to the phenomenon under study, and which can potentially inform and influence the definition of reality, new agendas, and decision making (p.161).

Critical research as a research paradigm is used relatively infrequently, to the point that Richardson and Robinson (2007) argue critical research will possibility not become part of the mainstream research approach in the near future. Avgerou (2005) attributes this to the ‘emphasis on methodological accountability [that] may well inhibit criticality’ (p.103). Cecez-Kecmanovic (2007), on the other hand, argues that the low use of critical research is related to researchers’ background knowledge, beliefs, and positions, as well as to the structures that support such research:

> **being critical in IS research also means having a much broader historical, social, and political view of the IS discipline and seeing how economic and managerial interests, ideologies and discourses, assisted by educational and research funding institutions, shape and construct IS research** (p.1455).

In making such claims, the author also provides a definition of the critical researcher:
Critical IS researchers are concerned with the purpose, use and misuse of IS research outcomes in organizations and society (ibid).

A qualitative research approach

A qualitative approach was selected for this research as it aimed to access human perceptions in-depth. Qualitative research is an inquiry approach, anchored in methods that aim to describe, analyse and understand human experience (Bogdan & Biklen, 2006; Friesen, 2009). Although qualitative research may still not enjoy the same reputation and acknowledgment in certain fields of research as quantitative research, it has been widely used in social and human sciences. The areas of Knowledge Management and Information Systems have used it extensively (Trauth, 2001; Myers and Avison, 2002; Chen and Hirschheim, 2004; Kaplan and Maxwell, 2005; Myers and Newman, 2007). Qualitative research can provide the structure for an incisive and meaningful approach towards subjective fields of knowledge, i.e., human attitudes, experiences, social and cultural perspectives as well as the reasons underlying the practices of research participants. Furthermore, “(...) qualitative research operates in a complex historical field (...). Accordingly, qualitative researchers deploy a wide range of interconnected interpretative practices (...)” (Denzin, Lincoln et al, 2005, p.4) in order to acquire a deeper understanding of the phenomenon being studied. Likewise, “each practice makes the world visible in a different way” (ibid), which also justifies the application of a critical lens to aid the interpretative endeavour of attributing meaning to the research data.

Qualitative research differs from quantitative research design in that quantitative research, within the remit of this research, would focus on measuring and quantifying people’s “attitudes, perceptions, views, opinions (...) as opposed to what they know and can do” (Black, 1999, p. 215). Quantitative research provides mainly answers to yes/no, what kind? and/or how many? questions. The scope of this research, however, is to go beyond any quantitative meaning and delve into the hows and especially the whys of the phenomenon under study. Furthermore, to encapsulate the meaning of qualitative research within this research it is important to note that qualitative research is established as:

*a commitment to some version of the naturalistic, interpretive approach to its subject matter and an ongoing critique of the politics and methods of postpositivism. (...) Qualitative researchers stress the socially constructed nature*
of reality, the intimate relationship between the researcher and what is studied, and the situational constraints that shape inquiry (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003, p. 13).

Research considerations: epistemological, ontological and methodological positions

Whilst both qualitative and quantitative research approaches are valid in different contexts and for different purposes, they do represent different research paradigms (Cresswell and Miller, 2000). Hence, each research approach must be considered and applied in accordance with the researcher’s epistemological and ontological stances. Guba and Lincoln (1994) deliberate about the nature of such paradigms as a set of soft assumptions based on “basic belief systems” (p.3) that are deprived of factual, tangible evidence. The authors go on to assert that research paradigms are pure human constructions which ‘represent simply the most informed and sophisticated view that its proponents have been able to devise, given the way they have chosen to respond through the three [interrelating] defining questions’: (...) (p.4, ibid), of research practice i.e.:

- **the ontological question**: the essence of reality under study (how I, as a researcher, see the world in which I attempt to develop new knowledge, both in its form and nature);
- **the epistemological question**: the essence of knowledge (how and where knowledge takes place, and what is the relationship between the knower and knowledge);
- **the methodological question**: the source and tool of new knowledge (the means through which new knowledge can be attained).

The ‘research paradigm’ is a set of beliefs that inform what and how a phenomenon is studied, and by whom. In choosing a qualitative approach, I share Firestone’s views that qualitative research focuses on phenomena ‘socially constructed through individual or collective definitions of the situation’ (1987, p.16). I assume that no research activity is devoid of its researcher’s point of view. Humankind is influenced by, and influences, the world in which they live. It is therefore important that the experience of the researcher and the perspectives research subjects offer through their narrations are both taken into account. Depriving the researcher from considering the subjective world in which he/she lives in is to account only for one side of the research process. Realising and accepting my role as a researcher, as depicted in a later section of this chapter, allows me to design a research approach in which my views as an informed researcher
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also matter. Like Anderson and Kanuka, as a “net-enhanced researcher [I acquired] an attitude of curiosity, a critical but accepting attitude towards [technology], and a willingness to look at the world (...)” (2003, p.1) both through my research participants’ eyes (see chapters 5 and 6) and the theoretical lens used for this study (see section on Bourdieu’s thinking tools on page 78).

Justifying my ontological and epistemological positions as a researcher provides me with the answer to the methodological question of this research. Such answers also aid and enlighten the research analysis as informed and well argued human constructions (ibid), whilst providing a method for validating of the research through the concept of knowledge as a social construction (Kvale, 2002).

In the next section I will depict my philosophical standpoint, providing an insight into my ontology and epistemology. They provided the foundations of the research methodology and research analysis deployed for this project. They also explain my standpoint whilst revealing my own context of practice.

**Justifying my choice for a interpretive-critical paradigm**

From the three research perspectives (see Philosophical assumptions on page 49), positivism is the one that least appealed to me, given positivism has its strength in testing and objectively describing the research phenomenon (Johnson and Duberley, 2000), rather than understanding and critiquing the “multi-dimensional complexity of social reality” (Fisher, 1998, p.129).

When I started this research project, I was certain I was going to follow an interpretative path, because I felt it was necessary to have access to the reality of the research subjects. I hence developed an interest for research paradigms that account for the subjectivity of research (Schultze, 2000, Walsham, 2006). As I went through the journey of rediscovering research methodologies and methods, I interacted with paradigms that were new to me. The process of data collection took me through different paths. The narratives of the research participants disclosed realities I had not fully anticipated as part of laying the grounds for this research project. As a result, I saw myself looking for new literature that would help me develop a better understanding of the reality being reported to me. It was in this process of seeking new tools for understanding my research data that I found the work of Pierre Bourdieu. Bourdieu opened a new
world to me in terms of understanding reality and positioning my research. His work offered a set of thinking tools that allowed me to refine the understanding of the practices of research subjects and their extended contexts (see Bourdieu’s thinking tools on page 78).

I take an interpretive approach but I also adopt a critical stance in order to allow in-depth examination of how academic researchers engage with the Participatory Web, and how it affects their own epistemologies of practice. Hence, this research allows me to interpret the social reality of my research participants while it enables me to review the objective world to which the practices, perspectives and dispositions of the research subjects are submitted. It lets me assume a value position. And it gives me with the opportunity to critique prevailing assumptions (Richardson and Robinson, 2007; Myers and Klein, 2011).

Below, Table 2 illustrates the three research paradigms depicted above. It is a synthesis of the questions I asked myself regarding the different research paradigms. The headings featuring on the table were influenced by the work of Morgan (1980), Morgan and Smircich (1980), Chua (1986), Orlikowski and Baroudi (1991), Klein and Myers (1999); Creswell and Miller (2000), Richardson and Robinson (2007), Myers and Klein (2011).

The table focuses on positivist, interpretive and critical philosophies. For each one of them I tried to sketch out which type of research phenomenon each philosophy is most likely to study. Whereas positivism favours objective reality, interpretivism values a reality that is socially constructed. The critical philosophy enhances that perspective by considering the structures that influence that same social reality. This led me to speculate about the role of the researcher and their relationship with the research phenomenon. The positivist philosophy assumes a value neutral position, thus creating a distance between the researcher and the research object. On the other hand, interpretivists see themselves implicated in the phenomenon they study, and critical researchers allow themselves to advocate the transformation of the social phenomenon through their critique. The ontological and epistemological assumptions pertaining to each research philosophy are also considered. Positivist researchers see the world as an objective phenomenon, and new knowledge is attained through empirical practices. The Interpretivists are context focused. They research reality within a subjective world. New understanding is derived from their interrelationships with the social world. Critical researchers acknowledge a subjective world
supported by objective structures. Knowledge is attained through the understanding of how objective and subjective structures interact.

The relationship between theory and practice is important to denote as it also informs the modes of inquiry. The approaches range respectively from theory-independent to theory related. As such, positivism privileges empirical methods, where interpretivism relies more on the observation of phenomena. Critical research builds on interpretivism and adds a historical and political dimension to its inquiry. This led me to reflect on the research goals of each research paradigm. Positivism aims to generate law-like findings, whereas interpretivism wants to provide explanations of the social phenomena. The critical approach puts its emphasis on the critique of the status quo as it aspires to promote social change.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Paradigms</th>
<th>Type of Phenomena</th>
<th>Researcher’s Role</th>
<th>Researcher’s relationship with phenomena</th>
<th>Ontological Assumptions</th>
<th>Epistemological assumptions</th>
<th>Relationship between theory and practice</th>
<th>Modes of Inquiry</th>
<th>Research Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positivist</strong></td>
<td>Single, tangible, fragmented (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991)</td>
<td>To test or contest theories/hypothesis</td>
<td>Researcher and object of inquiry are two separated identities (Chua, 1986)</td>
<td>Objective world (Morgan and Smirich, 1980; Chua 1986)</td>
<td>Meaning derived from empirical practices (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991)</td>
<td>Technical: empirical testability of theories</td>
<td>Sample surveys</td>
<td>To generate law-like generalisations (Morgan and Smirich, 1980; Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Independent of participants (Chua, 1986)</td>
<td>Theory-independent (Chua, 1986)</td>
<td>Theory-independent (Chua, 1986)</td>
<td>Controlled experiments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Context nonessential (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Statistical and mathematical methods (Chua, 1986; Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interpretive</strong></td>
<td>Multiple, social realities within a given context (Klein and Myers, 1999)</td>
<td>To understand phenomena through meaning participants assign to them (seeking relativist, shared meaning of phenomena) (Morgan, 1980; Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991)</td>
<td>Researcher is implicated in the phenomena (Klein and Myers, 1999)</td>
<td>Subjective world</td>
<td>Meaning of reality derives from social interactions</td>
<td>In-depth examination and exposure to the phenomena (Chua, 1986)</td>
<td>Field studies (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991)</td>
<td>To produce interpretations and explanations that deconstruct the phenomenological processes (Hassard, 1991) and account for subjective meanings of the reality studied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dependent on social actors</td>
<td>Use of theoretical concepts to justify phenomena</td>
<td>Use of theoretical concepts to justify phenomena</td>
<td>Emphasis on observation and discourse (Chua, 1986)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Context aware (Klein and Myers, 1999)</td>
<td>Theory-related</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Critical</strong></td>
<td>Multiple, social realities enveloped in forms of social and historical domination (Klein and Myers, 2011)</td>
<td>To critically evaluate and transform social reality</td>
<td>Researcher is implicated in the phenomena; Researcher can enact on the social phenomena (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991)</td>
<td>Subjective world with objective structures</td>
<td>Meaning of social reality derives from social and historical practices</td>
<td>In-depth interpretation of the phenomena under study, complemented by the critique of external structures of domination</td>
<td>Emphasis on detailed historical explanations, ethnographic studies, etc (Chua, 1986)</td>
<td>To critique the status quo with the aim of transforming reality and promoting social change (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991; Richardson and Robinson, 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social agents, historical background and underpinning structures of power are interdependent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>To challenge prevailing Assumptions (Richardson and Robinson, 2007; Myers and Klein, 2011)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Context and socio-historical, and political structures bound (Chua, 1986)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>To formulate plausible and convincing arguments supported by a critical theoretical frame of reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 - Synthesis of research paradigms
Critical-interprevitist research

Within the qualitative research paradigm, I assume that meaning making of a given phenomenon is co-dependent on the structures in which it is embedded. These structures, grounded on economic, socio-cultural, political systems, inevitably influence and shape reality as well as the perception of it. They constitute context. From an ontological point of view this means that my understanding of the world, as reality, is a biased interpretation that is based on my interpretations of the social world through the theoretical lens I chose to analyse that same reality with. Moreover, such an assumption informs my epistemological position, in that I see knowledge as a direct by-product of social constructions with an historical, social, cultural, economic and political contextual background. I am contained in that reality as both a product and a co-producer of the reality being researched as I operate within that research space. Denzin and Lincoln (2003) capture my assumptions of:

- a relativist ontology (there are multiple realities), a subjectivist epistemology (knower and respondent cocreate understandings), and a naturalistic (in the natural world) set of methodological procedures. (p. 24)

In my interpretation of the social world I cannot ignore the power relations that operate within that space. Hence, my research approach draws on critical-interpretivism. Critical-interpretivism is based on three main principles (Doolin and McLeod, 2005, p.244):

- the construction of detailed, local, and empirical interpretation
- a reflective approach that reveals and disrupts assumptions and certainties that reinforce the status quo in organisations
- the connection of interpretation to the wider historical and societal context, and considerations of power and control

The interpretative facet of this research project is enhanced with a new layer of understanding in that “pre-conceptions of power [that] impact on present and future events” (ibid, p. 248) are also considered and analysed. In doing so, this research focuses on a data-driven rather than on a data-centred approach (Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2009, p.284). That is to say that data is “not regarded as raw but as a construction of the empirical conditions, imbued with consistent
interpretative work” (ibid). The combination of interpretive and critical paradigms aims to understand and unsettle the social realities that were disclosed through the research inquiry. Moreover, developing a critical approach to interpretivism impels my research beyond description. It moves it into the realm of activism, “even if only at its most basic level, fostering awareness of the participants’ experiences and circumstances” (Shankar-Brown, 2008, p.14). The main feature of critical-interpretivism is to examine what kind of organisational practices and meanings are deemed as undesirable because they are opposed to an individual disposition. In doing so, “it seeks to differentiate between value orientations that achieve happiness or those that produce unhappiness” (Heath, 1994, p.120).

In short, by positing my research approach in-between the interpretive and critical research paradigms I not only access and interpret the reality presented to me; I also question its status quo, and provide recommendations regarding new working practice that are congruent with the context of the digital economy, as reviewed in chapter 2. The goal of this research is beyond understanding the state of the present social reality; it also seeks to disclose emergent forms of scholarly practice, thus encouraging changes to the way the use of the Participatory Web in academic research practice is evaluated and rated.

Methodological choices

The first sections of this chapter illustrated my ontological and epistemological standpoint. In taking a critical-interpretivist research approach I now seek to explain the methodological choices adopted for this research: narrative inquiry. I also outline the research process taken for this research project and the techniques adopted.

Academia in a digital world: the contribution of narrative inquiry

Narrative inquiry is presented in this chapter as a form of meaning making. The aim is to capture the experiential process of academic researchers who are advocators and active users
of the Participatory Web within the context of their research practice. Narrative inquiry helped trace their experience through the extraordinary shifts in learning and research caused by the exponential growth of the web. It also aimed to capture how research participants negotiated their involvement in a dynamic environment and how that impacted on their practice.

The digital world is having a growing influence on the practices of knowledge workers (Heery, 2009; Conole, 2010). As access to web technologies, with special emphasis on the Participatory Web, starts to be more prevalent in the work lives and social spheres of knowledge workers (Jones, 1998; Tapscott and Williams, 2006), personal stories have acquired a renewed relevance in this area. The web provides multiple means for communication of individual voices in collective spaces. It has enabled new possibilities. It has helped with the emancipation of the individual, as a networked learner (Couros, 2006), and a knowledge consumer and /or producer, i.e. a prosumer (Bianco, 2009; Hartley 2010). Yet, it has also created new forms of control and limitation (Leadbeater, 2010). If on the one hand, the Participatory Web has brought about a new landscape of interaction, on the other hand its reach is still restricted to those who are already well connected (ibid, p.2). The interactive, many-to-many Web, may have created new potential through the development of spaces for collective intelligence to converge and evolve, but has it penetrated the workplace in the same way? Moreover, has it really innovated practice and emancipated practitioners?

In the context of academic life and practice, the Web as a vehicle for the congregation of individuals in distributed knowledge networks offers numerous possibilities for the collective production of different types of capital. Cultural and social forms of capital (Bourdieu, 1985), for instance, are visible on the Web. It provides opportunities for the dissemination of knowledge (Weller, 2011). It also helps in the development of one’s digital reputation and digital footprint (Costa and Torres, 2011); i.e., social-professional identity. The choice for narrative inquiry is justified by the fact that it provides a richer picture of lived experience as it is perceived by those who live it. It also puts the narrators centre stage (Larson, 1997). For this project, in particular, the access to personal narratives provide an opportunity to understand
the perspectives, the motivations (Ritchie and Wilson, 2000), and also the frustrations of academic researchers participating in this study.

In the next section I justify the use of narrative inquiry for this research and present my methodological choices.

Understanding narrative inquiry: what it is and what it does

Studying lived experience through narratives can be tracked as far back as Aristotle’s *Poetics* (Friesen, 2009). Present in the life routines of ordinary people as a form of passing on knowledge from generation to generation, group to group, person to person, it was kept for many centuries as an informal way of learning and sharing experiences. Only recently (in the 20th century) has narrative inquiry entered the scholarly world as a research methodology to capture and study social life (Clandinin and Huber, n/d.; Connelly and Clandinin, 1990; Riessman, 1993). Having its scholarly roots in the Humanities, it is seen by many as a way of acting in opposition to the positivist standpoint (Bruner, 1991; Shekedi, 2005). Bruner (1991) values narrative inquiry, as a way of knowing, and also as a way of researching, i.e., as a way of “constructing and representing the rich and messy domain of human interaction” (p.4) through a first person voice.

Narrative inquiry is a form of meaning making of social experience. It brings attention to the perspective of the narrator, i.e, the research participant (Riley and Hawe, 2004) as the first interpreter of the experiences narrated (Atkinson, 1998). It focuses on specific situations, practices and individuals (Friesen, 2009, p.27). It enables the narrator to reconstruct their experiences in a reflective and dialogical way whilst providing a conduit to activate their voices (Taylor, 1989, p. 47). Narrative inquiry privileges context and individual backgrounds (Scwab, 1996, p.179). And it also seeks uniqueness (Ospina and Dodge, 2005, p.150). Each narrative is a singular representation of practice as experience (McCance et al, 2001), and each narrator attributes different meanings to it. Hence, no “experimental repeatability” (Friesen, 2009, p.27) is expected. Rather, it is the interpretation the narrator has given to their own lived
experience, and which he/she offers to the researcher as their own life story (Atkinson, 1998) that really matters. Narrative inquiry explores reality as a socially constructed phenomenon. Narrative inquiry has mainly been used in disciplines whose main goal is to understand human experience and attitudes in the “first person” within the cultural group and social environment in which such narratives take place (Dewey, 1938). Thus, narrative inquiry has the individual as its focus. Narrative inquiry “has been particularly useful in developing feminist and critical theory” (Marshall and Rossman, 2006, p.118). It is also frequently used in health, psychology and education through an interpretative lens.

Narrative inquiry does not aim to merely look at what happened, but rather to access the meaning the narrator attributes to it (Clandinin and Connelly, 2000). The act of narrating can instigate a reflective process. It can also be a conduit for the expression of thoughts that had already been rehearsed to other non-research publics. Meaning is never fixed, but rather dynamic and alive: it is context bound. Unlike many other research methodologies, narrative inquiry does not aim to understand group activity, but rather individual approaches within a given social group and situation. That is also the reason why this methodology was chosen. This research focuses on the voices of individuals.

The narrative inquirer

The narrative inquirer seeks to collect, interpret and understand the “longitudinal and lateral aspects of experience” (Dewey, 1934, p. 44) through a flexible mode of inquiry. The goal of the researcher is to elicit lived experience through conversation. Personal narratives become a direct by-product of that process (Riessman, 1993, p.31). Researchers provide research participants with the opportunity of being the main actors of their narratives. Research participants are left to guide the plot of their narrative within the topics that frame the research questions. Narrative inquiry provides the researcher with the opportunity of getting a clearer understanding of the individual’s enterprise, their thoughts, practices and approaches as opposed to the activity of the groups in which he/she may co-exist. Narrative inquirers aims
to capture life journeys (Webster and Mertova, 2007, p.15), personal voices and views (Chase, 2005; Dodge et al, 2005; Freeman, 2006) through the narration of events and actions that allow individuals to “claim identities and construct lives” (Reissman, 1993, p.2). Narrative inquirers also take into account “the larger social context” (ibid, p.21) that may shape and influence individual agency. Core to narrative inquiry, as a research method, is the wish to understand the contexts (Webster and Mertova, 2007, p.32) - social, cultural, economical, political, professional, institutional, etc - in which the phenomenon takes place. It supports the narrative inquirer’s understanding of the reasons that justify those very same personal perceptions, and how they impact on participants’ practice.

The value of narrative inquiry

“Narrative constructions can only achieve verisimilitude” (Bruner, 1991, p.4). Research narratives cannot be explained in a scientific fashion, in terms of cause and effect. Human experience is coded in our own perception of the reality we narrate. Narratives can only be perceived to the extent that we - both the narrator and the researcher - are able to create meaning from the experiences that are reconstructed through the act of narration. Narrative fills the space between “what happened” and “what it means” (Kramp, 2003, p.4). Narratives achieve the purpose of organising and sharing lived experiences as they have happened, as they have been apprehended, and as they are told and understood. Narrative knowing is based on the meaning individuals attribute to experience (Bruner, 1986). Narratives can be important research data in that they can inform the researcher about the participant’s world, from their personal point of view (Mattingly and Lawlor, 2000).

Narrative inquiry has, however, raised questions of validation, because it relies on individual perceptions. Mishler (1990) talks about the validation of narrative research through a process of “trustworthiness”. This return us to the argument that knowledge is socially constructed (ibid, p.417) and that inquiry-guided research needs to oversee a process of practice that is reliable. The trustworthiness of this form of inquiry does not end with the research methods employed. It covers the commitment of reciprocity that is established with the research
participants (Harrison et al, 2001), from accessing their narratives to the negotiating of meaning through an iterative process that aims to make the research process more transparent (Fossey et al, 2002; Porter, 2007).

Blumenfeld-Jones (1995) uses “fidelity” as a criterion for practicing and evaluating narrative inquiry (p. 25). This also contrasts with the concepts of positivist research validation such as truth and fact, measurement and replicability (Boudreau et al, 2001). “Fidelity” privileges the point of view of the narrator. It aims to capture “what [the narrative] means to the teller of the tale” (ibid, p.26). The criterion of “fidelity” relies on the preservation of the links between the narrator and the listener, and how the former is honest about his/her story and the latter honours the personal narratives with which he/she is presented (ibid. p.28). This dialectic and interdependence between both parties is crucial to the research process and is also observed in the selection of participants as trustworthy sources.

The importance of context in researching through narrative inquiry

Narrative inquiry aims to access and analyse narratives told within the socio-cultural context in which they are generated. Through narrative inquiry research participants provide the researcher with the answers to why things are as they are or have come to be through the “whats” and “hows” that sustain the plot of their stories (Riessman, 2007). Mattingly (1998) builds on Riessman’s notion by proposing three essential features of the narrative form. These features help understand how the “whats”, the “whys” and the “hows” are formed as part of the narrative plot. Narratives are: (1) event-centred, (2) experience-centred, and (3) units of experience with a past. In other words, narratives elicit the telling of specific situations within a specific time and space.

Clandinin and Huber (n/d, p.3) also draw attention the three commonplaces of narrative inquiry:

1. The need to consider temporality in narrative inquiry comes from the observation that the “formal quality of experience through time is [seen as] inherently narrative” (Crites,
1971, p. 291) (as quoted by Clandinin and Huber (n/d)), and that individuals are constantly revising their life narratives as a continuum that evolves as part of their experience.

2. Narrative inquiry must also acknowledge the research subject as a social being embedded in given social circumstances. Hence, the personal conditions of both the inquirer and the research subjects must be taken into account. These relate to feelings, wishes, ambitions, values and moral dispositions (Connelley and Clandinin, 2006; Clandinin et al, 2007).

3. For the narrative inquirer, place is seen as a boundary within which the inquiry takes place. This helps structure the topic of inquiry. As Clandinin and Huber (n/d) assert it is crucial to recognise that all events take place in a given place.

Bruner (1991) raises additional issues regarding context. The first relates to “intention”: the reasoning behind how the narrative is told and when, and how and when it is interpreted. I would also add another question: “by whom”. The other interesting point made by Bruner (ibid) regards the background information the research participant and the researcher have about each other, and how each party is influenced by it in the way they engage in dialogue and negotiate the meaning of the narrative. Narratives are complex in the way they allow both narrator and researcher to situate it in the context of the intersubjectivity that is developed in the construction of narratives of experience, and which typifies human knowledge.

Bourdieu, on the other hand, also made use of life narratives (Reed-Danahay, 2005, p.4) to explore and contrast the lived experiences with the contexts in which these were developed. Revealing the power structures of the social contexts in which personal narratives developed was also central to his studies (Bourdieu, 1998a). For this research, I build on the work of Hooley (2009) who uses the reflexive sociology of Bourdieu in narrative inquiry. In doing so, the concepts of habitus, social capital, field, and symbolic violence “are read in association with the narratives produced” (ibid, 183) in order to get a new understanding of practice, as explained on page 77 where I introduce Introducing the Bourdieuian research lens.
Narratives are knowledge units representative of particular experiences expressed through the individual’s own perceptions, beliefs, values, and the circumstances in which those experiences are ‘made’ and comprehended. They are equally shaped by the situation in which the narrative is prompted and constructed. Narrative inquiry is context dependent and this can be seen as a vulnerability, as expressed above. At the same time, however, this can also be regarded as its main strength, as the goal of narrative inquiry is to capture narrative truths, which consist in individuals’ understanding of the lived reality, through their personal lens and within the contexts in which they co-exist. As pointed out in the first section of this chapter, this research follows a critical-interprevist approach. It understands reality as a social construction. Following Bourdieu’s work (1989) (see page 77 for a comprehensive explanation of the Bourdieu’s thinking tools), this research takes into account that such constructions are firstly not carried out in a social vacuum but subjected to structural constraints; secondly, that structuring structures, cognitive structures, are themselves socially structured because they have a social genesis; thirdly, that the construction of social reality is not only an individual enterprise but may also become a collective enterprise (p.18). Equally crucial is the position I assume as a researcher within this project. The section that follows aims to address this issue.

The role and place of the narrative inquirer: me!

In the approach I take regarding narrative inquiry, my role consists, firstly, in identifying individuals with stories worth telling. Secondly, it involves eliciting the sharing of those stories and converting them into coherent units of meaning which will then be worked into research narratives. Narrative inquiry seeks first and foremost to transform lived experiences into tangible units of interpreted information. These narratives can take the form of written documents (letters, journals, etc), audio and/or video recordings, or even visual artefacts that are representative of the stories their authors attempt to portray.

Nonetheless, narrative inquiry is more than the collection of data. The steps defined above are only a simplistic way of introducing the role and place of the narrative inquirer. Narrative inquiry seeks to go beyond the mere gathering of stories. Hence, narrative inquirers must have
a clear understanding of their role in eliciting stories and in interpreting the “hows” and “whys” of each narrative. The narrative inquirer’s attention should equally be directed to the involving context in which that experience occurs and is reconstructed. That is exactly the starting point for narrative inquirers (Clandinin and Connelly, 2000; He, 2003): the research context, in which the researcher is included rather than excluded.

Narrative inquiry as a learning journey into the research participant’s world can be a blurred path, especially when we bring ourselves as researcher-practitioners into that process, and not as merely research-theorists, detached from the world we aim to study. As researchers, we cannot ignore the ‘baggage’ we bring with ourselves when starting this kind of research. As Clandinin and Connelly (2000) remind us “(...) as narrative inquirers we work within a space not only with our participants but also with ourselves” (p.61). Our experiences, *habitus*, and social and cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1990), will determine our epistemological and ontological positions, and thus influence the way we perceive the world around us (Clandinin and Rosiek, 2007). Hence, it is important to be aware of this condition as a researcher who practices in the same field, and who sees ‘experience’ as the starting point of the research inquiry. In fact, my purpose in using narrative inquiry is that of wanting to develop understanding regarding how the continuity of experiences, which Dewey (1934) names ‘experiential continuum’, is represented in the narratives of practice, how it justifies the current professional activity of the research participants, as academic researchers, and how it connects to their transformation of practice throughout the times in an attempt to connect research with practice. The Bourdieuan lens, as presented below in page 77 is used for this effect.

Consequently, I, as a researcher, must engage with the reflexive process of my own stories and be aware how the “hows” and “whys” of those stories influence and shape my interpretation of the stories of the participants. This is the tension with which the narrative inquirer struggles, and which has prompted Petra Munro-Hendry (2007) to suggest that narrative researchers need to listen, just listen, and trust the storyteller. Hence, how I consciously situate myself, as researcher, within the context of the research environment, is therefore crucial for my
understanding and interpretation of the narratives of experience I engaged with as part of the project.

Another important aspect I cannot disregard in my role as a narrative inquirer, are my beliefs regarding knowledge construction, as presented in an earlier section of this chapter (see page 55). I see reality and knowledge as being socially constructed. And I believe in the use of dialogues (between the researcher and the research participant) as a form of knowing, understanding and advancing one’s practice. Through conversation, I develop views and perspectives that inform and assist the understanding of my own practice, whilst eliciting the reflections of the narrator. At the same time, I am conscious that those same conversations may condition my understanding of the research participants’ life narratives. As I place my research in the familiar comfort zone of my own practice, I challenge myself to approach it from different angles in the hope new perspectives and understandings might emerge (Clandinin et al, 2007). That is also the reason why the Bourdieuan thinking tools, as depicted below (see page 77), were chosen. They give a ‘critical edge’ to the research lens.

Being inserted in the same context in which I conduct this research I face the risk of not being able to contemplate the whole of what the research aims to portray, as a simple observer might. I am myself contained in the picture I aim to study, as I work with academic researchers and try to support their use of the Participatory Web in their research practice. Nevertheless, I have the advantage of having access to particular and detailed components of that picture. I am not an outsider to the reality I want to study; quite the opposite, I am inside the scope of my own research (a fact I must not ignore nor forget, but rather be conscious of as part of my role as a narrative inquirer and a practitioner in the area I research). Even so, narrative inquiry seemed to have been the right path to follow, as it allows me to foster conversational links with research participants in the role of a researcher who is involved in similar practice and puts research into action.
The research process

This section presents the research process undertaken for this study and elaborates on the details of conducting research with and on the Participatory Web. The research process followed an iterative process as I explain below and as represented in figure 4.

The literature review, presented in Chapter 2, helped situate this research project in the context of the Networked Society (Castells, 2000), and unveiled the gap in knowledge that this research aims to address. The literature review underwent several iterations as part of the activity of conducting research and communicating it clearly. As Richardson (2005) asserts in her own PhD project, doing research is not a linear process and the writing of the chapters that constitute this thesis is a proof of this.

The literature review informed the development of the interview guide (see Narrative Interview Guide on page 232). The interview guide supported the conduct of the interviews with the research participants. All interviews were recorded for post-listening and later transcription. During the interviews I took notes as a form of documenting my thinking at the time. Those notes, along with repeated listening to the interviews informed the writing of the research narratives that were then shared with the research participants for their approval and commentary. This constituted stage one of the research analysis. The interviews were also transcribed and became part of the stage two of the analysis of the research data. Stage three involved the use of the Bourdieuan thinking tools as an additional research lens to foster understanding of aspects not contemplated by the literature (see Figure 4 below). The research analysis iterations and respective stages are described in chapter 4 (see page 95).
The acquisition of the research data generated issues that I had not anticipated, such as power relations, struggles and conflicts between individuals’ practices and institutional expectations. Hence, I was faced with the need to seek new analysis tools to help me develop a deeper understanding of the phenomenon being reported by the research participants. The work of Bourdieu came to the forefront to aid in this process as presented in the section below (see Introducing the Bourdieuan research lens on page 77). It provides a thorough lens regarding power relations and the dichotomies between agency and structure, which I used to analyse the interview transcripts further.

One year after the first research interviews, I contacted three of the research participants who had featured in the first phase of the study for follow up dialogues. The purpose of this second
intervention was to go even deeper into my understanding of the selected research participants’ narratives of experiences, with the advantage of now having the Bourdieuan lens to shape my inquiry. The choice for the three research subjects, who took part in the second phase of study, was based on their location (UK), availability, and willingness to continue participating in the study. Narrowing the study to UK based academic researchers was an obvious choice given the data collected during the first phase of field work. All the UK based researchers that were interviewed in the first phase of this research had expressed their concerns, feelings and frustrations about an eminent phenomenon that was gradually impacting on their research practice. In one way or another, all UK based researchers had mentioned the Research Excellence Framework (REF) exercise that British Universities are preparing themselves for in their narratives. As this topic was shared and significant I wanted to analyse it further in order to understand how the REF affected their research practice and what role their use of the Participatory Web had in it. Hence, I maintained contact with the three selected UK based academic researchers for a period of six months in order to follow their perspectives of practice, and those related to REF, for that extended period of time. I contacted them on a regular basis during those six months for relatively brief conversations by Skype or exchanges of emails depending on their availability and preference of communication. During those conversations we discussed their practices and approaches regarding their (research) practice with the Participatory Web in the run up to the REF. The goal was to capture their perspectives and any changes to their practices, since the first interview, as research participants were planning their research submission for the forthcoming REF. The opportunity to establish further contact also allowed me to explore further the research themes that emerged during the first phase of research interviews.

Figure 5 depicts the research design employed for this study. As presented above, this research consisted of an iterative process in which the literature review communicated with the research guide and research interviews and vice versa. As I progressed in the collection and interpretation of data I was able to revisit the literature review, seek new sources of...
knowledge, and identify the need for further contact with research participants in order to seek deeper understanding of the phenomenon in which they have a significant role.

Recruiting research participants

The research participant sample for this study consists of 10 research participants. The participants were recruited using a purposive sampling technique. This allowed me to select research participants who featured given characteristics that make them a representative group of academic researchers engaged online (Topp et al., 2004). The value of this technique is in acquiring a more focused amount of information that is directly related to the project’s

Figure 5 - The research iterative process
research purpose. The potential of purposeful sampling is in “selecting information-rich cases for study in depth” (Patton, 1990, p. 169).

As part of choosing a group of research participants that met the purpose of this research, criteria were established for the recruiting of participants. To qualify to be part of this research, participants had to:

- Be an active academic researcher. Research participants are academic members of staff who are actively engaged in research activity. Researchers operating outside the Higher Education realm were not considered.
- Be a proficient user of the Participatory Web: it was an essential criterion that research participants were actively engaged in online environments and online networking practices.
- Have a web presence online: it was an essential criterion to have an established presence online though online tools and applications used for communicating, networking and sharing of ideas and practice.

Research participants were invited to take part in this research via email. A template letter (see Invitation letter sent to research participants on page 234) was sent to each individual informing them of the purpose of the research and requesting their participation. As part of their involvement in the research, participants were also asked to send their Curriculum Vitae prior to the interview. Eight of the research participants provided a link to their web-presence instead, while the remaining two research participants provided a hard copy of their updated C.V.

Research interviews

An interview guide as developed, in accordance with the literature reviewed for this study (see Chapter 2 on page 12) to assist the interview process (see Narrative Interview Guide on page 232), and thus contemplate the themes emerging from the literature review. The guide provides a range of open questions that aimed to elicit the experiences and perceptions of the
research participants. The questions also sought to capture the meanings participants gave to their use of the Participatory Web in both the context of their research practice and of their role in a Higher Education Institution.

Each interview started with a generic question about the participant’s professional background and “history of practice” as a form of positioning the participant within his/her narrative of experience and research activity. All interviews followed a spontaneous pattern of conversation as a form of providing the narrators with ownership of their stories of practice. However three themes were used to guide the personal narratives. These focused on (1) dissemination of research and knowledge (see page 17), (2) collaboration (see page 39); and (3) professional identity (see page 42). From those, additional themes emerged, as depicted in the following chapter of this thesis.

In my analysis of the interviews, first from interpreting the audio recordings and then from coding the transcripts, I felt the need to look for additional literature that would help me get a better understanding of the realities narrated by the research participants. During this search I found the work of Pierre Bourdieu, whose thinking tools I would eventually use as a research lens for the stage three of the research analysis and discussion of this research project, as the issues began to focus not just on individual agency but also showed issues such as the REF that constrained and enabled their agency.

In the section below, I introduce the Bourdieuan lens adopted for this research project. In doing so I depict some of the key concepts developed by the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, namely forms of Capital, Field, Habitus, and Symbolic Violence. Bourdieu’s theory was chosen for this research because it provides a useful framework to study practice within the restrictions and possibilities of the current changing Higher Education environment as highlighted in the previous chapter. Throughout his research enterprise, Bourdieu tried to reconcile practice and theory as interdependent entities. His critical sociology is an attempt to understand and represent practice within the constraints of the social world, in that it seeks to bridge the difference between the subjective and objective social worlds (Jenkins, 2002, p.25).
Subjectivity is attributed to the world of the individual who, as a social being, understands a reality in accordance with his/her experiences and living context. The objective world, on the other hand, can be seen as a world that lies beyond the influence of a single individual through the social, economic, cultural, institutional, and power structures in which that individual practices. Bourdieu’s contribution to the social sciences has been one of studying, discussing, and empowering society regarding the, frequently hidden, conflicts between structure and agency (ibid, p.20). Bourdieu conceives reality and knowledge both as a structuring and structured structure in which the logic of practice can be understood. As Bourdieu himself asserts

\[
\textit{the principle of practices has to be sought} (...) \textit{in the relationship between external constraints which leave a very variable margin for choice, and dispositions which are the product of economic and social processes} (...) .
\]

(1990, p.50)

Bourdieu’s key concepts used for this study provide a framework for analysis of the phenomenon under focus. They shed a new light on the understanding of the Logic of Practice of academic researchers working in a changing environment.

**Introducing the Bourdieuan research lens**

Pierre Bourdieu’s thinking tools are used for this project because of the research lens it offers to understanding the social phenomenon under study. Throughout his research career, Bourdieu attempted to overcome the dichotomy of practice and theory. He studied society through a double lens, using both individuals’ perceptions of life and the structures on which their experiences were based as filters for his understanding of the social world. The combination of both worlds provides a deeper understanding of the phenomenon under study. It enables a richer account of the social world being researched as well as of its surrounding context. It can potentially also encourage its critical change, as it also advocates the emancipation of the individuals featured in it. As Richardson (2005) reminds us in her thesis, Bourdieu was a “resister” (p. 61); a political activist who attempted to raise awareness of the
social structures, if not to change them. His goal was always to raise issues pertinent to the society of his time.

The debate about the dominating and dominated realities was Bourdieu’s prime cause of study and advocacy. By bringing these issues to the conscious level he could advocate the emancipation of those who were oppressed by the reality in which they were inserted. I too find important to scrutinise beyond the perceptions of the individuals in search of structures and inherent contexts that trigger or hamper their practices.

The contribution of Bourdieu’s theory to this research is three-fold: (1) it provides a set of thinking tools which can be used as a conceptual framework for analysis of the phenomenon under study; (2) it allows for a rich meaning-making approach in which both organisational systems and human perceptions, objective and subjective worlds, are interdependently analysed; (3) It provides a renewed perspective on the practices of the Participatory Web in the context of academia, since the Bourdieuan lens does not seem to have been used extensively to address the combination of the two topics.

**Bourdieu’s thinking tools**

Bourdieu’s sociology covers a wide range of areas of knowledge and practice. His interests included philosophy, education, politics, and more recently media and culture production. In engaging with such topics he developed key concepts, often regarded as thinking tools (Jenkins, 2000). These thinking tools helped him explore society and the practices of individuals contained in it. Those key concepts have become research lenses through which social phenomena can be understood and explained. In this section I present the concepts of *field*, *habitus*, (forms of) *capital*, and *symbolic violence*. Although Bourdieu centred most of his work and research on French society, the ideas he put forward throughout his career can be carefully ‘appropriated’ to other realities, provided they are justified in the contexts they are applied to.
The concepts of field, habitus, capital and symbolic violence are interrelated and will therefore be used here in conjunction whilst pursuing understanding in the context of the research practices of academics and their use of the Participatory Web to support their research activity. These concepts provide a lens for understanding practice and knowledge, not as separate entities but rather as interlinked factors and conditioners of agency and structure within the social and professional contexts in which they take place.

**Habitus**

*Habitus* consists of internalised behaviours and perceptions that each individual has implicitly acquired and will continue to ‘accumulate’ throughout their existence. It is part of the experiences they have and the rituals, norms and approaches to which they are exposed or involved in. It is also related to the social and professional environments they participate in and which inevitably also influence and are reflected in their practice. *Habitus* can also be broadly defined as the evolving process through which individuals act, think, perceive and approach the world and their role in it, i.e., the way individuals develop their conduct of ‘being’ and participating in a given environment. As such, *habitus* does not exist on its own. It connects the individual to the social environments in which they exist and perform, and their practice is materialised. *Habitus* is assimilated past without a clear conscience, i.e., it is an internal, progressive record of personal journeys that justify their practices. In addition, *habitus* is history that produces history (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 54). It is a set of individual and shared structuring dispositions developed in practice that justify individuals’ perspectives, values and actions. In this sense, *habitus* can be seen as an agent of continuity and tradition. Yet, depending on the context and individual dispositions, it can also be an agent of innovation and transformation of practice. Bourdieu points out that “early experiences (...) tend to ensure its own constancy and its defense against change” (ibid, p.60). *Habitus*, however, is not necessarily stagnant nor impermeable to change. Bourdieu also states that “as an acquired system of generative schemes, the *habitus* makes possible the free production of all the thoughts, perceptions and actions inherent in the
particular conditions of its productions” (ibid, 55), thus providing scope for alteration and evolution in practice and approach. Moreover, the habitus, as an evolving structure with a past and a present which informs and influences future practices, provides unlimited scope for the production of new ideas, views, and approaches based on the socio-historical context in which they are generated. Nonetheless, the situational environment in which practices are produced can constrain those same individual practices, as the context in which they are applied will have its own logic of practice and inherent regulations. As such, “the habitus may be accompanied by a strategic calculation tending to perform in a conscious mode the operation that the habitus performs quite differently” (Ibid, p. 53). Indeed, it is in the presence of ‘alien’ environments that individuals’ habitus becomes easily identified or deliberately silenced. Habitus is, in this sense, also influenced by the field to which individuals belong as well as the different types of capital that make up their existence and practice.

**Forms of Capital**

The concept of capital takes on different forms. Bourdieu (1985) talks mainly about three types of capital:

- **social capital** (change and increase of network links and social bonds; interrelationship amongst individuals)
- **cultural capital** (educational and cultural assets individuals acquire also within their family and social circles – historical background)
- **economic capital** (epitomised mainly by financial wealth).

*Social capital* is visible in the relationships established between individuals. The heart of one’s social capital is in their spheres of influence, i.e., the networks individuals are able to foster, the level of trust they are able to cultivate, and the norms associated with the groups to which they belong. Communication is a vital currency of social capital. Keeping information channels open helps sustain network bonds, as communication is the glue of social interrelationships between social actors. They can be seen as transforming individuals’ practices:
the reproduction of social capital presupposes an unceasing effort of sociability, a continuous series of exchange in which recognition is endlessly affirmed and reaffirmed (Bourdieu, 1985, p.250).

Nevertheless, Bourdieu asserts that the principal focus remains on economic capital, which inevitably informs and influences all other forms of symbolic capital. All forms of capital also impact on the position the individual acquires within the field in which he/she moves about.

Field

As it happens with habitus, the field entails an historical background that explains its existence, records its changes, and explains its evolution or lack of it. The field features traditions which justifies its rules. A field can be seen as a social space where its agents occupy a given social position. Each individual occupies a given space within the field based on their role, function, activity, and the reputation that comes with their economic, social and cultural capitals. This will be reflected in the ‘power’ he or she will have within that field. Hence, it can be said that fields are hierarchical by nature. An agent’s social position is also determined by the rules of that space in combination with their habitus and capital. Those rules form the structure of a given social context, or fields of interaction (Thompson, 1995), and make it recognisable as such. For instance, academia as a field is, in general, known for its research capacity, whose excellence is measured by a set of pre-established rules that regulate research outcomes in order to transform them into measurable outputs. In so being, researchers, as agents in that field, are to perform within the remit of those rules. Thus, the opportunities to pursue creative goals and interests regarding the creation of research outputs may not be compliant with the established standards. In this sense, the rules that support the field can promote institutional stability and uniformity. As Bourdieu (1990a) observes:

(...) academic field as specific revolution calling directly into question the interests associated with a dominant position in the field cancels out that detachment from specifically academic interests (p.189).
Nevertheless, the position the individual occupies within the *field*, and the power associated with it, also determines their ability to pursue their own goals and interests in genuine ways. There is a visible antagonism between the *field* of economic power and the *field* of cultural power (Bourdieu, ibid) that restricts academic endeavour as well as innovation of cultural production and its reproduction.

*Symbolic violence*

Bourdieu delved into the social world with the purpose of researching the systems through which the reproduction of the social and symbolic space occurs. (Bourdieu, 1991). *Symbolic violence*, as a thinking tool, was developed to represent power structures that are manifested in the social world. These forms of dominance are exercised in relationships between individuals and groups, often in times with the complicity of the dominated ones, who are, or feel, disempowered to liberate themselves from it. The roots of *symbolic violence* are reflected in symbols and cultural signs. *Symbolic violence* is also implicit in the authority given groups or certain individuals are able to convey because of their status and power (Bourdieu and Passeran, 1990, p.4). In the Bourdieuan context, *symbolic violence* is not understood as any kind of physical aggression, but rather as a form of oppression through social rules and cues that are specific to a group or social class. Hence, *symbolic violence* causes the reproduction of culture in that it reinforces the rules of the *field*, thus helping individuals “internalise the structure of the field as habitus” (Richardson, 2005, p. 65)

*Symbolic violence* is present in the whole of the social space, i.e., *field*. Every individual is able to recognise his/her role in the *field* in accordance with the norms of the accepted, dominant ‘forces’. These silent cues can, and do, condition and frame one’s attitudes and practices in accordance with the expectations others have of them given the position they occupy. *Symbolic violence* works in conjunction with *doxa*, a form of symbolic power which can be conceptualised as unquestionable shared beliefs that help define and strengthen the *field* (Bourdieu, 1977, p.166).
The concept of *symbolic violence* enables me to get a deeper understanding of the motivations underpinning individuals’ certain behaviours. In the social world, relationships in which there is a link between dominator and dominated, the individuals who comply with the dominant values and views become accomplices of their own condition (Bourdieu, 2000, p. 170). Those who reject the rules are regarded as dissidents and adversaries of those more powerful within the *field*.

**Bringing it all together: the logic of practice**

To understand the logic of social practices it is important to understand the social constructions and the social structures that underpin the environment being studied, since the logic of practice is not that of a logician (Bourdieu, 1990, p86). Contextualising practice is therefore necessary. Being aware of the circumstances in which such practices evolve, are executed and accepted is equally important. For Bourdieu (1990) *habitus* is key for the understanding of social practices. Bourdieu asserts that:

> [In] The theory of practice as practice insists, contrary to positivist materialism, that the objects of knowledge are constructed, not passively recorded, and, contrary to intellectualist individualism, that the principle of this construction is the system of structured, structuring dispositions, the *habitus*, which is constituted in practice and always oriented towards practical functions. (p.52)

*Field* is equally a fundamental tool for the understanding of practice. In fact, *field* is interdependent with *habitus*. *Field* is the social, multi-dimensional space in which “compatibilities and incompatibilities, proximities and distances” (Bourdieu, 1985, p. 725) are determined through the position the individual acquires in that space. The individual’s position in the *field* also determines their status. The position and status of the individual in the social context of their practice are symbols of power which can be used as instruments of domination (Bourdieu, 1979, p.78).
Habitus and field as, respectively, subjective and objective elements of practice, are a two tale story with an inter-connected past that allows for the understanding of such practices and its derived productions. In his book *Field of Cultural Production*, Bourdieu (1993) insists that:

> to understand practice [of individuals] (...) and not least their products, entails understanding that they are the result of the meeting of two histories: the history of the positions they occupy and the history of their dispositions (...) (p.61)

From a Bourdieuan perspective, dispositions can be seen as a response to “order (or disorder)” (Bourdieu, 2000, p.148), which can fluctuate depending on given social conditions. Dispositions are equally associated with social conditionings (ibid), in that objective, structural changes can, for some agents, operate as a change of behaviour regarding practice, whereas others do not let themselves be affected by it. The understanding of one’s position, as “what one can or cannot “permit oneself” implies a tacit acceptance of one’s place (...)” (Bourdieu, 1985, pp.728-9). This form of acceptance, expressed in the views and actions of the dominated, is a supreme form of symbolic violence (Bourdieu, 2000, p.83). Bourdieu even goes as far as to say that “the form par excellence of symbolic violence is the power which (...) is exercised through rational communication” (ibid). It is also a form of symbolic power that has the potential of shaping and conditioning individual dispositions.

Nonetheless, dispositions are not exclusively shaped to suit the field and the oppressing forces that exist in there. Dispositions can also be developed to contest the field. Hence, dispositions can work for or against change given its social evolving context. A disposition:

> expresses the result of an organising action, with a meaning close to that of words such as structure; it also designates a way of being, a habitual state, and in particularly a preposition, tendency, propensity or inclination

(Bourdieu, 1977, p.214)

Bourdieu also notes that individuals’ social positions in a field, i.e., their social capital, influence individuals’ dispositions given that the social space individuals inhabit can shape their attitudes
and perspectives. By the same token, dispositions can also affect positions provided that “they are the product of independent conditions” (Bourdieu, 1993, p.61). Hence, accessing the logic of practice requires seeking understanding of the “contradictions of the social world, which are experienced in the form of personal drama” (Bourdieu, 1999, p.1). It entails considering the positions and dispositions of individuals, i.e., the field and habitus, within a given social context. With this, Bourdieu wants to stress the idea that knowledge of the social world takes place in practice (1985, p.728), within its objective and subjective structures and the symbolic systems that are responsible for the production and reproduction of practice.

Applying the Bourdieuvian key concepts to the Participatory Web and academia

Academia as a social field provides a historical ground for the study of practice. Its approach to practice is often seen as adverse to fast change and innovation (Moerschell, 2009). Typical of institutions with a long tradition, academia presents a set of features that establish the rules of the academic game and model the habits of its players. However, no social phenomenon is impermeable to change or fully static. Social reality is constituted both by structured and structuring structures that model and/or impel the change of people’s behaviour and attitudes given the context of the social world in which they are inserted and to which they contribute. The Participatory Web is a new phenomenon that impacts on the social reality by presenting both a threat and new possibilities for the practice of academic research. Its introduction in academia therefore postulates a transformation of established practices, and promises to shake traditional structures with new and innovative ideas (Kroski, 2007; Goldwin, 2008).

As explained above, field and habitus are key principles for the understanding of practice. Together with the symbolic systems used as part of the social interactions and social performances, they form the logic of practice. Habitus can be seen as a product of adjustment to the field. Nonetheless, it is also the accumulative result of an individual’s personal and collective historical experience (Bourdieu, 1990a, p.91). These experiences affect the way an individual perceives his/her world and acts on it within the constraints of their position and the rules established by the field.
In this research I am particularly interested in learning how *habitus* can be used to attempt to change the *field*, the same way that the *field* will try to constrict the *habitus* by imposing the rules of the game. In chapter 5 I also analyse the use of symbolic systems (symbolic power represented through *symbolic violence*).

**Embedding the Participatory Web in narrative inquiry research**

The Participatory Web, also known as social/interactive media, or more broadly as web technologies, refers to tools and applications available online which facilitate the communication (McLoughlin and Lee, 2008). In the learning context, they allow for interactivity, access to distributed learning environments and, most importantly, different forms of association with people willing to share particular points of views and experiences (see page 39). Participation in such mediated environments often prompts reflection in a more visible way through the different formats the Participatory Web offers for expression of the self and congregation of collective intelligence (Weiss, 2005; Zettsu and Kiyoki, 2006). It also provides a stage for new forms of conflict (White, 2003; Rheingold, 2007; Jenkins, 2009). All of this, in a way, is narrative. The spontaneous accounts of experiences shared amongst peers as they are felt and perceived, and offered to the environments in which they are prompted, are important units of information. They symbolise new sources of knowledge and its construction. All of this can be data for research too. Yet, it is not this kind of narrative I was aiming at when I introduced the Participatory Web into my research design. I tried to make use of the technology to bridge communication between me and the research participants beyond the interview experience. Enriching the links between me and the research participants by using the Participatory Web to gather research data helped me get a better understanding of their narratives, and it allowed them to validate their narratives.

The use of relevant technologies to support the telling and reflection of lived experiences created a more informal, familiar environment. It also provided the scope for the development of those narratives during an extended period of time, in the hope of enriching the first version
of the story told. Furthermore, using the Participatory Web as a tool to support the collection of research data provided the opportunity for a more frequent communication between us.

To date, the use of the Participatory Web as a research tool is a field waiting to be explored I will now advance from the abstract explanation of how the Participatory Web can empower both the researcher and the research participant to concrete examples of how the Participatory Web was, and can be, exploited for narrative inquiry purposes from the perspective of the researcher.

**Tools for data collection**

**Web telephony**

The use of web telephony is increasingly common as an efficient way of communicating with people all around the world. It resembles the use of a phone with additional features such as text chat, sharing of files and the use of a video link. It is usually an inexpensive service. The option of using web telephony, namely Skype, as part of the narrative inquiry process, is justified by the distributed location of my research participants, and the limitations in funding for travelling. Using Skype helped bridge the distance between the two parties (Suamure and Given, n/d). Being able to establish a direct link with research participants regardless of their whereabouts is a technological affordance I could not ignore as a self-funded PhD researcher. It enabled me contact with research participants from different countries and continents at the cost only of their generosity in sharing their experiences with me. Compared with face to face interviews, I found it easier to establish the interview link with the research participants online whilst simultaneously writing notes and making sense of my follow up questions. Somehow, having a screen between us enabled us to play our roles in a more focused way, as I could shift my attention from the voice of the narrator to my own narrative notes. Nonetheless, I do acknowledge its disadvantages. Technology is not always reliable. Connection can be patchy and break the flow of the conversation. In using only audio, as it was often the case of this research, non verbal communication is lost (ibid). Yet, the first impressions seems to be
positive, as all the research participants I interviewed via Skype have been able to engage in fluid narratives and communicate their stories eloquently. This can also be attributed to the fact that they are all eloquent users of the Participatory Web and frequent users of the Skype service, an aspect that I recognise.

Although Skype allows for video chatting, the majority of the research participants chose to use only audio, and in one of the interviews we had to revert from video to audio chat due to bandwidth problems. All the interviews were recorded using a Skype recorder software (eCamm), and converted in MP3 files that I then used for the stage one of the analysis as well as for the transcription of the interviews.

**Blogposts (in a protected blog)**

Having used blogs for a series of years for the recording of my own learning and sharing of my own interpretations, it was easy to decide on this tool as one that would enable me to sustain the link with my research participants beyond the research interview. It is equally a way of welcoming them into my understanding of their narratives. The idea behind using a blog for research purposes was to try to distil the research data captured in the narrative interviews in conjunction with the respective research participants. It gives them additional opportunities to have their say in the way their narratives are interpreted and translated into narrative data. Converting the narrative data from the interviews into blog posts also gave me the opportunity to develop the first stage of my research analysis and go through a first phase of coding individual narratives. Hence, narrative interviews were converted into ‘blog narratives’ containing notes from me, and offered to the research participants for further interaction with their lived experience. The effect hoped was two-fold:

1. to make the stage one of the research process available to those implied in the research project, and
2. to make the research an iterative process in which the research participant could have an active saying and impact.
Sadly, in the majority of the cases, the reactions to the this second stage of interaction with the research participants did not produce more research data as research participants’ engagement with it was very scarce. Nonetheless, the use of the Participatory Web to create a channel of interaction with the research participants was still fruitful in several ways. It allowed me to recreate the stories told with my own interpretation. It allowed research participants to have access to the different stages of my research. The regular engagement in online environments in which the research participants and I co-exist has also allowed me to informally observe their professional activity unfold throughout the period of this research.

**Research ethics: open or closed research?**

Using the Participatory Web as part of the research process poses a new question, to which different answers can be given. Should I disclose the research process or keep it restricted to those within the research project? This is probably a research topic in itself but it needs to be addressed here. In the spirit of the open access movement and the use of the Participatory Web as a form of informing and enabling the access and co-creation of new information by different communities of people, the different research phases of the project mentioned above should be disclosed to the wider audience. Yet, when human research participants share their personal experiences ethical considerations arise (Eynon, et al, 2009). Openness on the one hand implies identification of sources; on the other it advocates transparency of practice. In the case of this research, it would disclose the identity of research participants. That was the main reason why I did not observe the principle of openness. In the comfort of anonymity individuals are more likely to feel compelled to share details of their experiences (Giordano et al, 2007). It is precisely those details that more often enrich the understanding of the phenomenon being studied. Advocating openness in this instance would jeopardise the potential to access personal views. Moreover, each one of us is accountable towards entities, social circles, institutions, etc to which we belong or in which we participate (Elbaz-Luwisch, 1997). Eliciting personal truths regarding one’s context and circumstances must be kept private because of their private and personal nature, not only for the research participants but also for others within their network.
So, although some of the research participants did not require anonymity as part of their participation in the research process, it was agreed that all the communication between researcher and research participant was kept private between the two. Understanding the advantages and implication of the Participatory Web in the different contexts of application is important. The Participatory Web does provide researchers with new scenarios and techniques for the conduct of research. Yet, it also provides risks regarding the disclosure of information and exposure of research participants. Although not necessarily negative, the openness of research information needs to observe the expectations of research participants, and ensure they are comfortable with the unveiling of their stories. It should not promote a feeling of uneasiness in the research participants to the extent the narratives are contrived to become shallow descriptions of lived experiences.

**Summary**

This chapter contextualised the scope of this research project by introducing its research goals and research subjects, and the research methodology used to conduct research. It presented a detailed account of the epistemological and ontological stances underpinning this research and how they influenced the methodological choices made for this project. Narrative inquiry was discussed as both the methodology and the main research method of this project. Research narratives were depicted as units of information in the form of reflection and meaning-making of personal experiences which cannot be isolated from its context nor from its narrators.

In this chapter I also depicted the research lens used for this project. Pierre Bourdieu’s key concepts provide a critical analysis into the socio-professional world of the research participants of this research. It seeks to approach theory and practice, agency and structure, as interdependent units of analysis that provide an understanding of social reality.

The Participatory Web was introduced in this chapter as both a topic of research and a tool for research. The advantages and ethical implications of using such a medium for communication
and transparency of research were discussed, making it clear that in the case of research with human subjects the openness of research data is a sensitive issue that needs much deliberation and care. It was concluded that safe-guarding the interests of the research project and the concerns of research participants are more important than pushing for the open access of research data, as this action might discourage the sharing of relevant information. This chapter finishes with a discussion regarding the methodological choices, implications and needs for future research on the use of the Participatory Web as a tool for research. The next chapter will present the research analysis process and the findings associated with this research.
Chapter 4 - Narratives of practice – understanding the Participatory Web in the context of higher education

Introduction

This chapter presents the process and results derived from the research deployed for this project. It consists of the study of the professional stories of ten academic researchers who are highly networked and active in online environments. Their proactive engagement with the Participatory Web provides them with different, sometimes extreme, perspectives and outlooks on their professional activity. Learning how this impacts on their practiced scholarship (with an emphasis on the research component) was the main goal of this project. To achieve the objectives of this research (see Research objectives on page 4), narrative inquiry was used both as a research method and a research methodology, as explained in chapter 3 (see page 61). Online interviews were the main technique employed to gain access to the narratives of practice. A second iteration of data collection was carried out with three of the research participants in order to capture deeper understanding of the ideas expressed in the first interviews. Following three of the research participants at a later stage of this research served to gather further contextual understanding of the current changing environment in which the narratives are constructed.

In this chapter I provide a brief description regarding the iterations developed through the research process, as a form of re-constructing the participants’ narratives for the development of research meaning. I then introduce the rationale of the data collection and the process of the data analysis, before I present my research participants in detail. The themes emerging from the research narratives are also presented and analysed (see page 94).

Data collection

This research consisted of two phases of data collection. During the year of 2011 I conducted eleven narrative interviews with researchers from different disciplines and countries who use
the Participatory Web on a regular basis. From the eleven interviews, ten were used for this research. One of the interviews was deemed unsuitable for this project because it did not fit the criteria established for this research as outlined in chapter 3. The data generated by this research participant was thus withdrawn from the analysis process since the research participant was no longer formally affiliated with a Higher Education Institution, a fact that would undermine the purpose of this research. All the other interviews were included and the data generated from them was used for this research.

The research participants were selected because of the traits they featured and not because of their whereabouts. As participants’ narratives of practice started to shape this research project, their geographical location also started to matter. As their narratives started to unveil valuable information about national policies and stressed the importance of research assessment exercises (see glossary), I felt it necessary to study this reported phenomenon more closely. This is how the second phase of data collection came about.

The second iteration of data collection was performed during the first half of 2012. It consisted of online dialogues with three of the research participants that participated in the first phase of the research. Participants were chosen for this second iteration because they:

- were UK based researchers and were therefore experiencing the same academic institutional pressures based on the current economic context and approaching national research assessment
- featured some of the most “extreme” (approaches to) practices amongst all the interviewed research participants
- were available to participate

The second phase of the data collection aimed to revisit the selected research participants’ approaches to practice in even more detail in order to tease out aspects related to the themes emergent during the first phase of interviews. Contact was established with the three research participants at regular intervals during a period of six months to conduct mini interviews. The research participants taking part in this second phase of data collection were sent the scripts of
their interviews as well as the research narratives I had composed after I had interviewed them. This served to re-establish the connection with them and remind them of where we had left the discussion. The conversations that followed re-iterated the statements provided during the first phase of data collection. The information captured during the second phase of data collection is contained in the analysis that follows.

Data analysis

As a researcher working in the same social space as my research participants, that of academia, I am aware of my subjectivity. I hope I have been able to represent their accounts of lived experience in a fair way and provide an analytic understanding that will enlighten the literature in this field further and thus provide practice and policy with a useful critique.

Learning from Brown’s work (2005), I took the position of a “bricoleur” when developing my own research analysis strategy. I see research as an interactive process of meaning making in which my experiences, perceptions, condition and life history are also contained (McLeod, 2003, p.82). And I also see research as a form of understanding and critiquing both my reality and that of the audience I research (Kincheloe and McLaren, 2002; Grenfell and James, 2004; McCabe and Holmes, 2009).

I developed an analytical strategy that would allow me to “narratively code field texts” (Clandinin and Connelly, 2000, p. 131). I used narrative thematic analysis as suggested by Riessman (1993) (please see page 95). The research narratives allowed me to use “adaptive theory” (Layder, 1998, p.132) in that the research data was coded against themes derived from the literature review (see Chapter 2 - Literature review commencing on page 12), whilst also demonstrating the gaps in the theory originally reviewed for this study. Hence, themes emerging from the data led me to seek additional literature (see page 77) in order to explain the phenomenon under study.
Following Riessman’s work (1993) I see the data I collected as narratives in “situated events” (p. 17). These narratives are told in the first person and therefore carry the weight of constructed interpretations. I am also aware that “phenomena shift depending on how we frame their contexts and our researcher positions within the contexts” (Clandinin and Connelly, 2000, p. 124). For instance, if I position the phenomenon of the Participatory Web in the context of “scholarship of discovery” (Boyer, 1990, p.17) some practices and beliefs are highlighted. If I had placed the phenomenon of the Participatory Web in the context of “scholarship of teaching” (Boyer, 1990, p.23) other approaches would come to the forefront of this research. Acknowledging the context of this research project is as important as recognising my presence as researcher and practitioner of the area in which I research. As highlighted in the literature review (see Chapter 2 - Literature review on page 12), this research focuses on research practice.

The process of analysing data

Narrative analysis was employed for this research project. The main focus of narratology, or narrative analysis, is that it provides access to social meanings (Bruner, 1992; Lawler, 2002; Patton, 2002), i.e, narrated interpretations of lived experiences and events enclosed in a social, cultural, historical, economic, political space. Hence, narrative analysis is defined by two main questions (Patton, 2002, p. 115):

- What does the narrative reveal about the person and the world from which it came?
- How can the narrative be interpreted so that it provides an understanding and illuminates the life and culture that it creates?

For this research, participants’ personal narratives constitute research data. Narrative analysis is the process by which the data is studied to answer the research questions asked by this research project. Narrative analysis encompasses the process of arranging and structuring information in a systematic way in order for the researcher to be able to attribute meaning to it (Shaw, 1999; Basit, 2003; Marshall and Rossman, 2006; Rallis and Rossman, 2011). This involves working intensively with the research data in order to become familiar with it, dividing
it into manageable units, being able to synthesise it, and seeking out patterns and themes emerging from the data collected. Narrative analysis is in its essence a process of managing and understanding data through the use of different techniques and strategies. Without it there is no research (Richardson, 2005), as researchers will not be able to process and interpret the data, nor will they be able to generate conclusions or present new knowledge.

In the process of analysing the data, I used hermeneutics as a method of interpretation of text. It aims at the transformation of meaning through interpretation (Kinsella, 2006). It respects a cycle of interpretation that observes the dialectic between understanding the text as a whole and interpreting the parts that constitute it. Descriptions are used to guide “anticipated explanations” (Harvey and Myers, 1995, p.7). The expectation of meaning is supplied by the context provided by the narratives under analysis. The hermeneutical perspective informs narratology given its emphasis on interpretation (Patton, 2002). And yet narrative analysis “extends the idea of text to include in-depth interview transcripts, life history memories, historical memoirs and creative non-fiction” (ibid, p.115).

Hermeneutics has been used extensively in the area of Information Systems to look at organisational cultures, socio-technical interactions or to interpret socially constructed realities in organisations and institutions. In recent years, critical hermeneutics has emerged as a new practice in the analysis of qualitative research. It opposes classical hermeneutics in that it takes interpretation to a new level. It recognises that the act of interpreting a text is not a closed process, but rather an open one. The acknowledgment of context in critical hermeneutics adds a new layer of meaning that requires a more critical approach. Kincheloe and McLaren (2002) argue that “the purpose of hermeneutical analysis is to develop a form of cultural criticism revealing power dynamics within social and cultural contexts” (p. 331). The approach adopted for this project combines both perspectives in that it aims to look at the constructed and interpreted truths as well as to develop a deeper understanding of the contextual structures that influence such understandings.
Hermeneutics was therefore the methodological tool for analysis. Riessman (2003) points out four models of narrative analysis:

- **Thematic analysis** – focuses on the *what* rather than the *how* as it aims to create “a typology of narratives organized by themes” (p. 2). It is a useful method to find common thematic elements across participants.

- **Structural analysis** – focuses on form, i.e., although it does not discard the importance of content, it puts a special emphasis on the way a narrative is told and language is used.

- **Interactional analysis** – focuses on the dialogical process established between the narrator and the listener. Thematic content and content structure remain relevant, but special attention is given to the co-construction of meaning as narrator and listener interact.

- **Performative analysis** – focuses on performance. Narrative is understood as a metaphor of meanings. It relates to how the narrator wants to be known and how they involve their audience in creating their perceived image.

Thematic analysis was used for this research. Each interview was coded using a combination of *a priori* themes specified by the literature review, and evident in the interview guide (See Annex 2 on page “) and *empirical* coding systems (themes emerging from the data, evident in the analysis grid. See Annex 5 on page 273 (Smith, 2000, p.324). The use of themes allowed me to compare and contrast the perceived experiences of the research participants, at the same time it provided an overview of each single narrative as a personal representation of social reality. Research texts provide a window into the socio-cultural, economic and political conditions in which they happen and in which their narrators are inserted. They are a product and a reflection of the context in which individuals are inserted (Clandinin and Connelly, 2000, p. 128). In this sense, research texts are as peculiar as the narrators they present, since “narrative inquiry is more productive to begin with explorations of the phenomena of experience rather than in comparative analysis of various methodological frames” (ibid).
Narrative analysis stages

The narrative analysis went through different stages as presented below:

**Stage 1** - I wrote my first interpretation of the stories told. I used the audio files recorded during the interviews as well as my interview notes to gather a picture of what I had just heard. In doing so, I attached my own interpretation to the narrative as I attempted to recreate it based on the stories I was told by the research participants. Verbatim quotations from the interviews were combined with ‘thick description’ in an attempt to unveil the richness of research participants’ perceptions, feelings and practices (Østerlund, 1996). Building on Moss’s (1994) work I “co-created stories as narrative analysis that would potentially engage (...)” (p. 364) the research participants in a second phase of reflection. As part of the iterative process, the thick descriptions were shared with the respective research participants for their approval and commentary via two alternative channels: email and a closed blog.

**Stage 2** – This second phase of analysis was conducted using the transcripts of the interviews. The transcripts provided me with a different view of the same narratives as I was able to visualise the discourse produced by the research participants. During this stage I was able to create a list of themes that were present across or in each of the narratives. The following strategy was adopted:

- reading of interview transcripts for further familiarisation with the content of the narratives
- re-reading interview transcripts to link to themes identified in the literature review
- re-reading interview transcripts to identify emergent themes
- ‘dismantling’ the interview transcripts into the themes by coding relevant citations into a MSWord document table
- exploring contradictions and tensions of practice within each and across research narratives

**Stage 3** - A third attempt at refining my interpretation of the data was developed by matching the analysed data to Bourdieu’s key thinking tools. This need emerged from the research
narratives themselves. The literature already reviewed (see chapter 2) was unable to answer the issues of power and conflict that emerged as significant elements of the research participant’s narratives. This gave me the opportunity to contribute new knowledge but required the incorporation of Bourdieu’s thinking tools in my analysis, as presented in chapter 3 (see page 77). Stage 3 of the research analysis contributed to the discussion that is formulated in Chapter 5 (see page 146).

This chapter presents Stages 1 and 2 of the research analysis as depicted by figure 6.

![Figure 6 - Stages 1 and 2 of the research analysis](image)

**Introducing the research participants**

This section corresponds broadly to the Stage 1 of the research analysis in that it aims to recreate research participants’ narratives of practice. This research makes use of thick
description to describe the context of the research participants’ narratives (see Annex 4 for Thick description of research participants on page 235), and provide their insights in a thorough way. Creswell and Miller (2000) defend the need for “describing the setting, the participants, and the themes of a qualitative study in rich detail” (p. 128). The authors build on the work of Denzin (1989) to highlight the distinction between “thick, rich description” and “thin description” (p. ibid) as a technique for conferring research the required credibility. Thick description, a term, that according to Geertz (2002), was first used by Gilbert Ryle, calls for deep, rich accounts of the data whereas its thin version is a rather plain description, with limited detail; i.e., lacking any research substance that will make that information worthwhile. Thick description provides context and meaning (Ponterotto, 2006). It outlines the evolution of the narrative in an attempt “to rescue the meanings and experiences that have occurred in the field situation (...) and captures the interpretations persons bring to the events” (Denzin, 2001, p. 52).

This section introduces the ten research participants who contributed to this study with their stories of experience via vignettes. The vignettes that follow do not aim to identify the research participants as individuals and practitioners at any given institution, but rather to present the context in which their practice and approach to the Participatory Web is set. Some elements of participants’ narratives were omitted or changed to ensure confidentiality. Pseudonyms were used for this purpose.

These vignettes will also aim to provide the reader with access to the diverse and complex world of practice of the participants’ featured in this research. In doing so, I hope to achieve the goals of transparency and thick description as proposed above. I aim to give the reader enough contextual information to the social, cultural, political and economical background of the narratives offered to me.
Anne (Code: RP0)

The interview with Anne served as the pilot interview for this research. It aimed to test the interview guide as well as my narrative interview skills. It was also used to screen the viability of the questions and research participants’ reactions to it. The interview went so well that I decided to include it as part of the overall research project. As such the data from Anne’s interview has been dealt with in the same way as all the data derived from the subsequent interviews. I must however highlight that Anne’s interview was the only one that was conducted face to face. All the other interviews were conducted via web telephony, as described in chapter 3, given the physical distance between the research participants and myself. Nonetheless, I do not consider this made any significant difference regarding the development or the dynamics of how the other interviews were conducted. This may be attributed to the proficiency with which the research participants use such tools on a daily basis.

I met Anne at one of her University’s lunch spaces during an afternoon. Anne introduced herself as an academic in the field of Information Systems; an area/discipline which, according to her own words, is on the borderline with many other disciplines, such as Business, Education, or Learning Technologies. Thus, as she points out, it creates many opportunities for collaboration despite the decrease in research funding recently felt by the economic crisis. Anne’s career trajectory is curious in that it has been shaped by the circumstances of her life moving from industry into higher education via other educational sectors. This leads her to recognise the role of creativity in the constant reinvention of her role. Whereas she recognises that her engagement with the Participatory Web provides her with opportunities for recording her practice and raising her profile, she is also critical of it as a full replacement of the traditional forms of scholarly communication; a statement she justifies with the knowledge she has acquired through her role as an editor of an academic journal.
John (Code: RP1)

John is a lecturer in History. He specialised in military, imperial and colonial History as part of his doctoral research in his home country. His interests have however evolved to the fields of geo-politics and complexity sciences since then. He attributed this shift in interests to his moving to the UK, where he started having access to other sources of information and archives. His fascination for the web started soon after. It has enabled him to have access to other people. However, he claimed that his field of research is still conducted in a very traditional way and is rather intolerant of new practices. This makes him very conscious of his use of the Participatory Web for research purposes. Thus, his participation in online environments is restricted to his interest in the “world of ideas” that is supported online rather than in an official capacity as an historian. Although he fully recognises the potential of the Participatory Web to form new partnerships and develop collective ideas, the approaches practiced in online environments do not seem to match the traditions of his disciplinary field, something that puts him at crossroads between his new approaches to practice and what is expected of him at a professional level. During the interview, he also mentioned his intention of using the participatory web in more interesting ways for his research, for example, to capture the research process, as the risks are now fewer given that John did not expect to progress further in his career.

Lucy (Code: RP2)

Lucy is a midwife working as a midwife educator. After having moved countries and institutions, she was introduced to online environments as she followed the transformation of her institution. For the past few years Lucy’s research practice has changed dramatically. She attributed this to her involvement in online environments and the adoption of the approaches practiced in there. She is now an avid advocator of open access and open practices, and has vowed to license all her work under a creative commons license. As a result she does not see herself as a conventional researcher, but someone who is adopting innovative practices. She justifies this approach by acknowledging that she is at a stage of her career in which it is more
important to follow her beliefs than any institutional norms. Yet, she is aware of the tensions younger colleagues might be subjected to if they were to adopt such attitudes. Lucy sees her online activity as a form of raising her profile and fostering new collaborative links that benefit her learning and research. Nonetheless, she is also aware that her approaches set her apart from most of her colleagues, thus resulting in her feeling isolated in her approach and practice.

Alex (Code: RP3)

Alex is an associate researcher and a PhD student in social sciences, who practices in a non-traditional academic environment given that his research unit is self-sponsored, thus always looking for funding to support the team. Still new to academia, he has discovered in the Participatory Web a new conduit for the informal sharing of information, and his participation in online environments is mainly motivated by this purpose. Alex thinks that the dissemination of research in his unit follows the academic conventions (conferences papers and journal articles) that will assure one’s career progression. Hence, he doesn’t feel his participation online is valued by his colleagues, nor will it get him the next job. Nonetheless he sees himself as someone who is more forward thinking than the majority of people in his field, and regards the Participatory Web as a useful tool for informal participation and exchange of knowledge.

Heidi (Code: RP4)

Heidi moved from practice in health care to an academic post. She currently holds a professorship in nursing and provides leadership to about 40 other academic researchers. She has researched different topics throughout her career, a fact she attributes to her need to follow her different, developing interests. Her participation online enables her to form and sustain distributed forms of collaboration; something she considers invaluable and which she cherishes as part of her research activity. The Participatory Web has a positive impact on her reputation as she becomes increasingly known in her field also as someone who is cognisant of new technologies. Her use of the Participatory Web sets her apart from the majority of her colleagues. Yet, the same does not apply to the dissemination of research. Heidi uses
conventional channels of dissemination, as she needs to lead on the publishing of high impact journals in her institutional role. She attributes this to the pressure the REF puts on her institution. Although she defends the ideologies behind Open Access and online participation, she feels she is tied by the conventions imposed by her institution.

**Neil (Code: RP5)**

Neil is based in a ‘research intensive unit’ as a lecturer in Climate Change. Neil claims that the research processes in his field have evolved immensely in the last decade given the integration of computers in the workplace. This has come to make a difference regarding the flow of huge amounts of data with which he has to work. Neil regards the Participatory Web as having a positive impact on the development of collaborative links between research teams, but he is critical of the exposure it provides to his work when considering the distributed network. He also recognises the value of the Participatory Web in establishing his online presence, widening his network, and augmenting the impact of his research beyond publications. Nonetheless, Neil seems to believe that the dissemination of research in his field has not changed much. The processes he follows in his area seem to be the standard ones: conference papers and journal articles. Although he is starting to push those boundaries by blogging about his research, most of his colleagues do not seem interested in changing the way they communicate their research, which makes it difficult for him to take more innovative approaches at a formal level.

**Hector (Code: RP6)**

Hector’s background is in biological sciences. Although this is still the area in which he teaches, his research focus changed from biological sciences to pedagogical research, a fact that reportedly creates some tensions in his school. According to Hector these tensions are due to the discrepancies in funding awards between the life sciences and educational research, and also the types of journals in which they publish, as his institution is working towards the submission of high impact journals for REF. Hector is a prolific user of the Participatory Web for his teaching and research practice, through the writing of his blogs and participation in
numerous networks. These practices have influenced his work approaches, and he only regrets that his online activity is not formalised as impact. As an avid advocator of open access publications he also regrets that his institution is more concerned with high impact factors than the accessibility and democratisation of knowledge. Hence, he sees himself as working in isolation. He also considers that the importance of the Participatory Web as innovation is relegated to a second plan given the need of the institution to perform to the standards established by the Research Excellence Framework. This puts an emphasis on classic forms of impact and dissemination.

Richard (Code: RP7)

Richard is a Professor of Educational Technology. He sees the Participatory Web as an alternative conduit for sharing ideas and communicating research in a much faster and personal way. As a result it has changed the way he conducts his research and publishes in his field. Richard’s engagement in more creative practices has its downside too, as it has implications on his career given the boundaries provided by his Institution. Richard compromises by playing a ‘double game’ in which he has enough publications to please the institutional requirements, but also engages in the approaches advocated by those participating in online environments so as to satisfy his approach to practice. Yet, he has vowed to publish only in open access journals. Richard recognises that his professorship gives him more freedom to pursue his own beliefs than that enjoyed by early career researchers. His position also allows him to push the boundaries regarding the acknowledgment of less conventional practices as he tries to raise awareness about it at his institution and through his research.

Antonio (Code RP8)

Antonio’s narrative was deemed unsuitable for this research because it did not match the criteria used to sample the research participants for this project.
Luke (Code: RP9)

Luke is a physiotherapist by profession, who is now working as an academic. Luke is extremely committed to bringing practice and research together and thus make a significant contribution to his field. He sees the Participatory Web as a niche area that is worth exploring in the context of health education, the research field he has chosen and which sets him apart from the majority of his colleagues who pursue applied research. Luke is an advocate of “openness and transparency”. His approach sets him apart from his colleagues, as they are still not comfortable in using such means of communication and collaboration. Regarding his research activity, Luke distinguishes his participation online as informal practice and the writing for publications as formal. This is due to the expectations of his department that demand the publication of three articles every two years and the presentation of conference papers at research conferences. As there is no incentive or motivation regarding the use of the Participatory Web in academic practice at his institution, his blog or participation online is not considered formally. Luke is aware of the constraints imposed by his institution, but he is also committed to following his beliefs, which leads him to ‘play the game’.

Maria (RP10)

Maria is a lecturer in Education, with a special interest in the Participatory Web. She acknowledges that her approach to practice is rather different from the majority of her colleagues, an observation she attributes to the practices to which she was exposed during a fellowship abroad. The contact with people who were using the Participatory Web in their research practice opened new doors to her. Maria says that the networks she accesses online influence and change her approach to practice. Yet, her approach to dissemination of knowledge seems to be more moderate, as publishing in formal channels is a requirement at her institution. It is also her strategy to retain her job and guarantee career progression. This leads Maria to state that she needs to compromise and play a “double game”, in that she continues to have an active participation online, and attend and organise activities that push
the boundaries, while also complying with the expectations of the institution in following more traditional routes in order to pursue her academic career.

**Research findings**

Through the data generated, different themes became apparent across narratives. The individual narratives presented corresponding situations that enabled me to view the data gathered as a new narrative containing the traits and career journeys of the research participants. In the section that follows, I attempt to present the research data gathered through the narratives using thematic analysis as explained above.

**Thematic analysis**

In this section, I present the themes derived from the research narratives. This corresponds to the Stage 2 of the research analysis. The themes were used as a form of giving deeper meaning to certain parts of the research data. In deconstructing the narratives into manageable units of understanding I was able to highlight common aspects that cut across the narratives collected. Yet, I was able to understand each narrative as a unique case within the context that framed the research participants’ narration by organising each narrative thematically (see Annex 5 on page 273). There are two types of themes presented in this analysis, as represented in Figure 7 and presented below:
The themes derived from the Literature Review (please see Chapter 2 - Literature review commencing on page 12) focus on how the active use of the Participatory Web promotes new forms of participation and association, provides academic researchers with alternative channels for the communication and dissemination of their scholarly practice, and shapes research participants’ identity as practitioners. The overarching theme of the role the Participatory Web in scholarly practice (research) is also discussed.

Themes inspired by the literature review

Online participation (and its forms of association)

The research participants share a strong perception that their use of the Participatory Web generates benefits for their practice, especially regarding the provision of new forms of networking, exchanging and co-creating ideas, accessing distributed communities and networks of interest, and even creating different forms of sociability. The citations that follow illustrate this point:
John (RP1)

I think it’s an eco-system which allows one to interact with a lot of people who have similar interests, and interact in many different ways. So one had virtual friends – friends who are very far away, or sometimes not very far away, but you interact only online, People whom I trust. (...) There is a totally different form of sociability. (...) I’m also fascinated by the world of ideas and it’s clear that the internet has given me access to a lot of resources, a lot of ideas which I never would have come across ever in two or three lifetimes without the internet technology.

Lucy (RP3)

I go to my personal learning network. I think it’s really interesting to have conversations with people about your work. It just gets you thinking about things I get a lot of, I get most if not all my support for what I do these days online.

Heidi (RP4)

(...) locally and internationally, because I’ve got links with somebody in Australia, and also somebody in America, and we’re all working together on a research bid on this to try and put this together and move that forward. (...) We’ve got research collaborations going on, we’ve got publication collaborations going on, that just wouldn’t be possible without things like facebook and skype.

Participants also acknowledge the transformative effect the Participatory Web has on their practice, via the feedback and shared knowledge with which their networks provide them.

Richard (RP7)
I think that extended network and being able to share has been the big change in research for me. (...) In many ways my own blog becomes my own research archive. (...) Having an output like a blog has almost a feedback effect into your practice.

Maria (RP10)

My research, my network, my web network is definitely completely linked to my research. I get a lot of feedback from my networks.

And in some cases, participants go as far as to link the advantages of participating online with the type of people they meet and with whom they interact in such spaces. This kind of statement links with other research themes that I will explore in details in this analysis, namely Identity, and Isolation.

Hector (RP6)

My network with... maybe people who don’t feel that different from me, is an extremely important means of external validation. There are days when it keeps you going, in addition obviously to the intellectual input that you get in terms of tools and ideas, and reading people’s blog posts, and conversations that go on, on twitter, and problem solving over twitter. All these sorts of other activities go on as well. (...) Collaboration to become much more embedded, because the technology makes it possible.

The literature reveals that the Participatory Web, as a space for collaboration and networking, presents researchers with new forms of association beyond their institutions (see Forms of association on page 39). On the Participatory Web study participants congregate with like-minded individuals with whom they share interests and epistemologies of practice. Hence, the Participatory Web becomes a space for collective and communal learning that reaches beyond the workplace. It taps into collective intelligence in a distributed environment where affinities
are identified and new collaborations materialised via the interactions and learning relationships that are established online. It is thus easy to understand the emphasis research participants put on their use of the Participatory Web to assist their research practice. It enables them to enter an open environment deprived of institutional constraints, as they do not have to formally account for the ways in which they collaborate. As seen in the Literature Review Chapter, online participation has the potential of generating new landscapes of practice that can be translated in new ways of working, thinking, as well as the development of a new professional self (see page 42). As one of the participants in this study states, the stimulus provided by the Participatory Web does not necessarily translate into the outputs institutions aspire to:

**John (RP1)**

*That has had a very bad effect, I have to say, on my academic productivity. I probably would have been publishing more if I had just stayed in the old model of publication, reading books in the library, going to the archives and only doing that, but there is a lot of intellectual stimulation which does not result in publications. It is sometimes difficult to be disciplined, or you’re exposed to so many exciting ideas, and you have so many fascinating conversations with so many fascinating people that ideas may be maturing but that might not result in publications for the next RAE, or the REF.*

This could be due to the fact that with new landscapes of practice, new types of outputs might not resonate with institutional conventions. Institutions still do not see the Participatory Web as a formal vehicle of research impact (Priem and Hemminger, 2010), the same way the Republic of Letters in the past was questioned for its informality and efficacy (see *Dissemination and publication of knowledge* on page 17). This takes me to explore the theme of dissemination of knowledge, one that dominated much of the research participants’ narratives given that they feel the institutional pressure of formalising their research into tangible outputs.
Communication/ dissemination of knowledge

The communication and dissemination of knowledge with the use of the Participatory Web was a topic around which many of the research narratives developed. So much so it translated into other research themes presented below. Although the Participatory Web constitutes a crucial tool in supporting collaboration and networking in the current knowledge economy, when it comes to the dissemination of research the Participatory Web seems to evoke bittersweet memories in the accounts of the research participants. This is partly due to the fact that it seems to conflict with the established methods of knowledge dissemination:

Anne (RP0)

*I don’t personally think that it [the Participatory Web] replaces traditional methods of publication, I think a lot of the discussion on, in the blogosphere, it’s very local and superficial. (...) I think that it’s another channel of communication that’s more suited to some things than to others, but it can definitely amplify – these channels can amplify each other, and they do cost you time as well.*

Such practices also seem to disagree with contractual and copyright laws by which researchers are bound:

John (RP1)

*It’s not always possible to put all your publications online, and certainly not your books because of contractual issues. (...) Publishing my book was good for my career, it helped me secure my position, it was useful for the research assessment exercise, but it’s a shame that I’m not able to just make it available online. I find it very frustrating that one’s published some research and basically no-one’s reading it, and the general public is*
not able to consult it fully online, so I think in my future projects I will very much want the stuff I write to be very broadly available.

Participants also voiced their concerns regarding the standardisation of research outputs and the dissemination of research:

**Alex (RP3)**

As I’ve learned more about research, and I’ve watched my colleagues as they’re bidding for research, and they always have to put in how they will disseminate, and it’s always we’ll do this conference presentation and we’ll do these journal articles, and then it just goes on every single bid, and then you’re just like is that all there ever is?

**Neil (RP5)**

There’s – it’s [dissemination of knowledge] not a very well developed system I don’t think. It’s just that you publish a paper that you’ll talk about twice at conferences. Once when you’re doing the work and maybe once when you finish it. That’s pretty much it.

**Maria (RP10)**

I don’t do that properly. I got my webpage and I put the majority of my papers on that, but that’s all.

As pointed out in the literature review of this thesis (see Dissemination and publication of knowledge on page 17), the tradition of printed text as a form of scholarly discourse has a long tradition, which Higher Education Institutions seem to want to protect. This lack of creative effort to diversify and modernise the way academic knowledge is communicated can be attributed to the institutional regulations that aim to ensure continuity of practice, and by which researchers are required to abide:
Heidi (RP4)

I think when people think about dissemination, their first thought is still high impact journals, and I think that’s probably because we’re still driven by the REF in universities, and it’s quite disappointing that there is this focus on just that.

Luke (RP9)

I have to publish 3 articles every two years. (…) In addition to going through the formal route of the print journal, I also put at least one version, whether it’s pre-review or final version, I also put it into an open repository. So that’s the formal things.

As pointed out in Chapter 2 (see section commencing on page 39), collaboration and networking are activities in which scholars are encouraged to engage freely, as a form of meeting the demands of a competitive society. Hence, the Participatory Web becomes just another vehicle to achieve that purpose. The same however cannot be said of the dissemination of knowledge, given that the competitive context here is very different. Higher Education Institutions are formally assessed on the production of their research outputs by external bodies that use bibliometrics and research publications in high impact journals as one of its main benchmarks, as I have previously highlighted in the section of the literature review on Dissemination and publication of knowledge (see page 17). This is restrictive in itself. If we add to this the interpretations of university leaders regarding this matter, we end up with a “recipe” for knowledge dissemination in which the Participatory Web is often ignored as a vehicle of knowledge communication. This is where the exercise of institutional power is most felt. Participants feel, in part, limited by what they can do regarding the dissemination of their research. This topic is further analysed in the themes regarding barriers and implications.
(Sense of) Identity

Several participants shared the perception that being active users of the Participatory Web allows them to be seen as someone who is different in their area of practice:

Alex (RP3)

*In terms of doing – using social media – you do see yourself as a bit, a bit more radical (...) someone who’s got a bit more forward thinking in some respects than a lot of other academics that you meet.*

Heidi (RP4)

*I know how others see me, they think I’m insane. They do look at me as some sort of eccentric, techie geek groupie type thing.*

Hector (RP6)

*If you were to take an average across the university I would be at one extreme end of that in terms of social media use, most people are basically non-users.*

Luke (RP9)

*I’m definitely someone who’s breaking new ground (...) in terms of doing research in a different way. The way that I use technology is very much a defining difference between colleagues and I*

The participants’ adoption of the Participatory Web as part of their scholarly work has not only provided them with a distinct outlook on practice; it has created a new sense of identity which, as stated in the quotes above, is also shared by their colleagues. This theme takes me back to this thesis’ literature review where I explored the topic of professional identity (see [Professional identity](#) on page 42). Identity as a social construction situates the individual in a given role and place. In the context of this research, study participants position themselves at
the edge of their research practice, and are sometimes even seen as extreme practitioners. This perception can be justified by the influence the socio-cultural and historical context in which they operate has on the way participants and their peers view their practice. Moreover, professional identity is also expressed in the combination of the position individuals occupy in the institution as well as the experiences and personal traits that distinguish them. As pointed out by research (see section on Professional identity on page 42 and seen in research participants’ accounts, their adoption of the Participatory Web for their work helps them re-define who they are. It also portrays the professional values they carry with them and that evolve as part of their experience. The narratives of experience featuring in this study illustrate that research participants’ practices set them apart from the traditional academic, a fact that justifies the perceptions quoted above.

Overview of the role of the Participatory Web in scholarly practice

An overarching theme that guided this entire study is the role of the Participatory Web in scholarly practice, with a special emphasis on the component of research. This theme was widely explored in the literature reviewed for this thesis as presented in Chapter 2 (see The present and future of the Information Age section commencing on page 29). The Participatory Web is seen not only as an important tool, but also as part of the research participants’ approach to practice. It has impacted on their way of thinking, and working, and being:

John (RP1)

\[I \text{ think it [the Participatory Web] has exposed me to totally new ways of thinking, to a culture which is very, very different from the dominant culture in academia. (…) a cultural eco-system which really is totally different, and have ways of thinking which is totally different from mainstream historians.}\]

As reviewed before (see Forms of association on page 39), the Participatory Web has provided the individual with new forms of collaboration and networking at a global scale:
Heidi (RP4)

It’s [the Participatory Web] changed for me in terms of collaboration, because it’s – technology just makes things so easy now. For example, I was out in Australia at a conference in April this year, met loads and loads of interesting people, and we were all sitting round, and some people were more junior researchers than others, and we said well there’s nowhere for us to continue these conversations, so I was able to set up a website so that we could all join it, so we’ve got 14 or 15 people on the website now.

Hector (RP6)

They [technologies] play an enormous role [in collaboration]. (...)These technologies are extremely important for keeping in touch with colleagues both in other places around the university, but also in other institutions as well. (...) It’s become much easier to collaborate with people and things like skype – this is a good example now – where practice has changed. (...) It’s definitely changed my practice.

Luke (RP9)

Having access to the people, not so much the content – content you can get in many ways – but being able to talk to people and see what other people are doing and engage with other people. That is probably the biggest impact this way has had on me. Not just on my research, but on my thinking in general.

It has influenced their professional identity and reputation (See literature review section on Professional identity on page 42):

Heidi (RP4)
At the moment it’s quite a niche research activity, so for my personal role development and reputation, to be involved in that now is quite good for me. Although that was never a deliberate choice, but thinking about it, reflecting on it while we’re talking, that was quite a good thing for me, because it makes me stand out from the rest of the no hope nurse researchers.

and impacted on their overall research practice (see section on Digital scholarship on page 43).

Luke (RP9)

The technology and using the technology in a certain way, and using certain types of technology have really made me think about the world in a very different way

The narratives used for this research unveil a very positive perspective on the use and effects of the Participatory Web in the context of research practice: there are two explanations for this. Firstly, I had in part predicted this, given that the literature connecting the Participatory Web to scholarship (see chapter 2 on page 12) tends to focus more on how the Participatory Web can benefit scholarly practice, rather than on the consequences of adopting it to change practice.

Secondly, research participants taking part in this study were chosen because of their significant use of the Participatory Web in their work. They represent, and to a certain extent put into practice, the principles of digital scholarship as highlighted in the literature (see section on Digital scholarship on page 43). They have been using the Participatory Web as an alternative form of scholarship. Their practice has become so engrained in these new forms of working that their identity and ways of working have changed as a result of that. What I probably did not expect – at least not with the intensity with which it was conveyed to me through the participants’ narratives – were the stories of incompatibility between the ways of working online and the institutionalised practices advocated by Higher Education Institutions.
Yet, contexts that restrain such innovations were highlighted as a source of conflict. They are part of the emerging research themes presented below.

The analysis that follows consists of themes that emerged from the research data. They are divided into two macro-themes. The first is related to participants’ “personal traits and circumstances” and encompasses aspects of their narratives of experience that allows for a better understanding of their background and motivations. For instance, the turning points in their careers, their rather polymathic approach to practice, and their evolving epistemology of practice. It also touches upon their position in the institutional hierarchy and their sense of isolation in opting for the integration of the Participatory Web in their research activity. The second macro theme focuses on “institutional versus individual needs” and it tries to capture understanding of the barriers to which participants are subjected regarding their approach to practice. It also studies the implications of adopting unconventional practices and their awareness of the changing environment that motivates and constrains their practice.

Research themes that emerged from the narratives

The research themes that follow emerged from the stories told. They constitute themes that I had not anticipated and which were therefore not contemplated in the original literature review of this research. Yet, they provide deep insights into the participants’ narratives of practices. They are thus relevant research data. As I went through the research narratives over and over again I was able to get a better understanding of some of characteristics of the research participants. I was able to understand where they position themselves regarding their scholarly practice, what motivates them, and to an extent, what has triggered such approaches. The narratives also unveiled the importance and awareness of their position within the institutional structure, a reality that can be empowering or disempowering, depending on the individual’s situation. Tensions participants face between their online practices and their institution’s regulations are also depicted with regards to their philosophies of practice as part of the themes emerging from this research. In this section, I analyse the themes that emerged from the research participants’ narratives.
Turning point

As I listened to the accounts of the research participants and wrote my understanding of their stories, a new narrative I had not anticipated started to emerge. Going through my notes and the narrative scripts as I worked on this research analysis, I notice a narrative component that cuts across the majority of the stories gathered for this research. It focuses on the participants’ circumstances of life that have informed their career trajectories, and most likely challenged, and often shaped, their approach to practice (a reading of the thick descriptions on page 235 will aid the understanding of this theme). The majority of the individuals I interviewed for this research have mentioned a “turning point” in their lives and careers that seem to have provided them with flexible and pragmatic approaches to practice. This turning point was different in each narrative. Yet, it raises awareness of their tendency to embrace change and to be flexible in their working practices. Research participants reported about:

- moving from industry or practice into academia, as was the case of Anne (RP0), Heidi (RP4) and Luke (RP9);
- wishing to refocus their career from research into teaching, and thus carry out educational research as opposed to applied research, as represented in Hector’s (RP6) and Luke’s (RP9) narratives;
- changing countries (John, RP1, and Lucy, RP2);
- being embedded in a different team in a different country as part of a visiting fellowship (Maria, RP10) or,
- going through institutional changes and innovations (Lucy, RP2 and Richard RP7).

This makes me reflect on how research participants deal with change in a flexible way. Moreover, it also makes me consider how the Participatory Web, as an agent of change in scholarly practice, seems to agree with their professional values, i.e., carrying out their scholarly practice with the aid of the Participatory Web in order to give meaning to their work and role.
Alex (RP3)

Contributing to that recycling of information that you do when you use things like twitter, and that you can spread, but also that you can contribute to - the little projects and the little things that people are doing – if they’re keeping a blog or whatever – that you’ve got something worthwhile to say that’s going to add to what they’re already thinking, or that’s going to help them, or make them think about something that they’ve not done before. I guess in a way that is an output of your own research, to be able to contribute to what other people are doing, so those are the ways in which it helps me do research.

Luke (RP9)

As an academic you want your work to be disseminated as widely as possible and you want people to know that this is a domain that you are interested in, because you want to be able to communicate with people, and if people don’t know what you’re doing then you’re not going to be able to meet other people who are interested in some of the things.

Research on behavioural and cultural change highlights the relationship between values and practice (Erez and Earley, 1993; Hunter and Tan, 2006). Hunter and Tan (2006) point out that although values are affected by practices in the formative years, later values tend to remain the same (p. 36). Yet, practices continue to evolve, and they should ideally reflect individuals’ professional and personal values. Nonetheless, the coordination of values and practice is not always possible as it is dependent on the contexts in which individuals act (Schwarzer and Fuchs, 1997, p. 259).

A close reading of the narratives of practice used for this study (see Annex 4 on page 235) unveils participants’ values regarding their research practice and how they make use of the Participatory Web to materialise their views regarding scholarship in a Networked Society (see
literature review section on *The present and future of the Information Age* on page 29. Although the Participatory Web cannot by itself transform society, it has the potential to facilitate change (Hunter and Tan, 2006 p.2).

Value systems are an important factor in participants’ traits and practice, in that their receptiveness to change seems to hint at the need of wanting to make a difference and adapt to the needs of a world in continuous change. This is manifested in the way they carry out their scholarly activity and include the Participatory Web in it, as also noted in the theme regarding “Approaches of practice” presented below.

**Polymathic approach**

There is a sense of ongoing development in participants’ approaches to their scholarly work that is also reflected in the way they use the Participatory Web. The narratives featured in this research present the narrators as individuals who take a pragmatic, flexible, and sometimes even transdisciplinary view towards their work. They seem to be inclined to experiment with new ideas, and explore new lines of research as their interests shift or evolve. They are driven by the curiosity and the need to move with the times. They are, in my observation, scholars with a polymathic approach.

A polymath is someone who holds knowledge in different areas and excels at it. Being a polymath is not purely a question of being but rather the process of engaging in new experiences as they interact and develop expertise in accordance with the world around them. Polymaths adapt to their times and the circumstances in which learning happens and knowledge is produced. A modern polymath is prolific in their practice and approach. The 21st century polymath (Mirchandani, 2010) makes use of emerging technologies to assist in their practice and in the development of new interests. Furthermore, a modern polymath is someone who is not static in their approach to knowledge and professional interests. In the particular case of research, they are rather curious and mobile in their approach to their
learning and the areas they research, moving from one subject to the other as their spirit of inquiry shifts to new areas of research. “That is the modern polymath at work - integrating multiple modern disciplines. An AND versus a OR mind-set” (ibid, p. 3).

The notion of the modern polymath was something that came strongly across through the narratives of experience collected for this study. The participants involved in this research displayed characteristics of the modern polymath, either because they had changed subject areas during their career path or their interests in research and knowledge building had evolved as they progressed in their practice and furthered their professional experience. All of them hinted at being extremely flexible in their approach and permeable to change and innovation in their field of research, just like the members of the Republic of Letters were in their time. (see section of The tradition of scholarship on page 15). I illustrate this with example citations from the interviews.

Anne (RP0):

Well I suppose my home discipline is information systems and that’s where I teach, and information systems is in itself what you might call a boundary discipline; it sits on the edge of lots of other disciplines (...). Then when I became interested in learning technology I thought that, that was something that I could bring to learning technology. So really I position myself on the boundary between learning technology and information systems, which itself is an edge discipline – Education, computing, information, all of those things. So I’m an edgy sort of person!

John (RP1):

My research interest evolved, I started working on the history of international relations with special reference to Franco-British relations, because I was now living in the UK and I had access to archival sources of relevance, also I had always been interested in the issue of international
relations. More recently I started working on the history of geopolitics and how I could apply geopolitics to the study of international relations.

Heidi (RP4):

My research field seems to be evolving quite a lot, we’re doing lots of service evaluation at the moment, but my real interest is around end of life care and people dying, so I’m looking at developing research for that. (...) Also we’re looking at more vulnerable groups, so I seem to be reinventing myself all the time, and suddenly I seem to be reinventing myself into somebody who researches into learning disabilities. (...) Some researchers research the same thing for the whole of their career and others are more research whores like me, who think ‘this looks more interesting, let’s do this’! So I’ve looked at pain management, I’ve looked at student nurses’ attitudes, and now I seem to be heading towards end of life care and vulnerable groups, including learning disabilities. God alone knows how I got involved in that, and that’s where I’m up to at the moment.

Hector (RP6):

I was still primarily a lab researcher, but I wanted to teach. (...) over the intervening 20 years the teaching has grown and grown, and the lab research has now gone completely. And the research that I do now is educational research, which is quite interesting because I’m not in a school of education or in an education support unit. I’m actually in an academic department which is engaged in lab research.
Approaches of practice (epistemology)

The analysis of the research data unveils common values regarding participants’ philosophies of practice, to which they seem to have given long and thoughtful consideration:

Anne (RP0):

So I think be passionate about what you’re doing. If it’s not worth doing then don’t do it. Well I think that when you’re an academic, you know, it’s not just your research, it’s also your teaching, you sort of want to step outside yourself and think what it is that you are interested in, because if you just let yourself be given jobs to do – you know, you shouldn’t be defined by what other people want you to do, you should be always thinking about where you can make a contribution.

Kanuka’s work (2008) stresses the importance of understanding our own *philosophy-in-practice* as it helps establish our perceptions and ways of dealing with our preferred ways of conducting practice (p.92). In those perceptions, the choice or use of the Participatory Web are included. This is visible through the research participants’ narratives as reflective accounts of practice. Schön (1983) advocates that epistemologies of practice are based on the idea of reflection-in-action (p.287). As practitioners look deeper into their practice, they operate as researchers-in-practice, being “the practice itself a source of renewal” (ibid, 299), that can be translated into a continuous understanding of their philosophies of practice. Developing that understanding regarding our philosophies “provides us with the ability to understand the consequences of our technological choices” (Kanuka, 2008, p.93) and explain not only what, but also why we take such approach. This aspect is well expressed in the quotes below:

Lucy (RP2):

I would rather write a simple blog post, that I know is going to get read by people than a academic article that yes, is going to get me brownie
points in terms of my promotion, but is only going to be read by a few people.

Heidi (RP4):

*I think we need more open access, particularly when we’re looking at trying to develop collaborative links with novice, or researchers in developing countries, where they just don’t have the money, nevermind the IT infrastructure to get hold of this stuff.*

Hector (RP6):

*Being immersed in the technologies on a daily basis has certainly influenced the research that I do, because that’s now what I’m currently engaged in.*

Luke (RP9)

*I think open access – that’s the way it should be to me – we do all this research and then put it into a journal that 200 people read, and I’m not interested in that, if I’m going to do something I want as many people as possible to read it.*

Maria (RP10)

*(...) because of these kind of emerging technologies. Without them I wouldn’t have this possibility. I would be a completely different researcher. (...) I want to share with other people.*

The (non-)neutrality of technology has been extensively discussed. For instance, whereas Jonassen (1996) rationalises the neutrality of technology as mere tools with no impact on the user or the wider world, McLuhan (1986) views the effects of technology as a dialogical transformation in a society in change. Moreover, Chandler (1995) argues that as an explanation of change technological determinism provides a mono-casual answer. It reduces
reality to a cause-effect experience without considering the whole context and the complex interactions in which a phenomenon is inserted. McLuhan also asserts that the “medium is the message” (1986, p.9), in that “the meaning of a message is the change” (Boulding as cited by McLuhan, 1986, p.28) that it produces in the wider context. McLuhan concludes that “to behold, use or perceive any extension of ourselves in technological form it is necessary to embrace it” (ibid, p.50). This is exactly what the participants in this study seem to have done. As a result, their philosophies of and in practice evolve as they explore, appropriate, and adopt the technologies available to them to achieve their personal and professional values, i.e., their beliefs regarding their scholarly practice, which are not always shared with their colleagues as the research theme below highlights.

**Isolation**

Participants in this study see their use of the Participatory Web in the context of their practice as a distinguishing factor when compared to the majority of their colleagues. This theme links with the analysed theme on Identity in that their use of technology becomes a trait that sets them apart from the majority of their peers. This is demonstrated in the quotes below:

**John (RP1)**

_I would probably position myself as an outcast._

**Lucy (RP3)**

_I have always felt… I have for the last 2 or 3 years … and I’m very alone in this in the profession._

**Heidi (RP4)**

_In terms of people in my field that are actually using technology for research, can’t think of any off the top of my head apart from me._
**Hector (RP6)**

*I’m working fairly much in isolation as far as that’s concerned. Sometimes I do feel quite isolated.*

As pointed out in the Literature review (see Scholarship and the Participatory Web explained on page 38), there have been several studies that support the claim that the use of the Participatory Web in scholarly environments is one that provides its users with new tools and skills, facilitates new environments for sharing and creating knowledge, and raises the profiles of the individuals who participate in such networked environments. The Participatory Web in scholarly environments also provide an opportunity to explore scholarship in a digital environment as highlighted on pages 30 and 43 of this thesis.

This research makes similar assertions regarding the analysis of the themes explored above. However, very few studies have looked at how the Participatory Web can disconnect the individual from their local environment. As the participants of this study hinted at, the Participatory Web can have an isolating effect in that their participation online makes their approach to practice distinctive from the practice of those who are not part of the same online networks. This inevitably also influences their sense of identity as explained above. The quote below highlights the very same idea:

**Luke (RP9)**

*There are very few people who get what I do. Technology has very much had an impact on setting me apart from any of my colleagues, but I think even more than that is how I think about research and how I think about teaching as a result of using the technology.*

By participating in such environments and connecting with distributed networks, individuals are exposed to different ways of thinking and practicing. This has an effect on the way they approach practice and helps define who they feel they are (see literature review on
Moreover, it separates them from the colleagues who are not yet pursuing digital forms of scholarship.

Position/ role

For the participants in this study the role and position they occupy in their institution seems to influence how they conduct their less conventional practice or refrain from doing so.

As we can see in the quotes below, the stage they are at in their careers can influence their approach:

**John (RP1)**

> It’s [using participatory media] not playing safe (...), but at this stage of my career I think there is a lot more to win from that than to lose. (...) One has been used to a certain way of thinking that is delimiting and one is obviously from a career point of view – has been for a very long time – very self conscious about whether one should take risks or not, but I’ve gotten to the point where I think well there’s a lot more to benefit from taking risks than not taking risks.

**Lucy (RP2)**

> I’m in a position where I can pick and choose what I want to do. One project might be a research project with a university, another project might be off gallivanting, doing something completely different, so I’ve got the freedom to make a choice about what I do, about what I don’t want to do. I’m not a young researcher, I’m not a young academic who’s having to fulfill academic and university expectations to get a job and get promotion.
But I’m also lucky in that I was already a professor when I got into blogging, so in some ways I’ve reached that part and I’ve got room to play and explore with my career. I’m in the reasonably privileged position of not having to seek the promotion – I’m not on the promotion ladder.

Participants are aware of the risk their practices pose to their careers and progression in a work environment that is influenced by academic tradition (see sections on Scholarship in the digital age on page 30 and Scholarship in transition: tensions and conflicts on page 31). But they are also aware of what their current position can “let them get away with”. As seen in the quotes above, the fact that participants have reached a stage in their career that they are comfortable with taking risks and conducting less usual practices, provides them with an opportunities to try and test practices early career researchers might not consider given the vulnerability of their position at the institution. Maria’s quote below illustrates this reality well, i.e., how her position at the institution might stop her from challenging some of the institutional rules, especially those regarding the dissemination of research:

Maria (RP10)

To get a full position in the university, a full fixed position, you need to get credibility, and to get credibility you have to have papers in journals with impact in the citation index.

And so does Richard’s comment:

Richard (RP7)

It’s quite a dangerous position I think, for academia and scholarship to be in (...) when we bring our new blood in we deliberately say to them, don’t engage with any of this new stuff, don’t try and change practice, because you won’t get recognised, you won’t get promoted, so we make them very conservative. Then the only pool of innovation left are the people who’ve got tenure and who’ve got promoted, and often they’ve got
promoted by following a very traditional path, so they’re the people who are least likely to engage in stuff. So the pool of people who will be innovative and take these kinds of things on is kind of unnaturally reduced in academia because of the context and the environment that we’ve set up.

There are several studies about career progression in academia, with a great majority focusing on gender issues (Foster, 2001; Cullun and Luna, 2006; Thanacoody et al, 2006; Duberley and Cohen, 2010; Barrett and Barrett, 2011). At the time that this study was conducted and written up I was not able to find any studies that correlate career progression with the use of the Participatory Web. Yet, there is some literature on career progression with regards to national research assessment exercises, especially in the UK. For instance, Wagena (2005) claims that the progression of junior faculty is unfairly determined by the number of publications they hold and where they are published, given their limited years of experience in the field. Hooley et al (2010) assert that promotion criteria in the UK are driven by research assessment exercises that emphasise research performance (p.7). Dibb and Quinn (2010) state that “real world trends affect researchers’ priorities rather less than might be imagined” (p.326). The authors go on to highlight the growing tension around the issues of scholarly quality and relevance, “whether the seemingly opposing demands of publishing in traditional journals and producing practitioner-relevant research are reconcilable.” (ibid, p. 327). Dibb and Quinn’s (2010) research is also relevant for this study in that they report about scholars’ frustrations regarding individual and institutional recognition of their work (this links back to the theme of isolation, as researchers “expect the REF to assign rather less weight to ‘impact’ than to more traditional measures of academic outputs” (p.327)).

The reality reported by the research participants regarding career progression prompts the exploration of the next theme regarding the barriers to the use of the Participatory Web in research practice.
Barriers (to one’s approach to practice)

In their narratives, research participants highlighted the tensions between institutional expectations and individuals’ academic freedom.

**John (RP1)**

> There has been a tension between the institutional expectation of what I should be doing and what I should be producing - that is a research monograph on one particular topic – and where my intellectual journey is taking me, which is somewhere that is a lot more fascinating (...) intellectually, something that is a lot more timely.

This tension becomes even more evident when the institution implicitly and explicitly imposes guidelines to scholarly activity that lead them to the standardisation of their practice. This is particularly visible in formal dissemination of knowledge, as described below:

**Alex (RP3)**

> That’s basically what they do [write papers and present at conferences].

> (...) I think that that’s still what’s valued, and it’s that sort of thing that’s recognised and viewed as important.

The perception of what is valued and acknowledged prevails over new or different-from-the-norm practices and approaches, as they might cost individuals their career progression, as highlighted by the quote below:

**Lucy (RP2)**

> I can pick and choose what I do. I can play the university game if I want to, but if I don’t want to I don’t have to, because things like financially, and career-wise, I can make that choice. But people who maybe are just setting out in their career and they are trying to build a career path as a
researcher in a university, you are very constrained by what the university expects of you, you know, in terms of you can’t get promotion unless you’ve got 5 articles in a peer reviewed journal and what have you.

In the research participants’ perceptive, the need to secure research funding implies that institutional regulations are imposed even more rigidly. At the time this research was conducted, this became a prevalent aspect of UK based academic researchers’ narratives, as they reported about the pressure of conforming with the guidelines provided by the Research Excellence Framework (REF):

Alex (RP3)

No matter how much one might want other things to be, it’s still like the REF, that’s what’s dead important to universities still. It’s student numbers and fees, all very financial.

Heidi (RP4)

I write until my fingers are numb. Because it’s all about publications because of the REF.

Hector (RP6)

The Research Excellence Framework (...) is obviously the university’s main consideration.

Yet, the pressure to acquire funding via exercises that vouch for the quality of the research conducted is not unique to the UK. Participants of this study working in other countries felt comparable pressures as similar mechanisms of funding are in place.

Luke (RP9)
The university obviously gets money from the Department of Education for every publication that I produce, but if I publish that article in an open access journal there are very few accredited open access journals, so the university won’t get reimbursed by the Department of Education, so the University won’t recognise my publication. So there’s absolutely no incentive for me, in terms of something coming from the institution, there’s no incentive for me to publish in an open access journal.

These research assessments stipulate the research funding allocation to each institution, hence its institutional importance. Several studies have been published about research assessment exercises institutions are subjected to as part of their national research evaluations (Williams, 1998; Talib, 1999, 2001, 2003; Bence and Oppenheim, 2004). In the UK the next research exercise will be conducted in 2014. It is called the Research Excellence Framework (REF) and came to replace the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), which was held every 4-5 years from 1986 to 2008. The REF is undertaken by the four UK research funding bodies and led by the Higher Education Funding Councils. It aims to assess the quality of research conducted in publicly funded Higher Education Institutions in order to stipulate the research funding that is allocated to each institution taking part in the exercise. Similar exercises are conducted in other countries. For instance, the research assessment in Australia is performed through the Excellence for Research in Australia (ERA). Identical to the REF, it puts a strong focus on journal publications (Halsoam and Koval, 2010). New Zealand also has its own mechanism of measuring research through their Performance Based Research Fund. It differs from the REF in the UK in that it targets individual academic researchers rather than disciplinary groups (Goldfinch, 2003), a strategy they share with other countries, including Spain (Jimenez-Contreras et al, 2003). The National Commission for the Evaluation of Research Activity in Spain goes as far as to explicitly state in their regulations that “preference will be given to those articles which are published in journals of recognised prestige” (ibid, 135). South Africa follows a very similar method of evaluation and rating of research via the National Research Foundation that specifies the list of journals in which researchers should publish their work. In short, such exercises inevitably tend to lead to the change of publishing behaviours in favour of
funding (Butler, 2003), as the data collected for this study reveals. Moreover, such evaluations seem to institutionalise research activity (Sanz-Menéndez, 1985), as an exercise that aims at generating funding for institutions rather than promoting new knowledge and debate.

Smith et al (2011) reflect on the threats such exercises pose to academic autonomy given the narrow notions of impact stipulated by research evaluation committees and interpreted by institutional leaders. The Research Excellence Framework in the UK is a good example of this, as presented in the narratives of this study. Bence and Oppenheim (2004) assert that such exercises “distort the patterns of academic publishing” (p.64). They also stifle innovation (Lucas, 2006) and “damage scholarship” (Williams, 1998, p.1081). National research evaluations lead institutions and individuals alike to devise strategies regarding what and where to publish (Talib, 2001; Wellington and Torgeson, 2005; Northcott and Linacre, 2010) instead of seeking alternative channels to extend their influence to different audiences and/or exploit different forms of impact.

Focusing again on the UK case and the REF, it is interesting to note the message institutions send to their researchers. There seems to be the notion that quality of research is directly correlated with the impact factor of the journals where research is published rather than what it is published.

**Hector (RP6)**

*The University is completely hung up on impact factor as a means of measuring the research, because it has such great importance in the REF. Things like conferences and publishing in open access, but not impact factor journals – has no institutional recognition. Really the only thing that counts at the present time here is grant income and impact factor.*

This is also interesting in that REF guidelines do not specify the types of journal in which research should be published. Yet there seems to be a push from management to “play safe” and publish in prestigious, high ranking journals:
Hector (RP6)

(...) it seems to dilute the scores in the REF. REF has such as corrosive impact on practice, because certainly here we’re just completely obsessed with impact factors and grant income as well, as the only way of measuring research output effectively.

As a response to this, the Minister for Universities and Science, David Willetts, came to reassure researchers and institutions that they should not feel obliged to follow and favour the trend of prestigious journals:

The instructions to assessment panels are that they must judge on the basis of quality, quality, quality – not location, location, location. So individual researchers can submit pieces of work that have appeared outside the conventional hierarchy of journals, and I am assured by the people running the REF that they will not be penalised for this (Willetts, 2011).

Nonetheless, this does not seem to be the message institutions are sending to their academic researchers, as they default to the more traditional ways of assessing research and measuring impact. Publications in high rank journals seem to be the priority of Higher Education Institutions not only in countries where this is explicitly stipulated by the research guidelines, but also in countries where this has been a practice with some tradition regardless of guidelines making quality not journals one of the main criteria of assessment. Such is the case of the UK (Extejt and Smith, 1990; Bence and Openheim, 2003). Research in this field has criticised the use of impact factors as a measure of research quality (Coe and Weinstock, 1983; Williams, 1998; Szklo, 2008), as it affects researchers’ perceptions of quality and performance (Bence and Openheim, 2005), and choice of journals (Campbell, 2006). As a consequence open practices such as publishing in open access journals, and devising open scholarship strategies are not seen as a priority, but rather as a risk.
Implications (of adopting unconventional practices)

The research participants in this study are conscious of the power structures that preclude them from fully embracing their beliefs as scholars who practice in a digital environment. These limiting structures tend to prescribe the way scholarship is conducted and rewarded. Adopting unconventional practices in academia - those associated with their participation in online environments and the use of the Participatory Web – can, in the perspective of the participants of this study, have negative consequences. The perceptions cited below report on the association that is made between one’s online activity and the possible risks linked to it.

John (RP1)

It’s [using participatory media] not playing safe (...). I actually didn’t blog at all about historical research or geopolitics, because I felt it would not be well accepted.

Although the participants of this study are fully aware of the benefits of including the Participatory Web in their practice, they are also conscious of the repercussions of those practices. These are usually different from the goals set by their institutions, and often not understood by their colleagues. As seen in the analysis of the previous theme, these power structures are embedded in the context of academia. They aim to standardise practice. As a result, they seem to stifle creativity and innovation (Baker, 2007) and impact on career progression.

Lucy (RP2)

I was going to make a creative commons license on all my work (...) So I’ve made that decision. And I made a decision a couple of months ago that whatever publications I do, when I do get around to it, that I follow Terry Anderson’s lead and only publish in open access journals, and that
has huge implications for me, because there aren’t many credible midwifery or nursing journals in the open access environment. Someone (...) they were saying that they haven’t got promotion, or haven’t got tenure because what they submitted as their research outputs were blog posts and things like that. I don’t know I might have the story wrong. But this person is someone that I highly regard, as a leader in this field that we’re in, but they haven’t been able to get promotion, or a pay rise or something because the university research expectations (...) that just illustrates the power of the university. To be fair, it’s not just universities, it’s governments saying we’ll fund you if you’ve got x amount of journal articles. So while you don’t want to play that game, and you want to push the boundaries, and you want the universities to think about alternative ways of doing things, at the same time you’ve got to pay the mortgage haven’t you? So it’s very tricky. But I think things are changing. But there’s still a lot of the old boys network that keeping that stuff.

Alex (RP3)

I think what I’ve realised is the academic community - in terms of career progression – the things that are going to get recognised are those old traditional things, like going to a conference, writing a journal article that no one’s going to read. It’s those sort of things that the academic community still values the most. I could write the most amazing blog, I could get 5000 followers on twitter, hanging on my every word, but basically if I don’t do the traditional things I’m not going to perceived as being successful in my field. So I think, would I do it again? Yes I think I’d do it again, but I’d know that it has to be balanced really. It has to be put into perspective to all the other demands upon your time.
The use of the Participatory Web in research practice is often not valued and or acknowledged at institutional level. Higher Education Institutions are, in the majority, averse to risk. In the current context of research assessment exercises this becomes even more evident, as technologies of participation promote new forms of communication that are extended beyond the control of the institution. Academia is known for avoiding this type of competitive disruption, given that they seek to maintain or attain “the power of prestige in the higher education marketplace” (Christensen and Eyring, 2011, p.17) by abiding by external benchmarks, as for example the national research evaluation schemes. At stake is the research funding institutions will receive based on the quality of their research (McNay, 2003). This quality is mainly demonstrated through research outputs such as journal articles. As a result, two topics seem to dominate the debate in academia: “financial constraint and quality assessment” (Thomas, 2012, p.171).

As reported by the participants in this study this seems to be where their leaders are putting all their competitive effort. In order to sustain or enhance their research scores they seem to ignore practices and research outputs that fall outside the scope of their internal strategies to measure quality. Once again, the issues of impact factors and high ranking journals are highlighted as an agent of continuity of practice. It also outlines the competitive edge universities see themselves involved in, a consequence of such exercises (Elton, 2000).

Hector (RP6)

Many of the places that I’d actually like to publish my research – many of the open access journals – no impact factor. So anything that I publish in [an open access journal] from the University’s point of view doesn’t count as research activity. (...) I am viewed – and this phrase has been used – I am viewed as a problem, because I’m not included. I’m a member of academic staff, but I’m not included in the REF.

Richard (RP7)
What you get rewarded for are journal articles and traditional metrics, so the message often to young researchers is not to bother with all this sort of stuff, that it’s a waste of time.

**Luke (RP9)**

I can say I wrote 15 blogposts and my wiki has grown exponentially and I’m having all this great conversation with people and I’m learning a lot, and they’re like ‘ermmmmm’, so. Unless I’m producing output in a format that the university values they don’t look at what I’m doing as research.

**Maria (RP10)**

Quality has lost a lot of meaning in the last years, with all this stuff about prestige and impact and so on, if you see the papers there’s not many quality on them. And the concept of quality research is a bit lost.

As seen in the quotes above this can hamper creative and diverse approaches to research practice as institutions strive to comply with their own interpretation of the rules, leading them to emulate conventional practices. Hence, national research assessment exercises, as forms of accreditation, can be seen as stabilising forces that hinder innovation, since complying with tradition has become “the price of continued accreditation” (Christensen and Eyring, 2011, p.18). In this sense, the Participatory Web and the practices herein developed are regarded as disruptive, thus still rather absent in academia or used to supplant instead of advancing existing practices (ibid).

Curious to see though is the complementary approaches the participants of this study take in order to pursue their own ambitions and ideals of practice. Nonetheless, they are aware of the importance of keeping themselves relevant to the eyes of the institution:

**Richard (RP7)**
It’s very hard to get this kind of stuff into the system. So I’m trying to play both games. I haven’t completely abandoned the traditional format, and I hope to do enough of that to satisfy the demands but it’s certainly not where my heart is anymore.

Luke (RP9)

I split it [my activity] into formal and informal. In the formal track I make sure I am keeping up with the expectations of the university and what they expect from me, and then my informal track is everything else.

Maria (RP10)

In my case I have to make this kind of double game to survive here, because if I don’t stay in academia I cannot make different things. So I want to get my position, my permanent position, and then start deciding what I want to do, and for what I want to write.

This double approach, or playing the game as the research participants call it, calls to mind the concept of reverse innovation (Immelt et al, 2009; Seely Brown & Hagel, 2005), as it allows me to conceptualise innovation from the perspective of emerging practices that slowly aim to find a place in established environments. In the case of this research, those emerging practices relate to the context of the digital economy. Reverse innovation is an economic term used to describe new approaches to business implemented first in developing countries and only then introduced in developed ones. In the context of Higher Education, this implies that established institutions need to “reshape their business and management practices” (Corsi and Minin, 2011, p.13) to adjust to emerging realities. If we see the university from this perspective, it would be fair to say that this makes the participants of this study reverse innovators rather than mere disruptors of established practices. They are trying to transform scholarly practice by setting the example with different practices that indeed provide new opportunities. Yet, these same practices also carry risks given the structures on which their institutions currently operate.
This leads me to explore the following themes that relate to the research participants’ awareness of the changing environment in which their practices are developed.

(Awareness of) The changing environment

As anticipated by the analysis of the previous themes, the research participants featuring in this study are aware of the aspects that mark the context of academia. And they are equally conscious of the external factors that motivate and shape the structures of the institutions in which they work. At the time this research was conducted, the world is going through a major financial crisis that is affecting society in general. Cuts have been felt almost everywhere, including in health and education services. Higher Education faces a difficult time with funding cuts both in teaching and research (Eggins and West, 2010). Hence, the increasingly importance of doing well in the national research assessments as these exercises represent a very important stream of funding into universities. The participants’ narratives represent that well, especially those who work in British institutions given that the Research Excellence Framework (REF) is approaching. Hence, the pressure to do well in the exercise is very present in their accounts. Yet, this is not the only pressure they currently need to deal with. As teaching and research funds get scarcer there is also the concern of following research trends, as these might be able to make up for the loss of funding:

**Alex (RP3)**

I think with a change of government there’s going to be less in terms of social exclusion, so if I’m there in a year’s time I wouldn’t expect to be doing the same kind of research then as we’re doing now, but like I say it’s going to be more dictated by finance than anything else.

The constrictions imposed by a frail economy creates fiercer competition between scholars (Eggins and West, 2010), and innovative practices are likely to be overlooked as a new
opportunity, as the focus will be on the economic sustainability of higher education institutions.

Hector (RP6)

The reality is we’re in this massive funding crisis, which is really going to dominate everything for the next 5 years or so, and my concern is that the technology will play second fiddle to just the financial aspects of institutional budgets, for the next few years, which is a great shame.

Nonetheless, the participants of this study balance this perspective with the outlook of parallel practices that are slowly emerging in academia. There is a clear push for collaborative research that, as seen above, is an area where the Participatory Web plays an important role (see Forms of association on page 39).

Heidi (RP4)

The lone researcher is increasingly a dying beast. Journals are more interested in papers that have got joint authorship with other disciplines or other universities, or other environments. (...) When you start looking at where the research funding is coming from, from people like the research councils, they’re very interested in, and very open in, multi-centre collaborative research.

There is also the notion that new means of dissemination of research are starting to emerge, and that eventually they will acquire institutional recognition given that key funding bodies such as the European Commission, JISC and research councils are starting to push that agenda forward as highlighted in the literature reviewed for this thesis (see Accessibility to research: new trends on page 34 and Open access on page 35). There is a need to make publicly funded knowledge available to the wider public as a common good.
Maria (RP10)

The open journals and the open form (...) the [closed] paper is indeed condemned to die. Because when you write a paper it is good today, probably tomorrow or in two weeks, or in two months, but not in a year. In a year is old. In a year is primitive, so when you’re reading a journal is not one year, is three years old, so these data are rubbish, so you don’t need it. So definitely the knowledge is moving in blogosphere, the knowledge is moving in twitter, moving in blogs, is moving in very collaborative, and sharing, and dynamic formats. Is not moving in papers.

As reminded by Chan et al (2011) the distribution of knowledge continues to be governed by the standards of developed countries, where academic journals were first used as a conduit for the distribution of research findings (see The tradition of scholarship on page 15 and Dissemination and publication of knowledge on page 17). And as such these long established systems of distribution of knowledge are “increasingly inappropriate in the age of networked scholarship”. (ibid, p. 1). Yet, Higher Education Institutions are bound by higher stakes where digital scholarship is not explicitly contemplated and therefore not institutionally recognised in its own right. Although academia is increasingly aware of the needs to open up its knowledge safes through the implementation of research repositories, they only do it to the extent that it does not damage their greater scheme of acquiring funding through the national research assessments. As a result, the self-archiving of publications is encouraged, often in times from an open access green route. For this research, I can only speculate that the active promotion of digital scholarship is thus avoided because it is not yet in line with the goals of the institution as they do not seem to map onto external structures that sponsor higher education. I will discuss this further as a future line of research in Chapter 6.

14 The REF is a good example of this. Although the REF guidelines do not specify prestigious journals as a target of quality, and even briefly mentions online publications, the general understanding throughout the years is that higher impact journals are a proxy of quality. As a result this has “distorted the pattern of academic publishing” (Bence and Oppenheim, 2003, p.64)
Summary

In this chapter I have presented the data analysis for this research project. I described how I analysed the research data, making use of hermeneutics as a tool for analysis. I outlined the different stages of analysis that enabled me to identify relevant research themes. Stage 1 consisted in the reconstruction of the interviews into research narratives that I then offered back to the research participants for their further comments. In Stage 2 I made use of the interview transcripts in order to explore the research themes inspired by the literature review as well as to identify emergent research themes. Stage 3, which will be presented in Chapter 5 applies the Bourdieuan lens to the research themes, a need that emerged from the research analysis itself given that some of the themes that emerged from this research needed further explanation than that that the literature that was initially reviewed for this thesis could offer.

Before presenting the research themes in detail, I introduced the research participants via vignettes in order to achieve the goals of transparency that underpin an interpretative-critical research paradigm. Thick description of research participations’ narratives was also provided via links to the relevant appendix. In this vein, I also sought to describe the contextual backgrounds of the research participants’ narratives as they emerged through the narration of their lived experiences.

The themes of this research were divided into two sections: research themes inspired by the literature review, and those emergent from the research narratives. Each theme was analysed in connection to relevant literature, as depicted in chapter 2. Whenever necessary, new literature was also brought in to provide a deeper understanding of the phenomenon under study. This was more prevalent in the analysis of emergent themes provided by the collected data.

In the next chapter I will discuss the findings of this analysis through a Bourdieuan lens. This lens allows me to analyse the power relations and conflict associated with the changes in scholarly practice stimulated by the Participatory Web.
Chapter 5 - Exploring landscapes of conflict: a Bourdieuan perspective

Introduction

The previous chapter presented the research themes that emerged from the data analysis in connection with relevant literature. This chapter discusses the research findings in relation to Bourdieu’s selected thinking tools introduced in Chapter 3. This enables me to develop understanding of the research narratives through a different lens, address research participants’ narratives of conflict, and thus contribute with new insights. Figure 8 illustrates when and why the Bourdieuan lens was introduced. Bourdieu’s thinking tools were used for Stage 3 of the analysis in order to explain the issues that the literature focusing on online practices, as reviewed in Chapter 1, could not answer, namely those of power relations and conflict between individual practices and institutional expectations. Atkinson’s (1998) reflections on the process of conducting narrative inquiry assured me that this was the path to take, given that in a narrative inquiry context it is often expected that “the theory that is appropriate to the specific story will flow from the story itself. This also means that the theoretical frame of reference emerges anew with each new life considered” (p.66). Bourdieu’s thinking tools provided a meaningful research lens for this research as explained in the sections below.
A Bourdieuan lens

The need to introduce a new layer of understanding regarding the collected data emerged from the research narratives themselves. As participants discussed their insights into their professional realities through their personal truths a very strong theme started to emerge. This theme deals with the power relations and conflicts participants featuring in this study face when dwelling on the dilemma between conforming to the norms of their institutions and not wanting to lose sight of where their intellectual journeys have taken them. In part, this dissonance between individuals’ practice and institutional regulations is related to their use of the Participatory Web. The epistemologies of practice research participants develop through their participation on the Participatory Web can tend to disengage them from institutionalised practices. This is particularly visible when it comes to their research practice. In order to get a
better grasp of this phenomenon, I sought additional literature that would allow me to position research participants’ narratives under an additional research lens. In my search for relevant literature, I found the work of Pierre Bourdieu, as presented in Chapter 3 (see Introducing the Bourdieuan research lens commencing on page 77).

Bourdieu’s work represents a well-founded interpretation of social (re)production and change. His key concepts “offer an ideal framework for theorizing about the ways in which social, cultural, and material forces intersect to produce particular types of social action” (Elam, 2008, p.18), such as for example, working practices. In discovering Pierre Bourdieu I engaged in debates that aim to transcend the understanding of practice as mere structured patterns of behaviour, or simply its opposite, i.e., free agency. Bourdieu’s “work invites, and even demands, argument and reflection” (Jenkins, 1992, p. 11). As Bourdieu reminds us:

> Knowledge does not merely depend (...) on a particular standpoint an observer “situated in space and time” takes up on the object. The knowing subject (...) constitutes practical activity as an object of observation and analysis, a representation (Bourdieu, 1977, p. 2).

Bourdieu’s social theory is also marked by his “obsession with reflexivity” (Wacquant and Bourdieu, 1992, p.36). In the context of Bourdieu’s work, reflexivity is translated as “the objectification of objectification” (Jenkins, 1992, p.61), in that both the contributions of the researcher and the researched are submitted to the critical and unfamiliar eye. This implies that the researcher’s interpretation of a given phenomenon must also include the participant’s experiences from their own point of view. Reflexivity is thus achieved through a shared effort of making visible the “unthought of’ categories, perceptions, theories, and structures that underpin any pre-reflexive grasp of the social world” (Deer, 2008, p.202). Reflexivity refers to a shared understanding of reality between the interviewer and the interviewees. The guiding principle of reflexivity is presented in this research project as I combined my interpretation of the narratives collected via the interviews with those of the participants. By transforming the content of the interviews into research narratives I negotiated my interpretation of the social phenomenon on which this study focuses.
The research findings presented in Chapter 4 - Narratives of practice – understanding the Participatory Web in the context of higher education (commencing on page 92) highlighted the use of the Participatory Web for collaboration and networking purposes, research participants’ approaches to research practice, and their sense of identity in the context of their use of the Participatory Web. The findings also unveiled the conflicts between institutional expectations and individuals’ practices and stressed the tensions between personal and institutional goals. The sections that follow discuss the findings of this research through Bourdieu’s thinking tools (see Introducing the Bourdieuian research lens on page 77). The Bourdieuian analysis helps to explain and integrate the previously identified research themes (see Thematic analysis commencing on page 107) into Bourdieu’s logic of practice.

Forms of capital in academia

Academia, as a social space, presents different forms of capital. As depicted in Chapter 3, Bourdieu studied forms of social, cultural and economic capital (see Forms of Capital on page 80). In the social space the different forms of capital can interact to produce symbolic capital.

*Social capital* is “linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition” (Bourdieu, 1986, p.47). *Social capital* is a relevant “thinking tool” when studying research participants’ practices with the Participatory Web (see Approaches of practice on page 125) because it reveals its support structure, i.e. their Personal Learning Networks. The research participants in this study rate their *social capital* highly. They see the networks and communities in which they participate as both a cause and influence of their changing practices. This is present throughout research participants’ narratives of practice and is also analysed in Chapter 4 under the research theme Online participation (and its forms of association) on page 108.

These networks foster and support novel forms of working that institutions are not yet ready to acknowledge. *Social capital* as “collectively-owned capital” (Bourdieu, 1986, p.51) has the
ability of strengthening research participants’ dispositions and approaches to scholarly practices. The development of social bonds, mutual support and partnerships via the Participatory Web is often converted not only into shared practice, but also shared identity (Brough et al, 2006; Jiagan and Carroll, 2009). In the case of this research, research participants’ evolving sense of professional identity derives from individuals’ participation online (see [Sense of] Identity research theme on page 115). It sets research participants apart from the colleagues that do not share the same social capital, and thus the same concepts of scholarly practice. The reproduction of social capital as a form of professional identity also helps understand how research participants’ habitus form and evolve, and/or differ from those advocated by their institutions. Their online social capital can, in this context, encourage the development of habitus that may tend to resist the field.

Important for Bourdieu is also the notion of cultural capital which can exist in three forms: in the embodied state, i.e. in the form of long-lasting dispositions of the mind and body; in the objectified state, in the form of cultural goods (pictures, books, dictionaries, instruments, machines, etc.),... and in the institutionalised state, a form of objectification which must be set apart because, as will be seen in the case of educational qualifications, it confers entirely original properties on the cultural capital which it is presumed to guarantee. (Bourdieu, 1986, p.48)

Cultural capital, along with economic capital is also present in this research through the funding pressures to which Higher Education Institutions and researchers are submitted. Economic capital can be understood as material wealth, and in conjunction with the other forms of capital, it has a determining effect on how the field operates. The field as a site of tension not only fights for the acquisition of capital, but also for the meanings the different forms of capital assume within the contexts in which the field operates at a given time. For instance, in the context of the national research assessments, Higher Education Institutions can be seen as social fields fighting for symbolic capital. The performance of Institutions in the
assessment will, in part, inform the maintenance or acquisition of their new *economic capital* and consequently effect the accumulation of *cultural capital* accordingly. Their reputation, a form of *symbolic capital*, will inevitably also grow within the context of Higher Education Institutions. In Chapter 4 this tension was analysed with regard to the following research theme: Communication/ dissemination of knowledge (commencing on page 112) where research participants reported about the stress institutions place on doing well in the national research assessment exercises. This institutional goal does not usually match research participants’ wish to push the boundaries of research practice with the use of the Participatory Web.

From a Higher Education Institution’s point of view *symbolic capital* can also be translated into contextual and social understandings of prestige and power. The *field* is thus forced to act in ways that enable the reproduction of *symbolic capital* in order to acquire *symbolic power*. This was widely expressed in research participants’ narratives, in that their institutions support more conventional practices, such as the publication of research in high impact journals, instead of promoting modern forms of research scholarship. As reported in Chapter 4 (see Barriers (to one’s approach to practice) on page 132) such institutional approaches aim to ensure the maintenance or improvement of their institutional status quo.

In short, forms of capital are always in interaction with *habitus* and *field*, as the sections below will demonstrate.

**The habitus of digital scholars**

The concept of *habitus*, as presented in Chapter 3 (see page 79), is a system of dispositions with a past, present, and also a future as individuals’ strategies of practice are continuously developing within the constraints and conditions of their existence and personal trajectories (Bourdieu, 2000, p.146) (see research theme on Turning point on page 120). Hence, *habitus* justifies and produces social actions and practices (Bourdieu, 1990, p.54) in a given context and time.
The scholars interviewed for this research project reported about the role the Participatory Web has had on their scholarly practice, with a particular emphasis on research practice (see Overview of the role of the Participatory Web in scholarly practice on page 116). It was clear in the participants’ narratives that they do not restrict their activity to the reproduction of their institutions’ structures and regulations. They tend to build on those structures by inputting their own perspective on it. Sometimes they may even oppose the institutional structures. Such attitudes reflect their *habitus*. As expressed in their narratives, research participants have different approaches to realising their vision regarding their research practice. For instance, Lucy and Richard have committed to only publish in open access because their position or role within their institutions allow them to make such decisions (see Position/role commencing on page 129). Maria and Luke, on the other hand, opt for playing a “double game” that allows them to remain relevant within the institution at the same time they pursue their own professional values regarding the way they research.

Research participants reveal a propensity for innovative practice that is translated into their use of the Participatory Web and justified by their intellectual journeys (see Online participation (and its forms of association) commencing on page 108). Their participation in online environments has a changing effect on their approach to practice given their convergence with other like-minded individuals. This, *per se*, makes the Participatory Web a very attractive environment to the participants of this study. It enables them to develop collaborative links and identify synergies that they seem to lack at local and institutional level. Moreover, their dispositions are thus confirmed and reinforced by the practices and approaches of their online peers, their *social capital*.

From the perspective of the participants the Participatory Web constitutes a very important tool and means of communication through which they conduct their practice in whichever way they wish. Collaboration is a key aspect of academic researchers’ practice and one that is not regulated at institutional level. Hence, scholars are left to decide through which means their collaborative links are established and maintained. To the participants of this research, this
means free rein with the use of the Participatory Web. It means creative and innovative thinking applied to practice. It also means that their *habitus* is in full swing. As Bourdieu (1990) reminds us:

> the *habitus* makes possible the free production of all the thoughts, perceptions and actions inherent in the particular conditions of its production – and only those (p.55)

In the context of this research, the Participatory Web is a channel where collaborative ventures are freely established because no restrictions as to how collaboration is developed are imposed or regulated institutionally. Hence, participation online as a form of collaboration meets the conditions of its materialisation. All research participants reported about the potential of the Participatory Web for collaboration and networking. Yet, the same cannot be said about another very important component of research practice, that of dissemination of research outputs, because

> the experience of a world that is taken for granted presupposes agreement between the dispositions of the agents and the expectations or demands immanent in a world in which they are inserted (Bourdieu, 2000, p. 147).

However, this is not the case of the participants’ of this study. On the contrary, research participants’ *habitus*, which are being strengthened by their participation online and the connections that are herein established, i.e., their *social capital*, lead them to question their institutional world and the structures on which it is based. Thus, the *habitus* of digital scholars seem to be out of synch with institutional structures, the *field*. The section below explores this aspect in detail.

**The field of academic research**

In order to understand social phenomena Bourdieu sought to make sense of the social spaces, or *fields*, in which social agents perform a designated role according to the position they
occupy in it (see explanation of Field on page 81). Fields can be seen as spaces of struggle that have “their own rules, histories, star players, legends and lore” (Thomson, 2008, p.69). Compared to a game, field works “in terms of relations” (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992, p. 96), and is therefore understood in interdependence with the forms of capital and habitus that the different agents bring into the social space. Field is also perceived in relation to the positions agents occupy in a social space and the rules associated with such positions. This makes habitus conflict, agree, or compromise with field. Important to this research is also the understanding of field as a structuring structure that is capable of changing and adapting itself to the circumstances of a specific time and context.

The research narratives featuring in this study demonstrate that academic research, as a sub-field of academia, is currently dominated by the rules and structures that rate and regulate academic research practice not only locally, but also nationally and internationally. The participants of this study, who are social agents in the academic field, report about the strong contrast between their academic dispositions and expected forms of production of academic work, in particular research (see Barriers (to one’s approach to practice) on page 132). They see the field as restrictive of their creative and innovative input. This is especially felt in the context of the expectations that are put on them regarding the dissemination of research findings. Whereas institutions tend to support the communication of research through conventional outlets such as journal articles, as reported via the participants’ narratives, scholars actively engaged in the Participatory Web tend to adopt practices that may conflict with those endorsed by the institution. Digital scholarship practices transform scholarly habitus (see Overview of the role of the Participatory Web in scholarly practice on page 116). The Participatory Web exposes individuals to other forms of communication and the dissemination of knowledge that the field of academia has not yet officially recognised and valued. This difference between agents’ dispositions and the structures in which they operate “expresses itself both in directly economic and political antagonisms and in a system of symbolic positions and oppositions” (Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977, p.204).
Academic institutions as fields of power follow rules (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992, p. 98) that aim to set a structure for agents’ actions. And yet, as the research data shows, the field not only limits itself to follow the rules imposed externally; it creates additional internal norms that aim to ensure the reproduction of their institutional goals. This is particularly evident in the messages institutions send to their staff members regarding the types of research outputs they expect to be produced as well as the location of where such outputs are supposed to be published. Although, in the majority of the cases analysed, the external rules set for the field of academic research do not specify where research should be published, institutions have reportedly developed their own regulations about this matter in order to ensure that their economic and symbolic capital is not compromised (see Barriers to one’s approach to practice on page 132). In light of the current national research exercises, and the global economic crisis, this kind of institutional pressure is even higher. The research narratives collected by this research project highlighted this point very strongly (see Implications of adopting unconventional practices) on page 137). Institutional rules are created to support and promote the aspirations of the field. Bourdieu calls these institutional rules the field of doxa (Bourdieu, 1972, p.169) that eventually becomes a collective belief with which social agents are asked to comply. Doxa is thus a form of domination. In the context of this research this is represented by the “myths” institutions create around research publications in an attempt to regulate research practice and reproduce the field’s expectations. This is evident in the research participants’ accounts regarding the type of journals in which they are expected to publish and the kind of research outputs they should produce (see Implications of adopting unconventional practices) on page 137).

Doxic thinking opposes heterodoxy in that it manifests itself through symbolic censorship. This is clearly expressed in the narratives collected for this research. Participants report about feeling coerced into research practices that no longer match their epistemologies of practice. Their interaction with the Participatory Web presents them with new forms of working and thinking which inevitably inform their practice tendencies. For instance, their exposure to and participation in the open access movement transform their views of scholarship. Moreover, it sets them apart from the collective belief as to how scholarship, with a particular emphasis on
research practice, should be conducted. It thus isolates them from the majority of their academic peers (see Isolation on page 127). The field promotes doxic thinking in order to exercise control over the social agents that perform within the sphere of the field. In doing so it strengthens its position and maintains its power. As a result, participants, as social agents in the field of academia, face the internal conflict between keeping a relevant position in their institutions or following their evolving approaches to practice. This is, for instance, exemplified by the decisions they have to make regarding publication of research outputs. Research participants must decide between publishing their research in prestigious journals that follow closed publishing conventions or making their work accessible via open access journals. The more that research practice is regulated – as is the case of the dissemination of research – the more research participants feel torn between structure and agency, i.e., between field and habitus. The more the field reproduces itself into individuals’ dispositions, the less scope it presents for innovative and creative practice. As Bourdieu (1998) reminds us

_The professionalization [of academics] and the conditions required of those who want to make a career in [academia] increasingly exclude inspired personalities (p.5)._ 

Nonetheless, the cases of practice investigated in this project show that the opposite can also happen. Doxa can be questioned and can thus lead to changes in the field. Yet, changes in the field can only be conducted by its social agents insofar as they manage to remain relevant in the field they aim to change. In this sense, the participants featured in this study are also agents who aim to promote change by questioning and challenging the field’s doxic thinking with their practices (see (Awareness of) The changing environment on page 142).

Modes of domination vs practices of resistance

Changes in practice and in the social order are core to the work of Pierre Bourdieu. Throughout his career he attempted to develop a critique of the structures that enable history to move into the present under the excuse of the past, i.e., continuity and tradition.
In his last lecture, Bourdieu described his work as being a kind of “auto-social analysis, as a way of making sense of the social forces which had shaped his life trajectory” (Grenfell, 2008, p.12). Bourdieu’s work aims to disclose the power structures that legitimate given practices through hidden processes and intentions. Bourdieu called these power structures symbolic violence (see Symbolic violence on page 82). He defines it as:

(... the gentle, invisible form of violence, which is never recognized as such, and is not so much undergone as chosen, the violence of credit, confidence, obligation, personal loyalty, hospitality, gifts, gratitude, piety – in short, all the virtues honoured by the code of honour – cannot fail to be seen as the most economical mode of domination, i.e, the mode which best corresponds to the economy of the system. (Bourdieu, 1977, p.193)

In an attempt to ensure coherence and stability, the field devises mechanisms that aim at the reproduction of the social space it intends to create and maintain. In the case of Higher Education Institutions this is seen and felt through the norms and regulations that define academic researchers’ practices, their positions and roles in the institution, and also their identity and reputation. The national research exercises can, in this context, be interpreted as mechanisms of symbolic violence that aim to reproduce Higher Education’s logic of practice. The same applies to Higher Education Institutions’ interpretations of such exercises and the strategies they develop internally as their response to maintaining or boosting their status quo. At stake is their position (of power) in the Higher Education Institutions’ hierarchy. Hence, the more effective those mechanisms are in ensuring the (re)production of symbolic capital, the more successful the field is in shaping social agents’ dispositions, and “the greater is the field of doxa” (Bourdieu, 1977, p.166). Yet, domination does not occur in a linear or predictable fashion. Field, as a structuring structure, is not totally closed to change and influence. Social agents’ habitus can have an impact on the field.

Research participants in this study demonstrated through their narratives of practice that they have developed an academic habitus that diverts from the expectations of the field, in this case, Higher Education, specially regarding research practice (see Overview of the role of the...
Participatory Web in scholarly practice on page 116. This can be attributed to their participation in social spaces and exposure to practices that differ from those they traditionally encounter in their workplaces. Research participants’ engagement in the Participatory Web produces behaviours that tend to satisfy the interests they share with their distributed networks rather than replicating the field’s expectations. The field is, in this case, less effective in configuring research participants’ dispositions because their social capital plays a supportive - almost antagonist to the field – role in reaffirming their habitus.

Nonetheless, research participants also showed awareness of their need to maintain relevance in their institution. This implies following some of the field rules, as the environments and practices they encounter within the Participatory Web are “too different from the one to which they are objectively adjusted” (Bourdieu, 1990, p.62). As seen in Chapter 4, the analysis of the research narratives reveals that research participants are aware of the Barriers (to one’s approach to practice) see page 132 and Implications (of adopting unconventional practices) (see page 137) regarding their Approaches of practice (see page 125). The field asserts power over agency in order to ensure the stability of its structure. Individuals cannot overcome this opposite force on their own, because

There exist relatively autonomous fields [that], functioning in accordance with rigorous mechanisms capable of imposing their necessity on the agents (...) [aiming] at the domination of individuals, a domination which in this case is the condition of the appropriation of the material and symbolic profits of their labour (Bourdieu, 1977, p.184).

This leads participants to take a practical approach as to how they combine conventional and innovative practices, i.e., how they comply with the rules of the field without losing sight of modern approaches towards which their dispositions lean. In this sense, many of the research participants either explicitly define themselves or hint at their approach as “double gamers” or individuals who “play the game”; a strategy that allows participants to slowly implement cultural changes to practice while they manage to remain relevant within the institution so they can be the catalysts of that change. This is illustrated by the research theme concerning
research participants’ awareness of the implications (of adopting unconventional practices) commencing on page 137. Habitus is in this sense driven by their social capital and moderated by the field. The interplay between the three “orients [research participants’] playing strategies” (Bourdieu, 2000, p.215).

Through the telling of their narratives of conflict (between habitus and field), research participants defined themselves (see research theme on (Sense of) Identity on page 115). The structuring and structured structures that inform the context of practice of the research participants determine their sense of identity in relation to their peers, their institutions and their networks. Whereas their active involvement in the Participatory Web is highly regarded by their online networks and communities of interest (see Online participation (and its forms of association) on page 108), their institutions do not confer the same value to their participation online. Their institutional peers do not tend to share the same enthusiasm either, nor do they have the same understanding of the benefits of conducting digital scholarship (see research themes on Communication/ dissemination of knowledge on page 112 and Barriers (to one’s approach to practice) on page 132). This can be attributed to the “principle of the differences between individual habitus [that] lie in the singularity of their social trajectories” (Bourdieu, 1990, p.60).

The Participatory Web has become a central component of research participants’ practice as a result of their intellectual journeys. Their socialisation into the Participatory Web has set them apart from the majority of the social agents operating in the same field, in that they have developed epistemologies of practice that differ from those of their colleagues, as explored in the research theme on Approaches of practice (see page 125). Individuals’ professional identity is engendered in their habitus and reflected in their practice. And it can, and often does, contrast with the field (see (Sense of) Identity page on 115).

The exercise of symbolic violence by the field is thus justified by its need to dominate, maintain, or restore power to its structure. Symbolic violence is utilised as an invisible mechanism of coercion by institutions that use research assessments exercises as a pretext to regulate
practice. In this process of asserting power, individuals are reminded of their positions in the field, and their dispositions might be affected as a result of it. As Bourdieu (1990) asserts

Strategies aimed at producing practice ‘according to the rules are one among other type of officialization strategy, aimed at transmuting ‘egoistic’, private particular interests (notions which can only be defined in the relationship between a social unit and the unit which encompasses it at the higher level) into ‘desinterested’, collective, publicly avowable, legitimate interests (p.109).

Bourdieu (1977) also conceptualises symbolic violence in the context of different forms of capital that can be translated into symbols of prestige (p.180). Participants of this study suggest that expectations of the institution towards their research practice and derived outputs are more directed at their acquisition of funding and success in the national research assessment exercises than on the development of new knowledge and modern approaches to practice. For the research participants this represents a clash with their ideals, values and purposes of engaging in scholarship in the context of the digital economy and a networked society.

The dilemmas of the digital scholar

Bourdieu aimed to bridge the gap between theory and practice. In an attempt not to make it two separate entities, Bourdieu used practice and theory as

mutually generative ways and means of collecting data, analysing it and developing explanations which lead to an understanding of the object being investigated (Grenfell and James, 1998, p.155)

Having worked in the context of digital scholarship myself, I have often felt the distinction between theory and practice of (digital) scholarship production, i.e, the difference between new theories being produced in the context of the emergence of the Participatory Web and the practices that continue to predominate in the academic field. In this section, I aim to reveal
this (dis)continuum, bringing to light the dilemma that those who see themselves as digital scholars face in their professional practice. I will continue to draw on the work of Bourdieu to illustrate this point.

The promise of the Participatory Web

I started this research project by looking at relevant literature in order to develop a clear understanding of scholarship throughout the times and eventually link scholarship to the area of emergent technologies. This research project puts the emphasis on research as the element of scholarly practice it aims to study. The journey of finding relevant literature revealed the scarcity of research in this sub-area of knowledge. I gained access to a greater wealth of published research regarding digital scholarship, mainly from a teaching and learning point of view, as presented in Chapter 2 (please see page Chapter 2 - Literature review commencing on page 12). This led me to identify an imbalance in research efforts to understand the different components of scholarship, research being one of them. It also informed me where the concerns and priorities of research entities in commissioning new knowledge mainly are. This per se constitutes a gap in theory and in trying to link new knowledge to current practice.

As I noted in Chapter 2 (see Scholarship in the digital age on page 30) national and international bodies have been mainly concerned with the implementation of emergent technologies in the classroom. As a result, most Higher Education Institutions have re-formulated their Teaching and Learning Strategies to meet these standards (McIssac, 2011). Yet, the same vision, and consequent pressure, has still not been officially felt in the area of research practice. This allows institutions to default to more conventional ways of producing, communicating, and assessing their research capacity. By not putting the same stress on the use of the Participatory Web for research practice as has been done in Teaching and Learning, Higher Education Institutions manage to keep research activity conforming to long established conventions. However, scholars who have fully embraced the Participatory Web as a form of practicing scholarship of discovery (Boyer, 1990), i.e., research, feel the frustrations of having
to differentiate their approaches between teaching and learning and research. This develops a sense of disconnection in scholars who have developed new forms of working as part of their active engagement on the Participatory Web.

Seen from a Bourdieuan perspective, the Participatory Web is starting heretical traditions of an institution based on a break with academic routine, and structurally inclined towards pedagogical and academic innovation, [that] leads its members to become the most vigorous defenders of all the values of research, of openness to abroad and of academic modernity. (Bourdieu, 1990, p.111)

However, the vision of the Participatory Web as a tool for innovation and modernisation of research practice can only be effectively implemented if it gets full institutional support, and it is thus integrated in their strategic vision for all areas of scholarship, of which research practice is one of them. Otherwise, Institutions, as well as external regulatory bodies, will keep on devising strategies that ensure the continuity of practices they recognise as respectable academic habitus:

\[\text{Orchestrated strategies of reproduction (...) contribute effectively to the preservation of [the institution] because they are the product of the sort of social conservation instinct that is the habitus of the members of the dominant group.}\] (Bourdieu, 1990, p.150)

In this vein, it is crucial that key stakeholders working at strategic level are aware of the potential and the effects the Participatory Web has on the research practice of scholars. For instance, there is a need to officialise the role of the Participatory Web in the context of research and practice, and actively:

- Advocate open access gold routes, so that academic researchers have control over their publications and are enabled to extend their funded research to relevant beneficiaries in sustainable ways
• Acknowledge the Participatory Web as a conduit of research activity where ideas are forged, collaborative links established, and discussions extended beyond the scholarly circles in order to make research accessible and relevant to different publics
• Promote digital forms of research engagement that aim to benefit and influence both the activity of academic researchers and of the publics with which they interact
• Include the Participatory Web as part of researchers’ professional development plan as a form of supporting the modernisation of their practice
• Encourage the use of the Participatory Web as a component of innovation in their career appraisal

Only then can we bridge the divide that currently exists between practice and theory to improve Higher Education policies and the national and international benchmarks that currently regulate research activity.

The current logic of practice in Higher Education

This research inquiry has contextualised research practice within the context of Higher Education and the current changing environment in which it is placed. For the last decade digital technologies have started to permeate the working practices of knowledge workers. Although their influence in the area of research practice is still not mainstream, the affordances provided by the emergence of the Participatory Web as a conduit of communication and construction of new knowledge are starting to change research practice. However, its impact is still not great enough to make the use of the Participatory Web for research purposes an established practice. With the Participatory Web being a recent phenomenon and Higher Education Institutions enjoying a long established reputation regarding their conventions and habits, it is not easy to transform the practices that have characterised the production and dissemination of academic knowledge for centuries.
However, and despite the traditions that distinguish academia, Higher Education Institutions are not static structures either and the individuals that operate within those structures have a role in transforming those long established practices.

This research has focused its study on a group of academic researchers who, having been exposed to the use of the Participatory Web, have developed approaches to practice that tend to contrast with those supported by their institutions. On the one hand this creates tensions and conflicts between institutions’ established structures and individuals’ agencies; on the other hand, it generates new approaches to practice which aim to penetrate academic structures in the long run.

Figure 9 below aims to depict the research findings of this research through the Bourdieuan lens. In so doing it highlights the Higher Education’s current logic of practice (see page 83 for further explanation regarding Bourdieu’s logic of practice) in the context of the social, cultural, political and economic environment in which it operates. The Bourdieuan lens is also explained in relation to the research themes used for the analysis of this research.
Research practice in the context of Higher Education Institutions is understood within the objective and subjective structures that characterise practice. Higher Education Institutions as fields in which research practice is developed are often driven by economic capital, i.e., material wealth that institutions need to acquire in order to maintain or boost their status quo within the Higher Education hierarchy. In order to achieve this goal, the field is forced to activate mechanisms that ensure the field fulfils its material goals. From a practitioner’s point of view this has implications as to how individuals conduct their practice, and it often presents barriers to approaches to practice that have not been contemplated or are not valued by the field. This generates tensions between agency and structure, i.e., habitus and field.

In the context of this research this tension is explained through the influence research participants’ social capital exercises on the habitus and how the habitus tends to oppose the rules of the field in which their practice is officialised. Research participants’ active presence
on the Participatory Web seems to inform new forms of practice that they adopt as they are influenced by networks of peers and the collaborative links they establish online. Their social capital also seems to have a strong effect in the development of their professional identity as research participants establish a reputation that supports their polymathic approach to practice. Hence, their social capital plays a major role in influencing their habitus and in raising their awareness to the demands of a changing environment of which the Participatory Web is part.

At the same time research participants’ social capital stimulates the development of their academic habitus with new approaches, and their epistemologies of practice evolve as a result, the field creates mechanisms that aim to model research participants’ habitus in such ways that they comply with the aspirations of the field. Symbolic violence is used to strengthen the rules of the field and thus influence individuals’ habitus. This is particularly felt in the dissemination of research, an area that the field has heavily regulated in order to achieve their economic capital goals. Given the roles research participants occupy with the field, it is not possible for them to simply ignore the rules of the field and practice exclusively in accordance with their habitus if they wish to maintain a relevant position within the field. Yet, the habitus, strengthened by social capital, also has the potential of influencing the field. The field is not a closed structure, and it is the research participants’ awareness of it that make them want to challenge the field at the same time that they try to keep a relevant position in it. In short the field and habitus are always in interaction. The logic of practice presents a dynamics that is composed of objective and subjective elements.

Summary

In this chapter I have used the key concepts developed by Pierre Bourdieu to provide an additional research lens through which the findings derived from this study can be discussed. Bourdieu’s thinking tools: forms of capital, habitus, field, and symbolic violence, allow me to understand the interplay between the Participatory Web and research activity in Higher
Education Institutions within the dynamics of the social space and the multi-layered contexts in which this phenomenon takes place.

In the next chapter I present the conclusions of this study. I consider the research objectives that guided this study and draw together the findings and contributions made for this study. I then reflect about the process of conducting this research. Limitations of the study and future lines of research are also considered.
Chapter 6 – Conclusions

In this final chapter I review the research objectives used for this research project. I consider how this research makes contributions to knowledge, practice and policy. I then summarise all the chapters contained in this thesis and provide a reflective evaluation of the research process and the way it was conducted. Limitations of the study and future lines of research are also considered. This thesis ends with some final reflections.

Revisiting research objectives

At the beginning of this thesis (see Research objectives on page 4): I stated the following research objectives

- To explore academic researchers’ use of the Participatory Web through their personal accounts
- To understand the perceived implications the use of the Participatory Web has on research participants’ scholarly practice (research)
- To situate the narratives of practice collected for this study in the context of the current the social, cultural, political and economic context

I have addressed these objectives through the development of a qualitative study, based on narrative inquiry of the participants informed by themes from the literature review, and supplemented by a Bourdieuian analysis of unexpected themes that emerged from the narratives themselves as presented in Chapters 4 and 5. Below I provide a summary of how the research objectives were achieved.

Academic researchers’ use of the Participatory Web through their personal accounts

This research gives access to rich accounts of academic researchers active on the Participatory Web through the use of narrative inquiry (see Methodological choices on page 61). It also provides insights into how their involvement in environments mediated by the Participatory
Web has helped them to approach scholarly practice in ways that contrast with those expected by their institutions. Through their active participation in the Participatory Web, research participants adopt a culture of sharing and collaboration that informs their ways of working and seeing the social world in which they are contained and act. The ideas and practices that are developed in environments supported by the Participatory Web tend to contradict established practices. The Participatory Web provides research participants with opportunities to try new approaches without the constraints of their institutions. And it gives them access to distributed networks with whom they can implement new ideas and exercise their academic freedom in ways Higher Education Institutions are not able or willing to support. The open access movement is a good example of the emergent shifts in scholarly practice, and one that was constantly highlighted in the research participants’ narratives. The forms of association research participants encounter in the Participatory Web allow them to develop affinities and partnerships with other individuals who contribute to their knowledge, and influence and support their scholarly practice as they cultivate meaningful peer networks and communities to which they can relate. Hence, the online networks and communities in which research participants participate and in which they belong inform their dispositions to conduct practice. Their identification with the practices of their online networks and communities clarifies where they stand. And it defines their own interpretation of their roles and goals as academic researchers; of wanting to make a difference and wishing to contribute to the wider community with their knowledge. These practices often contrast with those supported by their Institutions as the practices exercised within the Participatory Web are not yet fully contemplated in Higher Education Institutions’ research strategic plans.

From a Bourdieuan perspective (see Bourdieu’s thinking tools on page 78) research participants’ online peer networks are an important component of their social capital. It also provides them with a sounding board for their habitus as they gain the acknowledgment and support of those with whom they interact on the Participatory Web. The social bonds that are developed through shared interests and practices result in a feeling of stronger identification with their peers online than it does with the colleagues at their institution. This is due to the fact that they not only share the spaces of interaction and discussion; they also share similar
expectations and aspirations regarding their work and their role as academic researchers. As a result, the Participatory Web has a strong effect on how it shapes the socio-professional identity of the research participants. In short, research participants’ *habitus* is stimulated, influenced and reinforced by their online *social capital* as their participation online shapes and enhances their approaches to scholarly practice. For instance, in this research this is expressed by research participants’ enthusiasm in sharing knowledge and collaborating online in distributed networks. It is also evident in the ideologies they have developed regarding the openness of knowledge as a public good and their role as contributors and producers of information that should be widely accessible. Their dispositions to innovative practice, in which the Participatory Web has a visible role, however, contrasts with the structures in which their practice is based, i.e., the institution. Hence, the implications of participating online are not exclusively positive. There are also some pitfalls as depicted below, which leads research participants to devise risk management strategies in which they can both follow their epistemologies of practice and remain relevant within their institution. This point is further explored in the section below.

**Implications of the use of the Participatory Web for research participants’ research practice**

The research narratives present two contrasting pictures regarding the use of the Participatory Web. On the one hand, research participants’ use of the Participatory Web stimulates their scholarly practice in new ways given that they have access to different resources and networks. On the other hand they are confronted with the rules of their institutions and what is expected of them as researchers. Institutions and research participants tend to take separate views on how research practice should be conducted. And this is even more prominent when it comes to the publication of research. Whereas Higher Education Institutions tend to support and reward the publication of research via formal channels, with a special emphasis on high impact journals, research participants tend or would like to publish their research in open access journals as well as using alternative forms of research communication such as research blogs.
These contrasting approaches generate tensions between institutional and research participants’ goals regarding their scholarly practice. As reported in the research narratives, Higher Education Institutions are more likely to encourage conventional forms of publication than innovative approaches to research communication. Open access journals, for instance, lack the reputation enjoyed by established journals and therefore do not have the same value from an institutional perspective. As reported by the research participants, this becomes even more apparent as institutions competing for research funding during the current global financial crisis choose to follow conventional strategies. For instance, research participants in the UK reported the importance their institutions give to the publication of articles in high rank journals as a form of guaranteeing a successful return to the Research Excellence Framework. Research Participants in other countries reported similar pressures regarding their national research assessment exercises. However, the open access movement matches research participants’ professional values and approaches to scholarly practice that they have developed through their participation on the Participatory Web. Hence, research participants face the dilemma between following their epistemologies of practice and attending to their institutions expectations, given that the failure of following their institutions’ guidelines might affect their career. In order to keep a relevant position within their institutions research participants have adopted different strategies. Some reported that they feel the need to follow the rules of the institution and publish in the required journals. Others acknowledge the need to compromise and follow a double strategy by publishing in both open access and high impact journals in order to please the institution and also follow their epistemology of practice. Two of the research participants shared their approach of only publishing in open access, an act of resistance they can afford given their position at their institution and their career stage. All research participants were aware of the potential and pitfalls of the Participatory Web and reported about devising different strategies for the publication of their research that would not harm their career given the constraints imposed by the Institution.

In short, from a Bourdieuan point of view, the analysis of the narratives revealed that field and habitus are often in conflict. It also pointed out that field and habitus usually have contrasting expectations from one another. In an attempt to further understand this phenomenon I placed
the data under the perspective of the current social, cultural, political and economic context. This highlighted the pressures under which Higher Education Institutions are placed given the current global economic crisis, which have led to cuts in research funding, as explained below.

**The current social, cultural, political and economic context of research participants’ narratives of practice**

This research looked at the wider context in which research participants’ practice is enveloped. This research brought out issues regarding the complexity of scholarly practice in which power structures and agency are often in conflict. For instance, the metrics of prestige and academic standards to which Higher Education Institutions have to respond in order to maintain the status quo, as is the case of the national research exercises, contrasts with open and digital scholarly practices research participants pro-actively advocate. This is in partly due to the long established traditions and cultural practices that have characterised research practice in the last centuries. For this reason Higher Education Institutions tend to overlook the value of emergent practices such as those enabled by the Participatory Web. Moreover, the economic circumstances that currently affect Higher Education Institutions can become complicit with the materialisation of such conflicts, in that institutions use the economic situation as an excuse to persuade their staff to follow the rules they have created internally as their strategy to maintain or boost their status quo within the Higher Education Institution hierarchy. For example, in the case of the UK, Higher Education Institutions are preparing for the national research assessment – the research excellence framework (REF) – that will take place in 2014. One of the main criteria stipulated by REF, which was frequently mentioned in research participants’ narratives of practice, is the publication of articles in research journals. Traditionally, the British research assessment exercises put a strong emphasis on the ranking of the journals to which researchers submit their research outputs, making Higher Education Institutions focus mainly on the impact factors of research journals. Although REF guidelines for the 2014 submission are different from past research assessment exercises, in that they have explicitly declared to value the quality of research over its location, Higher Education Institutions still seem to be focused on following the same methods they adopted in previous
research assessment exercises, i.e., advocating high impact factor journals as research participants’ main contribution to the exercise in virtue of thriving in a competitive academic environment where tradition has more weight than innovative practices. This excludes, or puts less value on research participants’ open practices and use of the Participatory Web as part of their scholarly activity.

Bourdieu’s key concepts can explain this phenomenon as the struggle between structure and agency, i.e., field and habitus. Higher Education Institutions are social fields with long established structures not always amenable to change. Although not fully opposed to change, Higher Education Institutions are loyal followers of the traditions that give them their identity and position. In an attempt to maintain their stability they activate mechanism of symbolic violence (strategies that coerce individuals to play by their rules) by advocating doxic thinking (myths they create, as for example the necessity to publish in high impact journals) in order to assure the viability of long established practices. The endorsement of tradition allows the field to mobilise individuals to comply with the policies and internal regulations in place that they think will allow them to preserve or boost their historical status quo.

The contribution of this research

This research makes the following contributions:

1. Contribution to knowledge

This research unveils the gap in knowledge regarding the use of the Participatory Web in the context of academic research practice. Even the few studies to which I had access, connecting online practices with academic researchers focused their attention on the publication of research results rather than on different forms of online participation or the practices that are derived from that process. This study focuses on academic habitus developed by the use of the Participatory Web for enhancement of research practice. In doing so, this study shows that research participants’ engagement with the Participatory Web has the potential to stimulate
innovative approaches to practice and thus enhance research participants’ epistemologies of practice, which are often divergent from those of their institutions.

This research reveals that research participants’ desire to increase the impact and reach of their research (as practice) with the Participatory Web is thwarted by the long established traditions their institutions support and which are therefore perceived as forms of resistance to innovation.

This study highlights the divergent perspectives of measuring research quality. Whereas research assessment exercises claim to measure Higher Education’s research capacity and its quality via traditional metrics, research participants share an opposite perception regarding those same exercises. The pressure under which Higher Education Institutions are put in order to do well in such exercises hinders their uptake of new and alternative forms of scholarly practice, in which digital scholarship and the open access movement are included.

The use of the Participatory Web in scholarly practice also seems to provide research participants’ with a sense of professional identity that differs from the majority of their colleagues. Although I can only infer at this stage, as more research is needed in this area, participants’ narratives appear to hint that their sense of professional identity is influenced by their use of the Participatory Web. Their feeling of isolation in relation to colleagues seem to be related to the professional values and approaches to practice they develop through their participation online.

2. Contribution to practice

This research provides rich descriptions and deep analysis of actual scholarly practices in connection with the use of the Participatory Web. In so doing it highlights the disconnection between practice and theory in this area. Whereas literature often tends to demonstrate a positive outlook on the Participatory Web as a tool for changing individual and collective scholarly practice, this research shows that it can also serve as an instrument of conflict.
This study demonstrates that the Participatory Web enables new forms of communication, creation and distribution of knowledge, collaboration and networking, hence providing academic researchers with alternatives to conventional scholarly practice. And this study also shows that such alternative practices have the potential to conflict with the practices Higher Education Institutions expect from their academic staff. In trying to provide a balanced account of both sides of research practices with the support of the Participatory Web I am aware I might be discouraging researchers from taking more innovative approaches to research practice. However, the research participants featuring in this study show that practices in academia are slowly changing and that the Participatory Web is permeating academic practice as a response to and influence of other areas of society. Nonetheless, until institutional structures become more flexible to accommodate alternative forms of scholarly practice (digital scholarship) those struggles will continue to be apparent.

3. Contribution to policy

This research makes a contribution to policy in that it highlights that institutional regulations are not aligned with the emerging scholarly practices taking shape with the support of the Participatory Web. Although Higher Education Institutions have increasingly been supporting the adoption of the Participatory Web for teaching and learning, the same has not occurred in research as a field of scholarly practice. This creates an imbalanced approach regarding scholarship as a whole as academics develop approaches in teaching and learning that do not seem to be welcomed in research practice. I can only infer that this might also be the reason why literature often draws attention to the low uptake of the Participatory Web in teaching and learning practices.

This study points out that although Higher Education Institutions are supportive of research repositories as green routes to open access publications (see Open access on page 35), they seem less engaged in advocating the openness of research outputs via gold routes. This is
highlighted in this research by the reported lack of support research participants’ receive when wanting to publish their research in open access journals.

This research unveils the challenges that research assessment exercises pose to research participants’ use of the Participatory Web and the research practices derived from the adoption of digital forms of scholarship. Research assessment exercises are yet to formally acknowledge and give prominence to the role of the Participatory Web in supporting research scholarship.

This research highlights the disconnection that exists between research funding bodies’ demands to make funded research widely available through open access publications and the interpretations Higher Education Institutions make of the national research assessment exercises in order to ensure they return the largest amount of funding possible. Many of the research participants’ narratives of practice share the perspective that Higher Education Institutions have instructed their academic staff to publish in high impact journals, even in cases where this has not been explicitly requested, as is the case in the UK. In stipulating that research be published in prestige journals, institutions are implicitly advocating the publication of research in closed journals given that the majority of open access journal still does not enjoy of the same reputation.

In short, this research makes contributions to new knowledge. It also informs practice and policy by acknowledging the tensions between individuals’ practices and institutional regulations.

This research will hopefully enable institutional leaders and policy makers, research assessment exercises, and research bodies to take the necessary measures to ensure field and habitus are aligned and not in conflict. Only then can we expect academic researchers to fully embrace the Participatory Web for their research practice.
Having revisited the objectives set out by this research project and described the contribution of this research, I will now summarise the chapters of this thesis, reflect on the research process and the way in which this research was conducted. I will then elaborate on the limitations of this study and suggest future lines of research

**Revisiting chapters**

In chapter 1 I introduced the context of this research project. I explained the iterative process this research has gone through which is demonstrated throughout the chapters that constitute this thesis.

In Chapter 2 I revisited the areas of knowledge that I had anticipated for this research and which aimed to set the scene of this project. I started with an historical perspective of scholarship throughout the times and the role technology has played in supporting its advancement. As a filter for this research, I focused my literature search on the aspect of research as a component of scholarship, and used networking and communication of research as two of the topics I aimed to explore. The third section of the literature review dealt with the currents affordances of the Participatory Web in that it can:

- enable different forms of association and communal work
- develop a new sense of self and professional identity through individuals’ active participation in it, and
- facilitate digital scholarship

Chapter 3 outlined the process of conducting research. Careful consideration was put into the development of a research design that would be congruent with my epistemological and ontological stances. Narrative inquiry was presented as the research methodology this study followed. Bourdieu’s key concepts: (forms of) **capital, habitus, field,** and **symbolic violence** were also introduced at this stage to demonstrate the iterative, and adaptive process through which this study developed.
In Chapter 4 I presented the results of this study whilst establishing a dialogue with relevant literature. The research analysis went through three different stages, two of which were presented in this chapter:

- Stage 1 dealt with the reconstruction of participants’ interviews as research narratives which I offered back to them for commentary
- Stage 2 consisted of a thematic analysis of the research data in which themes from the literature were used and emergent themes were identified, as presented in Error! Reference source not found. on page Error! Bookmark not defined..

Chapter 5 presented the third stage of the research analysis. A Bourdieuan lens was used to develop a deeper understanding of the issues of conflict that emerged strongly from the research narratives.

**Evaluation of this research project**

This research project did not follow a perfectly predicted path of inquiry and was therefore subjected to different iterations and adjustments to reach the state of this completed thesis. This study has enabled me to go through a process of discovery and development not only regarding the topic of this research, but also my growth as an early career researcher. I started this project with the primary goal of studying the context in which my daily practice is inserted. Having worked with academic researchers for more than five years, I have tried to support their use of technology in their research activity. Thus, I felt I needed to understand their practice better to carry out my job. That was the reason why I also wanted to do research. I felt the need to understand their context of practice and what it means to do research in a Higher Education Institution.

This research set out to examine the online practices of academic researchers, as I wanted to access their own practices through their own views. As part of this journey I considered my epistemological and ontological stances. I realised that I understood the world as a social
construction and that the meanings we attribute to different phenomena are dependent upon the social contexts in which we coexist. Thus, I adopted an interpretivist position. The will to access and understand academic researchers’ own perspective of practices led me to explore narrative inquiry as both a method and a methodology. Although I was aware of its limitations, as explained below in this chapter, I considered narrative inquiry to match my epistemological and ontological position. It allowed me to draw closer to my research participants. I also opted for narrative inquiry because, as a methodology, it resembled my experience with and on the Participatory Web in that it has the potential of enabling meaningful connectivity and fostering instances of shared reflection. However, at that time I was not inclined to understand the struggles and the conflicts that participation online can also cause. I would soon discover that through the collection of the research data.

The conversations turned into reflexive accounts regarding research participants’ motivations and frustrations took my research to a new level. This led me to review the entire research process in order to move forward with the unexpected information I had acquired. To start with, it forced me to explore the literature of power relations and conflict. In doing so, I found the work of Pierre Bourdieu, as explained in different sections of this thesis. Bourdieu’s key concepts question how status quo is maintained, at what cost, and through which mechanisms. Bourdieu makes available a set of thinking tools that aim to critique the unfairness of the social world and the structures on which these injustices are materialised. Indignation towards the unfairness of our contemporary society remained a constant throughout Bourdieu’s work, as he clearly stated in his late publication (2003). His passionate work has increasingly informed this research and my own approach as to how I now see the social worlds in which I am contained. Furthermore, Bourdieu’s work also contributed to this work in that his thinking tools try to surpass the dichotomy between practice and theory by combining both. His underlying argument is that research that does not acknowledge the full practical dynamic of the phenomenon it aims to study generates “partial and fragmented policy or policy with unexpected outcomes undermining its effectiveness” (Grenfell, 2010, p.1). The contact with Bourdieu’s work has probably been the most important aspect of my
intellectual growth throughout this learning journey. It has helped me combine research and practice as one.

As part of this process of discovery, I started to revisit my epistemological and ontological paradigm. Although I still do not consider myself a critical researcher – I think this requires a more mature approach and a stronger critique with an emancipatory effect than the one I am able to provide at this stage of my research career – I now place myself at the borderline between the interpretivist and critical paradigms. I am able to say that I understand better the acts of resistance exercised by different agents co-existing in the same social context. I am therefore more aware of the power relations and the struggles social agents face as part of living and working in a world that is driven by economic pressures and anchored in long established practices.

As the first narratives started to bring out information about these power relations I felt I needed to find new literature that would aid my understanding of the phenomenon reported to me. I also felt that I should gather more information from my research participants. Roughly a year after the first collection of data, I contacted three of the research participants and followed them for an additional period of six months with dialogues via emails and web telephony about the themes of struggle and power they had highlighted in their first narratives. The data collected from those conversations mainly reiterated what they had already expressed in their first interview. Nonetheless, I felt more confident to move forward with this research as I revisited their narratives with a follow up inquiry. That journey of reconnecting with the research participants reassured me of the critical-interpretative work I had conducted so far.

To conclude, I rate this research project as one that has evolved through different iterations. It is far from being a perfect work in that it did not follow a neat structure; it rather developed according to the different phases of which it is composed. As part of this process I have observed, and reflected about my intellectual growth. That has been, for me, the greatest achievement of the experience of having done this research. I now feel more capable of
conducting research in the field of social sciences where knowledge and reality are socially
constructed and anchored in social, cultural, political and economic contexts that determine
our understanding of it.

Limitations of this study

There are some limitations to this study. Using narrative inquiry aims to achieve a deeper
understanding of each individual narrative of practice. As a form of representation, narrative
inquiry presents the interpretation of portraits of experience in a particular context, through a
particular standpoint, that of the narrator. This research will therefore not withstand a
positivist examination.

Conducting narrative inquiry as a solo researcher also meant to have access to a limited
number of research participants from which the study drew information-rich data. Otherwise
the amount of data would have been unmanageable. More exhaustive studies should however
be considered in order to explore this area of inquiry further. Moreover, issues of gender or
class, for instance, have not been considered for this study. I have only partly used the
Bourdieuian approach when developing an argument through the logic of academic practice
with an emphasis on research practice. Although further research in this area is needed – also
because of the few studies on this topic – research has suggested that small sample studies can
contribute with rich insights (Sorensen and Williams, 2002). Bourdieu himself would have
been amenable to the choice of small studies given that in his studies of everyday life he was
often “caught in the contradictions of the social world, which are experienced in the form of
personal dramas” (Bourdieu, 1998, p.1). Understanding research phenomena through rich,
biographical accounts can provide different, if not deeper insights (Tan and Hunter, 2003).
Those insights can inform and question the taken-for-granted social realities in which this
research is positioned. This study has aimed to do that by providing an interpretative
understanding as well as a critique of the Participatory Web phenomenon in relation to the
practices and contexts of the research participants featured in this study. Although this is a
small scale study, I hope this research is able to elucidate stakeholders and practitioners alike
about the issues presented in this thesis, and that further research, practices and policies be developed to bridge the evident gap between theory and practice that this research discloses.

Areas of further research

The use of the Participatory Web is becoming more prominent in the social and working lives of knowledge workers. Research in this area has mainly drawn on the potential of using the Participatory Web as a means of communication. Educational research has filtered its focus mainly to the application of the Participatory Web in the context of teaching and learning. Popular media, such as TV stations or newspapers have been exploiting the medium to enhance their reach and modernise their practice too. This means that the influences and pressures to join the Participatory Web bandwagon come from multiple sources. Yet, as this research has pointed out, institutional structures are yet to adjust their policies in order to stimulate the take up of the Participatory Web for research purposes. As we watch this phenomenon develop, there are a set of questions that may be worth exploring:

- What measures must Higher Education Institutions take to successfully implement digital scholarship? How can Higher Education administrators be encouraged to develop a research strategy that encourages digital scholarship? How can policy makers empower academic researchers to align their practice to the expectations individuals have for the digital economy?
- How can scholars’ active and meaningful presence on the Participatory Web be made to matter as part of their role as knowledge workers? What role can national research assessment exercises and international benchmarks play in supporting and encouraging academic researchers to take their practice to the Participatory Web?
- What role does the Participatory Web play in impelling academic researchers to extend the impact of academic knowledge beyond the scholarly community and knowledge work circles? How can the Participatory Web be used to redefine the role of academic researchers in the 21st century? How is the Participatory Web reinventing the role of academics as Public Intellectuals?
• What are the benefits of digital scholarship to both Higher Education Institutions and the wider community? What does academic researchers’ participation in distributed environments, where they can share their knowledge and expertise with the common citizen, mean to the wider society?

• How do approaches to research practice developed within the Participatory Web mirror the professional values of academic researchers?

Final reflections

As I write this final chapter, the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) has launched a publication on “The Researchers of Tomorrow” in which it is stated that doctoral students are proficient users of the Web for resource searching, but show a lack of understanding regarding open access practices. The publication goes on to report that the majority of doctoral students work in isolation, rarely engaging in the debate around openness and sharing, and do not regard the Participatory Web as a credible means for collaboration or communication of their research. The publication also suggests that early career researchers’ views are shaped by those of their supervisors.

The JISC publication makes suggestions to Higher Education Institutions regarding training and support, and the development of appropriate facilities for researchers. In connection with this JISC study, my research has shown that it is equally important, if not more urgent, that Higher Education Institutions change their policies in order to support the use of the Participatory Web as an integral aspect of research practice. If training and support are not backed up by external and internal policies, we will end up with the same conflicts as those reported by this research, i.e., we promote the development of skills that develop individuals’ dispositions to then have the field oppose to them. There is a need to create a strategy in which institutions

---

and individuals alike perceive and value the Participatory Web as a new conduit of research practice. The development of policies advocating the Participatory Web in research would also prevent scholars who show a propensity to use the Participatory Web for research from feeling isolated from their colleagues, as they are placed at opposite sides of the scale where the use of the Participatory Web is concerned.

Just as I was drawing this research to a close, I was contacted by an academic researcher from a renowned University in the UK. Sofia – the name I chose to use in order to protect her identity – contacted me because she knew, through the networks in which we both participate, that I was doing this research and she wanted to share her story of practice with me. Unfortunately, I had already drawn a close to my data collection. Thus, I was not able to include her narrative in this research. Yet, her story is worth mentioning here. Not only does it account for similar struggles to those portrayed in this research; it shows how much fiercer the measures of the field are becoming as Higher Education Institutions in the UK draw closer to the submission of their research results to the Research of Excellence Framework. This testimony also reminds me that this research is imperfect, and how much more is left to research in this area. As noted in the questions posed in the section above, there is much more work to be done with regards to this area of research.

Sofia is a senior academic researcher who throughout the years has made an effort to make her practice congruent with the open access movement and the ideologies shared by those who support digital scholarship (Weller, 2011). Her work and initiatives to be creative and innovative with her research activity have inspired many of us who participate in digital networks where those conversations take place. However, her work has now come to ‘hunt’ her career as she explains in her email to me. Sofia has given me permission to use her email as part of my research; this was also the reason why she emailed me. Sofia’s email below has been slightly altered to ensure that confidentiality is preserved and her privacy is kept:
All is a bit of a mess here at the moment. My research allowance has been withdrawn by my Head of School. They said they were most disappointed with my response [regarding my approach to only publishing in open access] and do not consider this to be appropriate from a person holding the position of a senior lecturer.

The lesson is, don’t be too outspoken about open publishing [when looking for a job].

I later spoke to Sofia about this via Skype and witnessed her disappointment with her institution. Despite of all her effort in being creative and innovative in her research she has not received that recognition from her institution. Instead of being rewarded, she was punished. As she said, she felt she had been ‘kicked in the teeth’ for following Higher Education Institutions’ speeches on innovation and access to public-funded research (Willetts, 2012). As an aspiring academic researcher myself, this situation impressed me a lot. It was a kind of reality check to me. My chances of surviving in an environment that does not appreciate digital forms of scholarship are limited. Yet, I am still encouraged by those academic researchers who embrace their beliefs about digital scholarship and try to make a different in that direction. I look up to academic researchers like Sofia. Academia has appealed to me because in presents me with two of the things I most cherish in this world: the world of ideas and the opportunity to make a difference through the development of new knowledge. To me, academia is about being open to new possibilities, to enter worlds that haven’t yet been explored, and to develop new practices as a result of it.

Hence, what I hope to demonstrate with this research is that the Participatory Web can, and is driving change in research practice, even if slowly. Yet, the Participatory Web will only have a real effect on research practice if Higher Education leaders fully – not partially - embrace the ideals and practices that for years have been regarded as left-field activities. For instance, Higher Education Institutions have been subscribing to open access mandates that allow the knowledge produced by their researchers to be accessible via their institutional repositories. Yet, very few institutional policies have stipulated, or even suggested, that research staff take a
gold route to open access in order to make the open access movement more effective and less of a struggle when negotiating copyright and free access with publishers. The same applies to the use of blogs in research. They enable academics to “circumvent the powers structures of academia and geography” (Walker, 2006, p.127) but they are far from inverting the power of conventional structures, or even being regarded as alternative forms of scholarship and impact with weight in an academic’s career appraisal, for instance.

A better understanding of the Participatory Web in the context of Higher Education may help modernise educational institutions, not only regarding the adoption of new technologies, but most importantly the transformation of practices that will help redefine the goal and purpose of scholarship in the 21st century. However, this transformation will only materialise if institutional policies as well as national and international research benchmarks are aligned with the concept of digital scholarship.
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Annexes

Annex 1

Information and consent form

What the Research is about
This project focuses on the study of academic researchers and their networking culture in a changing environment. Our interest arises from the observation that we find ourselves as active members of a society in change, which consequently stimulates the development of new working and social practices. In the last decade we have witnessed an exponential development of key areas of society. The digital and technological advancements are probably the most important landmarks of this era, being the most visible, rapidly recognised phenomenon the web. It has revolutionized the way people access, produce, publish and repurpose content at a global scale. As society become more technological reliant, it is important to understand what implications it has on one’s practice and how it eases one’s adaptation to a world in progress.

Many forms of stimulating networking have been developed over the years. From conferences, fellowships at guest universities to research summer camps, academics attempt to develop a suitable platform to engage and make their profiles known in their researcher communities. However, with the emergence of digital technologies, the networking capacity has been augmented and opened in ways almost unimaginable a couple of decades ago. Researchers now have the possibility to create their own web presence (websites, blogs, etc), develop collaborative spaces (wikis, google docs, zotero, etc) and share the contents of their work more broadly, and in different formats, through easy to use and easy to access applications and networks (presentation share, videocasts, podcasts, social networking sites, microblogging, etc).

Hence, studying the current networking practices of networked academic researchers, the dilemmas they face regarding their work becoming public and the implication the new networking contexts have in their research practice are important to our research. Understanding how it has evolved over years (regarding the periods in which our research participants have been in practice), and to what extend web technologies have impacted in the participants' academic networking activities is also central to this project.

Who am I
I am a PhD student doing research on web-based networking practices at the University of Salford

Confidentiality and Safety of Data
The information you provide will be considered confidential, and coded for that purpose, unless you state it otherwise. The same applies to full anonymity. Data will be disclosed only with your permission, except as required by law. In any publications resulting from this
research, findings will be presented in such a way that NO individual can be identified unless s/he expressly agrees otherwise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication/Data</th>
<th>ts</th>
<th>Withdrawal of Consent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changes with ts</td>
<td>ded</td>
<td>private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic profiles</td>
<td>on voluntary. Consent to the interviews. t can withdraw at any</td>
<td>private, unless CV / profile is available on or open access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>on voluntary. Consent to the interviews. t can withdraw at any</td>
<td>us, used as main data method. Made public request of the interviewee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case studies via a meeting</td>
<td>even when participants take part on this study. t can withdraw at any</td>
<td>anonymously, unless new requires the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final</td>
<td>ded</td>
<td>private reflection, and form construction of as well as research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Right of Withdrawal**

All those being interviewed or whose discussion contributions are analysed will be given the opportunity to discuss issues raised in this protocol, by contacting [c.mendesdacosta@salford.ac.uk](mailto:c.mendesdacosta@salford.ac.uk)
Consent

You will be given a copy of this form. You are making a decision whether or not to participate. Your signature indicates that, having read the information overleaf, you have decided to take part in the study.

..........................................................................................................................
Signature of Research Participant

..........................................................................................................................
(Please PRINT name)

..........................................................................................................................
Date

..........................................................................................................................
Signature(s) of Investigator(s)

..........................................................................................................................
Please PRINT Name

Revocation of Consent

I hereby wish to WITHDRAW my consent to participate in the research proposal described above. By doing so, I reserve the right to also withdraw any consent previously given to use data that might have already been collected about me. I understand that all data will be destroyed and not included in the study, provided that the project hasn’t yet come to an end or the research been published, in which case this will no longer be possible.

Signature  Date

..........................................................................................................................
Please PRINT Name

The section for Revocation of Consent should be forwarded to <<Researcher Name and Address>>
Annex 2

Narrative Interview Guide

Background information
Purpose: to establish a view of your research field (particularly with regards to collaboration / networking), and how it may have changed / is changing over the time you have been a researcher

Key points:
• Description of your research field
• Change in your field of practice since you started as a researcher. tell us about your journey.

Research Practice
Purpose: to learn ‘how things are done around here’ in your research field

Key points:
• Description a ‘regular’ day in your research practice
• Analyzing collaboration in your field

Research Dissemination
Purpose: learn about through which channels research is communicated, and how

Key points:
• refer to the common approach to disseminate research
• formal vs informal channels
• current enablers / barriers to dissemination

Catch-up questions

Attitudes regarding the use the web
Purpose: learn about personal traits / approaches

Key points:
personal views on the use of the web in the context of learning and researching

Use of the web
Purpose: gather information about research participant’s web practices / habits

Key points:

- frequency
- kind of tools used / sites accessed
- change in practice
- importance of online presence
- awareness of the ‘judgments’ of peers and colleagues

Influences
Purpose: gather information about perceived impact

Key points:

- impact on the web on academic practice
- agents of influence

Interview guide influenced by J. Fry, 2004, Scholarly research and information practices: a domain analytic approach. Information Processing and Management. 42, pp. 299-316
Annex 3

Invitation letter sent to research participants

Dear xxx,

I am emailing you with regards my PhD research project.

I am looking at the networking practices of academic researchers, who are actively engaged online, through a story telling approach. I would like to invite you to be one of my research participants.

I observe the following protocol:

- I start by asking for a CV - any portfolio, etc that represents your career/training path.
- I conduct all interviews via Skype. Video and/or audio are recorded and shared with participants upon their request.
- From there, I will try to reconstruct what was told during our conversation into a kind of blogstory which I will share with the person for their comments. (blogposts are accessed via a password).

Yet, nothing stops them from blogging about it in the open or use any other means of reflecting/documenting it afterwards.

If Research Participants decide to disclose their identity, i.e., decide not to go as anonymous participants, they will be asked to explicitly mention that in the form. In case people want to go anonymous, they just need to sign it, provided they agree with it. After that, they should return it to me.

If you are able to get involved, please suggest a time and day so we can conduct an interview via Skype.

I look forward to it.

Kind regards,
Cristina Costa
Annex 4

Thick description of research participants

Anne (Code: RP0)

The interview with Anne served as the pilot interview for this research. It aimed to test the interview guide as well as my narrative interview skills. It was also used to screen the viability of the questions and research participants’ reactions to it. The interview went so well that I decided to include it as part of the overall research project. As such the data from Anne’s interview has been dealt with in the same way as all the data derived from the subsequent interviews. I must however highlight that Anne’s interview was the only one that was conducted face to face. All the other interviews were conducted via web telephony, as described in chapter 3, given the physical distance between the research participants and myself. Nonetheless, I do not consider this made any significant difference regarding the development or the dynamics of how the other interviews were conducted. This may be attributed to the proficiency with which the research participants use such tools on a daily basis.

I met Anne at one of her University’s lunch spaces during an afternoon. Anne introduced herself as an academic in the field of Information Systems; an area/discipline which, according to her own words, is in the borderline with many other disciplines, such as Business, Education, Learning Technologies, etc. She also pondered about her ‘identity of practice’ as she positioned herself within her field:

I position myself on the boundary between learning technology and information systems, which itself is an edge discipline – as is learning technology, I think. Learning technology is on the edge really isn’t it? Education, computing, information, all of those things. So I’m an edgy sort of person!
Anne gave me a thorough explanation of the changes the area of Information Systems has witnessed regarding the wider field in which it is positioned. She also told me how her field lends itself to the development of collaborative links within and beyond her institution and disciplinary field, despite the difficulty of getting funding given the current economical climate in Great Britain.

As we looked back into her career history, it was easy to identify that Anne is a ‘networker’ - a term she used to describe herself. She is someone who connects easily to people and who capitalises on her contacts to create new opportunities and thus advance in her research. She provided examples that illustrated this capacity of hers and talked about her connections with other researchers across disciplines, within and beyond the institution.

Anne also reflected about her career path, and provided me with useful glimpses into changes she had to make in her life for personal reasons. In doing so, she pointed out how she was able to change and adapt to the situations ahead given the circumstances she faced in her personal and professional life.

I used to work in industry as a programmer and business analyst, then when I wanted to start a family, the time at which I did that job, it was a very unfriendly job for somebody who had family responsibilities, because you had to work a lot of overtime, and I couldn’t see how that would work, so the other thing that I was also interested in was teaching. I have actually taught at all levels from 11 year olds to PhD. (...) I’m very interested in people who have second chances.

(...) the great thing about university is that you don’t just have to be someone in a department, you have to be a member of the university, and you can work with people right across the university. Sometimes, when you can’t change things where you – in your day to day working life – you can actually then team up with people from across the university, and I think I’m somebody who does a lot of that.
She ended up summarising her career trajectory as a “self made curriculum”.

As the conversation shifted into a more recent past, Anne described some recent episodes of practice, when she was reconnected with former colleagues via the Participatory Web. She came across as a keen user of new technologies, but she was equally very critical of the way they are used, ‘and misused’ by some colleagues.

Approaching the topic of Participatory Web applications, Anne provided a practical account about her use of the medium. For instance, whereas the social network site Twitter seems to provide a good conduit for her professional presence, she did not seem too keen in exploring Facebook in the same way. She also put a strong emphasis on the use of her blog as a personalised record of her experience and journey, and admitted to its value in raising her profile. Yet, she was critical of these channels of communication as a replacement mechanism for the publication of scientific work. Although she defended the need to exploit the new medium she was reticent to completely break away from more classic practices. In doing so, she pointed out how democratisation online is as utopic as it is face to face.

I don’t personally think that it replaces traditional methods of publication, I think a lot of the discussion on, in the blogosphere, it’s very local and superficial, and it’s very much, I mean I’m very interested in gender aspects of communication because I don’t really see anything changing. I think women are still very much ignored in these settings. The boys are much more likely to quote each other. So I think that it’s the same old opportunities and problems that society has always had but in a new setting, and thinking that somehow it’s democratising it is not really the case. So I think that it’s another channel of communication that’s more suited to some things than to others, but it can definitely amplify – these channels can amplify each other, and they do cost you time as well.

We concluded the interview with a reflection on creativity (after the recording had stopped), which Anne prompted herself. She told me how she recognised the role of creativity in her life and how crucial it has been to her to be able to reinvent herself in the changing environment.
John (Code: RP1)

The interview covered John’s experiences, concerns and attitudes towards the Participatory Web.

John is a lecturer in History. He specialised in military, imperial and colonial History as part of his doctoral research in his home country. His interests have however evolved to the fields of geo-politics and complexity sciences since then. He attributed the shift of interests to his moving to the UK, where he started having access to other sources of information and archives. He also claimed to have more recently developed a side interest for the Participatory Web. Nonetheless, this is a field which was not yet fully embedded in his research practice.

He asserted that his field research is still conducted in a ‘fairly traditional form’, with historians spending most of their time in archives, where they write and interpret History as a solo journey. As a result, the research outcomes are only made known through peer-reviewed publication which only few have access to. He used this example to clarify that his interest in the Participatory Web comes from a practice perspective rather than a research one. ‘As an amateur’, he announced during the interview. He justified his position by saying:

I have been thinking about it for a long time, and I find that, I think it is a very big jump to really start doing research quite openly instead of waiting for the results to be there and publish them, but my experience with twitter, my experience with sharing ideas and sharing micro content, showed me that there is a lot more to win from being open and sharing stuff.

Although John started blogging in the 90s, his blogging activity was consciously not about his topics of research but other topics that informed his knowledge about other fields he’s interested in. He justified this approach as a form of conforming with what he thinks to be the culture of his discipline, and acknowledged the low levels of tolerance of changes in practice or innovations in his field. He stated:
The typical historian is very much some kind of lone ranger who works in his ivory tower, or in the boiler rooms of the ivory tower, if you work in a less prestigious university, but very, very few people are collaborating in that way, and they certainly will not do it openly.

His use of the Participatory Web outside his field of research gives him the freedom to explore it without the pressure of his peers. It has also enabled him to get involved in a different ‘learning and researching culture’. John shared the following:

I think it [the Participatory Web] has exposed me to totally new ways of thinking, to a culture which is very, very different from the dominant culture in academia. I’ve been involved in following people on twitter who are part of... who are really into using social media to share information’

John provided a very interesting account of his take on the use of the Participatory Web for research at the same time he insisted he cannot apply those ideas to the field of History. He did not restrict the use of the Participatory Web to the availability of research publications. He went beyond this concept to discuss about open practice (recording the research process through the Participatory Web) and how big a jump it would be to start researching in a very open way. In John’s perspectives the real potential of the Participatory Web is in sharing content, in unveiling the research process, and not just publishing the results, as the typical historians still do.

The real potential as I see it is for social media, or open media, to be fully integrated into the way that research is conducted, not simply broadcasting the results, or sharing elements of the results. I think the real benefit of open media is in the thinking process, not in the dissemination process, and I feel this is very much a problem. People think ‘media’, they think publication, dissemination, but I think that this is only one aspect, and perhaps the most important aspect – is to help in the thinking process.

But as he realised ‘we are still not there’.
John, once again, emphasised that this idea does not apply to History as a discipline, as he claimed that there is a ‘problem of perception’. He illustrated this with examples of his own practice, as he expressed his reluctance in sharing content of archival discoveries he made recently. Although he recognised that this could help advance his thinking, he was also aware that it could potentially hinder his career and research activity as others could take the opportunity to publish it in official journals before he did.

It can be problematic as there is still not a culture of sharing in place, with very few researchers, if any at all, conducting open research.

John also evaluated emergent practices. He said that ‘people are increasingly aware of sharing articles online’. But he was quick to admit that this is due to their need to be cited more often, and that it does not come from a genuine idea of sharing knowledge. It is rather a more strategic need.

Although John is a proficient user of the Participatory Web, he does not consider himself to be a networked researcher for the reasons already mentioned. Yet, he sees himself as a practitioner involved in the Participatory Web, and who is hyper-connected at a private level. In his own words, he also sees himself as ‘an outcast’ as he has a very different approach to research with the support of the Participatory Web from the majority of his Historian colleagues. The interview is concluded with a short reflection on the effects of the Web on his practice. He pondered about the web being a place of intellectual stimulation which for him does not result in the publication of new research. Yet, he admits to the potential of the belonging to networks that help the maturing of ideas.

_Lucy (Code: RP2)_

Lucy is a midwife by training who has got a long passion for learning and helping others in her craft. After she left practice she used to work as a midwife educator at an institution that moved its strategy from face to face teaching to e-learning and blended learning. She was
introduced to online environments as she followed the transformation of her institution. Later, as she moved to another institution, she also traded subjects, being her practice now more connected with the field of educational sciences. Her work still relates to learning in online environments, being her greatest interest in supporting other academics with the use of Participatory Web. She also works as a consultant bringing her two fields of expertise together: education and midwifery. She is also doing a PhD.

Lucy reported about a clear shift in the way she has been conducting her research practice. As she described, until 3 years ago she took a fairly traditional approach to research. She would initiate any research project with the typical research structure, starting with literature research, searching the electronic databases, going off to the library, writing a plan, and probably even talking to some people ‘in the coffee lounge’. Yet things have changed for her with the development of the new technologies, although she admits that was already the case before the emergence of the current Participatory Web.

She talked about her ‘love affair with the internet’. She attributed her enthusiasm for the Web to the fact that she used to live in a rural community and that she felt ‘very isolated not just physically but also professionally’. As part of her reflection, she recalled her participation in discussion groups and how those forms of networking and sources of information were useful for her, but not regarded as credible at the eyes of her peers.

Fast forwarding her narrative to her current circumstances, Lucy shared a different opinion. She acknowledged that her approach to research has changed. She still does her literature search, but it is not restricted to the library. “It tends to be all electronic’ through databases. She even confessed that the visit to the library is often not considered anymore. At a certain point in our talk Lucy even admitted, jokingly, that if something isn’t online, it probably won’t get used.

Now I take a very different approach, well, yes instead of saying a different approach... I mean I would still do the literature searches, I mean I think that all my research begins with a good literature search, but that literature search won’t just be going physically to the library. It tends to be all electronic databases, I very rarely physically trot off to the
library these days, actually I probably – Cristina – if I can’t actually find something on the internet then I probably won’t use it, which brings up all sorts of interesting questions.

Lucy complemented her thought by listing other alternative sources besides the regular institutional databases. These include googlescholar, youtube, slideshare, or even wikipedia. She admitted not to use only the ‘so called credible academic resources…’ because sources such as wikipedia might give her access to useful background information which will help fill some gaps. Lucy also listed active participation online as a form of supporting her research endeavour: she talks to people on twitter, and blogs about her practice as a way of starting ‘documenting the whole process of that research process’. She complemented her thought by saying:

The reason I do that is I think probably 3-fold. It helps me put some order to my thoughts. It helps me document the whole process and I can go back and look on it and see, follow my own journey, but thirdly, and probably the most important to me, is I get feedback from people.

Lucy showed evidence of her advocacy for Open Access. She makes sure all her published work is accessible to all. She reported about her involvement in projects that take such approach and reflected about the importance of having been involved in teams that support the same ideology.

I think I need to make it quite clear here that the research that I’ve done over the years has been very much my own research, or being involved in teams that like to take the open approach to things. So, for example, the second life research that I was involved in last year was open, it was very much open. Every time we sneezed we blogged about it. So I’ve never been, luckily, or not, depending on your point of view, that I’ve been in a big team of researchers that have been tied down to a lot of university protocols.

As part of her dedication to the openness of knowledge, Lucy has made a conscious decision of licensing all her work under a creative commons license and only publishes in Open Access.
journals. This has huge implications, as she reported, as Open Academic journals are still scarce, thus limiting her options.

Lucy is clearly moved by practical purposes and by the need to make her research serve practice too:

I haven’t got hundreds of publications in high rated journals (...) I am an ordinary person, and ordinary midwife, I see myself as demonstrating what ordinary midwives can achieve when they put their minds to it. So I’m not a high saluting academic, I’m just an ordinary person. (...). So I very much made the decisions that I was going to make a creative commons license on all my work (...). And I made a decision a couple of months ago that whatever publications I do, when I do get around to it, that I follow Terry Anderson’s lead and only publish in open access journals, and that has huge implications for me as a practitioner, because there aren’t many credible midwifery or nursing journals in the open access environment.

As we move on with the interview, Lucy states she does not see herself as a young academic and that being at the stage of the career she is currently at allows her you pick and choose what she wants to do. She has more freedom to challenge more conservative practices. She acknowledges the tensions between ‘pushing the boundaries and paying the bills’, and questions if she would have taken the same approaches had she been attached to an institution which would not support such ventures.

I’m not an early researcher – I’m not someone in my early or late twenties, early thirties that’s building up an academic career, that wants to be a professor in ten years time, (...) I’m in a position where I can pick and choose what I want to do. (...) I’m not a young researcher, I’m not a young academic who’s having to fulfil academic and university expectations to get a job and get promotion.
Lucy’s support of Open Access practices also displays a more pragmatic reason. She aims to build a reputation for herself by putting her ‘research out there’ and be open about her practice.

I’m very wedded to the whole concept of being open. But also it’s being pragmatic. I’m trying to build my reputation as someone who could be a consultant, because I do want work, I do want to pay the mortgage, and the more you publish online the more you’re going to – the more people are going to know who you are.

Her online practices have helped her establish informal partnerships. She described herself as following

I probably see myself as multi faceted, I mean I still see myself as a student, a learner. I see myself as a follower, but I’m also mindful of the fact that I think now I’m starting to become someone that people follow, and I see myself as a mentor, and that is becoming increasingly obvious.

But she also describes the isolation she submits herself to when making such choices:

it’s very important for me to be transparent, but I am probably quite, I have always felt – I have for the last 2 or 3 years – and I’m very alone in this in the profession (...).

I do see myself as being a bit of a role model, and I know that sounds conceited, (...) but I see myself as a bit of a lone cowboy on the frontier of the wild west.

**Alex (Code: RP3)**

Alex is an early career researcher with quite a few experiences in real life situations, as he took the time to explain during our conversation. He took 2 years away from education between college and university and did volunteer work in his field of his studies while doing his degree. He had hoped to go into clinical psychology but ended up changing career paths into social works. As he stated, he was not so much interested in Academia per se but rather in getting a
qualification which would guarantee him a job. Yet, he admitted that by the end of his Master’s
degree there was a turning point in terms of his own perspective, that of a mature approach
towards education as a way of being intellectually challenged and not in acquiring a grade or a
certificate. As the story progresses there are mention of key people who keep Alex in an
academic path. First by being encouraged to publish his under-graduate course dissertation
and later by the suggesting he enrolled for a PhD. Alex is now an associate researcher and a
PhD student.

As we carry on with his ‘story’ he refers to his research field as ‘not a traditional academic
environment’, where people don’t necessarily carry out research based on their academic
interest, but rather follow the available funding opportunities. As such the research practice
becomes shaped by the funder and what they expect from the researchers. He also asserted
that when it comes to conduct research driven by individual interest things are a bit different
and there is more scope to be innovative and advance new ways of researching.

Alex portrays a very pragmatic approach to the way he exploits the web for his research
purposes. As he noted: ‘It’s all about information...exchanging of information’.

He regards his online presence as an enabler for sharing information with audiences
independently of where they are. He also uses the web to ‘feed him’ [with relevant
information]. ‘Twitter is really good for that’, he said. As he described his participation online,
he highlighted the practice of ‘sharing’ as very important as it enables reciprocal contributions.
He stated:

When you have got something worthwhile to say that will add to what they are already
thinking, or it is going help them think, or make them think about something they might
not have done before... and I guess that is an output of your own research...to be able to
contribute to what other people are doing.

As our conversation moved deeper into the topic of research dissemination, Alex claims that
the primary focus is put on traditional ways of communicating research. He supported his claim
by saying how he has come to realise how standard research dissemination can be. He 
anecdotally mentions what it is done when colleagues are bidding for research 

(...) conference presentation and journal article...which goes on every single bid.... as if 
that is all there ever is (...).

Yet, Alex is quick to recognise the value of conferences and journal articles in terms of career 
progression. As he stated,

That is still what’s valid, isn’t it... that is still what’s recognised as being important no 
matter how much people might want other things to be. ... the REF ...the REF is still dead 
important, isn’t it?... that is what is important for the University (...).

Parallel to those dissemination strategies there are some innovative strategies he feels that 
need to be highlighted and 

Which expose more. It is more outer facing... it is not for the academic community’ as 
part of a different agenda, that of ‘engaging the public’. That is where Social Media 
comes in.

However, as he admits, these 

are not really established’ or ‘there isn’t the same recognition for it ... and it is not clear 
and easy what you are supposed to do.

In his reflection, he also reported about the little interest other researchers working in his 
research unit show about the research blog. He attributes that to the little value is attributed 
to such communication strategies, and Participatory Media in general. This is represented in 
the following quote:

(...) What I’ve realised... the academic community... in terms of career progression (...) the 
things are going to get recognised are those old, traditional things like getting to a 
conference, writing a journal article that no one’s gonna read ... it’s those kind of things
academic community still values the most... so I could write the most amazing blog, I could get 5000 followers on twitter, hanging on my every word, but basically if I don’t do the traditional things ... I am not gonna... I am not perceived as being successful in my field... I suppose.... so would I do it again. Yeah, I’d do it again, but I didn’t know it had to be balanced really... it has to be put into perspective to all the other demands upon you.

The interview with Alex ended with a reflection about his identity as a researcher. He describes himself as ‘sometimes young and unexperienced’, but also as a ‘bit more radical, someone who has a bit more of forward thinking’ than the majority of his colleagues.

**Heidi (Code: RP4)**

I knew Heidi and had worked with her before. However, I was still impressed with the enthusiasm, energy and passion with which she narrated her academic experiences. Heidi came from practice into an academic role. She is now a Professor of Nursing, being her role to champion research activity and provide leadership to about 40 researchers/lecturers. Her role, as she described it is about ‘capability building’. As such she manages her team of researchers, supporting their research activity and promoting new ways of researching.

Heidi came into Academia as a researcher. Throughout her time in Academia she has helped other people deploying their own research ventures with the use of technology. She claimed that has to do with the fact that

(...) in nursing, people don’t seem to be very technologically minded...because I know how to put blogs and wikis and webpages together I can encourage and help them with that.

Heidi talked about wanting to move forward, to make research more accessible and interesting. She said:
Certainly in my own field of research, particularly with end life care and assisted
dying...what we want to do is to move it forwards...and looking at things that help people
make digital stories, get their ideas across, looking at what messages nurses hear when
patiences drop into their conversations and develop things like that. That’s locally and
also internationally because I also have links with someone in Australia and someone in
America and we are all working together on this and trying to put a big research together
on this and moving that forward.

As we moved on in our conversation, Heidi mentioned that her research interests within her
subject area are rather distributed and emergent, in the sense she has never restricted her
research scope to a single topic or remained closed to new topics. Although Heidi pondered
that not having that ‘strong a focus’ on a single area may be seen as a weakness, she was quick
to admit that it is indeed a plus for her. In her own words, Heidi described herself:

As someone who seems to reinvent herself all the time’ and she goes on to say: ‘some
researchers research the same thing for the whole of their careers and others are
more....research ‘whores’ like me (laughs) who get bored easily” and look at other areas.

Reflecting on her current research environment, Heidi points out two parallel situations:

Looking at the research environment we are in at the moment, two things are
happening: firstly, the lonely research is increasingly a dying beast. (...) journals are more
interested in papers that have got joint authorship with other disciplines, or other
universities... the second thing is that when you actually start looking at where the
research funding is coming from...they are very open and very interested in multi-centre,
collaborative research...clinicians and academics working together... that’s seen as more
attractive.

As Heidi moved on in her narration, it was inevitable to note that there is a strong emphasis on
practice, and how practice leads her research and how, in exchange, her research is aimed at
having a practical impact.
Collaboration in research and amongst researchers came across as an important aspect of Heidi’s practice. During our talk, she mentioned the crucial role the Participatory Web has in assisting that purpose. She stated that “collaborating with technology makes things so much easier”, and went on to describe how she is committed to support her own research students in “expanding their research” through such means of communication. Yet, Heidi is aware that her enthusiasm for technology is not a shared practice amongst peers.

This takes our conversation to the effects the Participatory Web have on Heidi’s career and profile as a researcher. Heidi admits that there are not many people in her field using the Web in the same way she does. Her prolific presence across different Web platforms has gained her some recognition in the field, so much so she is now often “asked to review papers that have the word Internet in it”.

Using the Participatory Web is, in the words of Heidi, “a niche activity in term of reputation”. Yet, the vibrant environment Heidi embraces for collaborative ventures and profile raising does not seem to be exploited the same way for research dissemination purposes.

Heidi’s first reaction when I asked her about dissemination of research with the Participatory Web was one of discontentment. The rhythm of her speech seemed to slow down as she said:

Not a lot [goes on] to be honest. It’s still...when people think about dissemination I think their first thought is still high impact journals, and I think that is probably because we are still driven by the REF in Universities. And it’s quite disappointing that there is this focus on just that.

Having said that Heidi did offer an example of less conservative methods: self publishing. She told me she encouraged a friend to publish his literature review on his website. ‘For him it would be OK ‘because he doesn’t care about the REF, he doesn’t work for a University’.

As our conversation moves into the realm of research publication, Heidi reflected about other areas of dissemination beyond the journal article that are begging to be explored. She stated:
There is a whole area of writing out there that we are missing...given health care obsession with user involvement we need to be creating stuff that is user accessible. And clearly the first place users look is the Internet. So we need something that is evidence based, better than the opinion pieces that are out there, but accessible to the average person. And that is a new whole area to think about.

As her reflection evolved, she also touched upon another important topic: Open Access. She said:

I am all Open Access, the difficulty is that the journals aren’t. The other difficulty from a University researchers’ viewpoint is the IT infrastructure is bad. The other difficulty is copyright.

Heidi ended her interview with a positive note as she remarked about its potential to raise her profile and extend her research beyond her physical space.

**Neil (Code: RP5)**

Neil is currently a lecturer in Climate Change at a University in the UK. He is based on a ‘research intensive unit’. This allows him to continue focusing on the research he was doing at another institution as a post-doctoral fellow. Trying to ‘build a group in that field’ is also part of his role. ‘So, [he concludes], getting research funding and publishing papers’ is also a core part pf his role.

Neil started his PhD in 2001 when ‘things were very different.’ His area of research revolves around big data sets, and the integration of computers in his workplace has come to make a difference regarding the flow of huge amounts of data:

(...) a few gigabytes isn’t unusual for 1 dataset, and 10 years ago that just wouldn’t have been possible to use on the kinds of computers that were standard for PhD students at that time. So in that respect the flow of data between researchers wasn’t particularly
good. Certainly now, you could put a file of a gigabyte on an FTP site and let people know it’s there – so it’s a distributor.

Altough Neil regards the use of networked environments as very positive in his area of research, he is also very careful with regards to the practices of open sharing, as it can expose researchers’ work in rather unpredictable ways. He provides an example:

People at the University X were happy to share their data with other academics, but less happy to share it with people that they were knew were just looking to pick holes in their work. So in that respect, people are relatively guarded of who they give their data to, but once it’s processed into something that you’re happy for the world to see, you do see it on a lot of websites (...), but the actual raw data that was used to produce that is less easy to get hold of, and in my work, the field campaigns I worked on between 2005 and 2007 we collected an awful lot of data but we kind of kept it private for a couple of years. So within the project we were happy to exchange data between one another, but outside of the project we weren’t distributing the data so that we had the first chance to write the papers and do the investigation from that data.

Reflecting further about the power and potential on the Participatory Web as part of his research enterprise, he states that it’s quite common that people in his area use new technologies as part of their work. He goes on to providing another example that illustrates on that:

If you get in touch with someone you don’t know and say I’ve seen your paper on this, I think it would be good if we combined our datasets, we’d come up with something new, in that respect you would be co-authors on any papers you wrote, so it’s making the most of the data that you went to some sort of effort to collect.

We then shifted our conversation on to online collaboration. Neil points out that he does make use of the Participatory Web for collaborative purposes but ‘it tends to be mostly local’, and it
focuses more on the of sharing data and code relevant to the teams he works with rather than on ‘in-depth collaboration’.

Neil’s narrative progressed on to the ways he exploits the Participatory Web to establish his online presence and raise his own research profile. He talks about the usefulness of his blog to share his research, and augment its impact beyond the publication:

I’ve written a few blog posts based on my own research, so if I have a new paper coming out or something I’ll try and summarise and put it in context with a big picture. So it’s partly to help increase awareness with publications I have.

As he goes further into the topic of blogging he shares his strategies about aggregating his blog to researchblogging.org to make his research more available, and ponders how this can bring him new opportunities. In doing so, he provides an example:

I suppose 1 or 2 posts I’ve written have potentially started maybe new directions for research, so the last post I wrote was probably about a meeting I went to last week that was in collaboration with, well it was a joint meeting between climate scientists and insurance companies, so how to access risk from climate projections. And that’s not really something I’ve done in the past, but yes, someone commented on my post saying they’re at [a given British institution] doing something like that, and I’ll probably email them at some point in the future to see if there’s a seminar coming up, to find out more about that, so that’s a potential field for writing a research proposal on something that is a little bit outside my area of expertise, but that wouldn’t have happened without the blog I don’t think.

Neil also talks about the fact that the Participatory Web helps widen his network. This is due to the informalities and connectivity such communication channels enable. Yet, he is also concious that this does not necessarily transform people’s research practice:

There’s a few people on twitter that I would now feel more comfortable about emailing and saying ‘can you help me out with this’. (...) But more generally I don’t know if it’s changing the way people do research. I think it’s more the way that you find people to do
research with and then let people know about it. For example, just before I left [his former institution] we set up a podcast, and the way that we plan episodes on that is using a wiki, which worked really well. And I've tried using that with research projects as well, using a wiki to plan how we're going to do small research projects with 3 or 4 people involved, and it hasn't quite worked because the more senior members of that research team aren't that keen on adopting it.

This takes our conversation to another sub-topic of the research cycle: dissemination of research, which according to Neil does not seem to have changed much. The processes he follows is his area seem to be the standard ones, as he described:

It's not a very well developed system I don't think. It's just that you publish a paper that you'll talk about twice at conferences. Once when you're doing the work and maybe once when you finish it. That's pretty much it.

He goes on to reflect about his use of the Participatory Web and how that may give him some advantage.

Yes, I think I'm more findable and open about what I do, or not, I talk about what I do more than most people I work with I think (...) I think with the move towards putting impact assessments in research proposals, it certainly gives me a little bit more to talk about in that respect. You know, you can talk about blogstats and podcast stats and things like that, and I don't know if that helps you stand out from the crowd, but I don't think it does much harm.

But he also admitted that, at the time this interview was done, he was 'the only one who blogs at all' in his team. This may be due, as he went on to explain, because

Most of the high profile climate blogs are quite anti-science, they're run by amateurs who have a strong agenda against the scientific consensus. [This makes] people see blogs as a bad thing.
Our conversation ended with a short reflection about research impact and its relation to Neil’s use of the Participatory Web. He concluded:

There’s clearly an overlap because I tweet and blog because I’m a scientist, but at the moment it’s relatively one way, in that my research feeds into the blogging but the blogging hasn’t, doesn’t contribute much to the research at the moment.

**Hector (Code: RP6)**

I interviewed Hector via Skype. His narrative provides a rather in-depth view not only on his practice and the tensions in which it is embedded. There is a clear tone of discontentment evident by the emphasis on existing tensions between his approach to practice and institution’s expectations.

Hector’s background is in Bilogical sciences. He did his PhD in this area, having also had several post-doctoral positions before accepting a lectureship position, because he “wanted a teaching job” after having been a lab researcher for several years. His choice for a teaching focused career implied that he eventually would leave lab research to focus education research within a ‘lab research unit’ in the School of Medicine of the University he works at. This, as he pointed out, ‘causes some tensions’ regarding research income and the way other lab researchers regard the activities of those who dedicate themselves to educational research.

Hector went on to explain that his research enterprise was, however, recognised recently with the decision for the school to have research themes, of which pedagogical research has become one of them. But he still regards this new decision with skepticism, attributing this to be prompted by external interests, such as the institution’s participation in the Research Excellence Framework, also known as REF, rather than that of acknowledging the value of his research field:

So theoretically even though I’m in the School of Medicine, theoretically, pedagogical research is a valid research theme. Now the reality is that the details of that have to be
worked out. Obviously all of this is being conducted with a view towards the Research Excellence Framework as well, which is obviously the university’s main consideration. So in theory I’ve got a legitimate post. In practice there are sometimes some tensions.

Hector elaborated even further about the tensions he faces, as he mentioned the discrepancies in funding awards between the life sciences and educational sciences. This seems to create issues amongst the teams of researchers in his units as comparisons regarding the moneys the teams attract are often target of comparison:

We’re working alongside cancer researchers who pull in programme grants from the Welcome Trust or the Medical Research Council for £3 or 4 million, and even standard lab research in the life sciences (...). Now clearly the sums of money that we pull in for educational research are much smaller than that, even when we’ve got what we would consider to be a rather large grant, we’re talking up to say £50,000, we’re not talking about millions of pounds. That’s an issue, because we do, of course, get compared, and that creates a problem.

And he elaborated that the comparisons are also extended to research outputs, which according to hector, seem to be quite standard, and not in synch with his own philosophy:

The way in which, or the places, firstly the places, but also the way in which we publish information, is also a problem because our colleagues are trying to publish information in journals with impact factors between 20 and 30, and I’m afraid the University is completely hung up on impact factor as a means of measuring the research, because it has such great importance in the REF. So even the best education journals have got impact factors in low single figures. And many of the places that I’d actually like to publish my research – many of the open access journals, for example – have got no impact factor at all.
Hector continued his narrative of conflict by providing further examples that illustrate well the tensions he faces. He refers to the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) that proceeded REF in 2008:

The university’s policy is to return 100% of its academic staff in the RAE. That means, again, that I am viewed – and this phrase has been used – I am viewed as a problem, because I’m not included.

As our conversation progressed in terms of research publications and research outputs, we moved on to talk about the Open Access movement. Here Hector also expresses his strong resentment towards his institution’s lack of vision:

So things like conferences and publishing in open access, but not impact factor journals – has no institutional recognition. Really the only thing that counts at the present time here is grant income and impact factor.

He also discussed the effect the Participatory Web has on his practice and that of his peers. Here he portrayed a happier scenario, as he is aware of how his online practices have an influencing factor on other practitioners’ practices. And he only regretted the fact that such impact is not formalised:

I blog most of my activity, including a lot of stuff that might ultimately find its way into a paper in a peer reviewed journal. And I know, I’ve got a lot of evidence that that has quite a lot of horizontal influence across the university, in other departments and other disciplines across the University. Things that we’ve started doing have been picked up and copied elsewhere in the University, and that is personally very satisfying and I’m very happy about that. But every four years, or less than that now, more frequently, there’s a lot of pressure, because you know, blogging isn’t counted as any kind of output. So, they’re not interested in how many people read it, or however many people, however many pieces of evidence that you collect that your practice has been replicated by other institutions or in other departments within the university. It doesn’t count for anything.
He also reflected about the rapid changing pace of research practice in educational sciences and how that is not replicated in the norms that are established to measure research activity:

The culture in educational research is moving very rapidly towards open access publication and informal sharing through blogging and conference presentations and so on and so forth, and that’s not something that’s recognised in other disciplines, such as in medicine or in life sciences, so that causes problems.

As we shifted our conversation to the topic of collaboration the tone of Hector’s speech changes considerably. Here he sketches a much more vibrant picture of his practice. The claimed that the Participatory Web has ‘an enormous role’ in his practice:

These technologies are extremely important for keeping in touch with colleagues both in other places around the university, but also in other institutions.

But still he admitted that being immersed in a connected world means “he’s working fairly much in isolation” when it’s comes to using the Participatory Web in such an active away and advocating for different practices. He described himself as the following:

If you were to take an average across the university I would be at one extreme end of that in terms of social media use, most people are basically non-users.

Hector’s proficient use of the Participatory Web then does shape his identity and approach to research. As he said:

Being immersed in the technologies on a daily basis has certainly influenced the research that I do, because that’s now what I’m currently engaged in.

Our conversation ends with an overall reflection about the potential of the Participatory Web in changing and shaping practice, and also about the concerns that this kind of innovation be relegated to a second plan given the financial crisis. As institutions face budget cuts and research funding awards become scarcer, their attention will be shifted to perform to the
standards established by the Research Excellence Framework which puts an emphasis on classic forms of impact and dissemination. As Hector concluded:

The REF has such a corrosive impact on practice, because certainly here we’re just completely obsessed with impact factors and grant income as well, as the only way of measuring research output effectively.

Richard (Code: RP7)

Richard is a Professor of Educational Technology. After having completed his PhD he immediately got involved in the field of e-learning, having chaired the first e-learning course at his institution. He has since then been involved in a series of e-learning and social media projects which exploit the latest Web technologies. His main research interest is now in exploring the concept of digital scholarship:

how new technologies are changing the practice of scholars, across all areas of scholarship not just teaching, but research, interdisciplinary stuff, public engagement all that kind of stuff.

His engagement with his current research topic has also changed the way he addresses his practice. To illustrate this, Richard gave the example of the book he was currently writing and how the process of writing was quite different from his previous publications. He claimed that all his sources are online and that he no longer visits the library. As he concluded:

What’s really changed is how I’m getting the information(...). (...) Social network filter has been a big change in how I find my information and how I interact with my peers. (...) Since I’ve become a blogger I’ve kind of established that global network of peers without having to leave the house almost. You do occasionally meet up with them and I think that’s, we’re coming to that stage now, so this year I’ve met a lot of the people that I know online. But you don’t need to meet them, you know you build up quite meaningful
relationships with people just by building up ideas around stuff, so I think that’s quite a significant change, how you can maintain and develop these networks.

Richard is an avid supporter of online participation as a form of extending his network, establishing new links, and learning and working with others. He sees the Participatory Web as a new channel for collaboration as he reports that his links with other researchers are starting to ‘merge into proper research projects now’. Richard is also very pragmatic about the way he uses and perceives the Web. He sees the Participatory Web as an alternative conduit for sharing ideas and communicating research in a much faster and personal way. As a result it has changed the way he conducts his research and publishes in his field:

I think that extended network and being able to share has been the big change in research for me. And the other change is that I’ve stopped publishing journal articles much. I think beforehand the only outlet you had was really conference papers or journal articles, (...), I like to write stuff, and that was the only kind of outlet you had. Whereas now (...) the creative writing itch is scratched by having a blog. (...) it’s much quicker to get stuff up there. And before you had to write a whole journal article and there was only one paragraph really that was actually the bit you wanted to get across, and (...) the whole style of journal articles is there to scratch away any personal opinion, all that intellectual debate that you want to have wasn’t really happening. So I find that the blogosphere is much more enriched for that kind of stuff, so there’s been a kind of drop off in journal articles, because I do other things, and I find them more fulfilling.

Richard’s engagement in a more creative practice, an affordance provided by the Participatory Web, has its downside too. We discussed the implications it has on his career and the boundaries his Institution provides. Richard described how he copes to please his need to engage creatively and meet the expectations of the institution:

I do feel that pressure and I’m trying to play both games, so I’ve not completely stopped publishing, so I’ll try and do enough publications to meet the REF requirements, and publications are still important, I think there’s some things that are well suited to the
journal article, but before I didn’t have an option, it was journal article or nothing, and now there’s some alternatives.

He also reflects about the stage he is at and how that provides him with more freedom to put his beliefs in practice:

I’m also lucky in that I was already a professor when I got into blogging, so in some ways I’ve reached that part and I’ve got room to play and explore with my career.

Based on his research he went on to reflect as to why most researchers do not have a more active presence online. He attributed that to the fact that:

What you get rewarded for are journal articles and traditional metrics, so the message often to young researchers is not to bother with all this sort of stuff, that it’s a waste of time.

And he ended up reaffirming his position in that he needs to play “both games”. On one hand he feels he needs to meet the more conservative approaches which regulate the research outputs at an institutional and national level:

(...) universities don’t know – particularly the people that sit on research panels are often quite conservative, and they know what a good journal article and a good publication record looks like, but they don’t know what a good blogging persona looks like.

On the other hand, he also wants to push the boundaries and practice what he believes to be the future of scholarship; something he can afford to do based on the privileged position he occupies in the Institution’s hierarchy.

So I’m trying to play both games. I haven’t completely abandoned the traditional format, and I hope to do enough of that to satisfy the demands but it’s certainly not where my
heart is anymore, and also I’m in the reasonably privileged position of not having to seek the promotion – I’m not on the promotion ladder.

As we discussed further the barriers to change in Academia, Richard shared his disappointment for the lack of vision in academia that stalls innovation. He compared Academia to industry as being at opposite ends. He described the academic structure that perpetuates a more conservative practice:

When we bring our new blood in we deliberately say to them, “don’t engage with any of this new stuff, don’t try and change practice, because you won’t get recognised, you won’t get promoted”, so we make them very conservative, so then the only pool of innovation left are the people who’ve got tenure and who’ve got promoted, and often they’ve got promoted by following a very traditional path, so they’re the people who are least likely to engage in stuff. So the pool of people who will be innovative and take these kinds of things on is kind of unnaturally reduced in academia because of the context and the environment that we’ve set up.

We then shifted our conversation to the ‘routines’ and processes of conducting research. Richard again adopts more creative forms of gathering data and developing ideas by relying strongly on people in his networks and search engines such as google scholar. Yet, he does not discard the ‘the traditional research stuff [and] ...follows the references from papers...’. Richard combines the best of both worlds as he tries to explore the advantages of both. As part of his research practice he also highlights that he uses his blog frequently: it ‘becomes [his] own research archive’. He went on to support that ideas by saying that:

My own writing is itself an archive and a resource, which I think again, is something different from how I used to do it. So I’ll gather that stuff together and work from there. Sometimes I’ll share that back, so the outcome might be a blog post, which is not usually a whole chapter, but it might be a key idea of that chapter – it might be 1000 words or something, so you’ll share that back to get feedback, and then people might come back
to say that doesn’t make sense, or this bit is relevant as well. So you’ve got this nice iterative cycle that you’re going through before you get to full publication.

Richard’s blog seem to be at the heart of his research practice. As he himself asserted his blog has changed his concept of research, in that researchers are socialised in the action of sharing only peer reviewed articles. The blog, however, provides a different ‘sharable output’.

Moreover, Richard’s blog is also ‘at the heart of [his] academic identity’. Although he reports about the use of other Web tools and having a presence in different online environments, his blog is what brings all his research ideas and research identity together. Yet, he also admitted that for funded research his blog stops being a central space to share that kind of research. He said:

I may blog about that kind of stuff, but research funders don’t really get blogging. So it’s not a key element to it.

(...) we’ve got one model of working at the moment, and nobody’s rethinking with the possibilities that being digital and networked offer you, that might also work in conjunction with existing practices. So I think research councils aren’t being very innovative in what they do or how they fund this kind of stuff.

(...) I think the research councils aren’t being very innovative or forward thinking about this – they’re just carrying on with the same old monolithic approach.

Such remarks made our conversation move to the topic of Open Access, and the possibilities the Participatory Web offers regarding a wider accessibility of research. Richard is an active advocator of the Open Access movement in that he ‘only publish[es] in Open Access journals’. He also uses his blog and institution repository to share link to his publications and raise awareness about them within the networks he participates in. Although he sees this has a
considerable impact in terms of readership and people’s engagement with his research outputs, the institution is slow is acknowledging it. Nonetheless, Richard is pro-active in seeking that recognition by ‘push[ing] it into the formal system’. He shared the following: We do an annual appraisal where you say what you’ve done in the past year, and on that form you have to put your outputs, and I’ve started to try and list things –not everything – but slideshare presentations with x-thousand views (...). I just think if I start listing them they start getting into the system. So we had to do a research audit recently for the REF, and I know these things don’t count for the REF and that’s fine, but I put my blog and I put my slideshare presentations (...) stuff that I thought had significant impact, so I’ve started trying to use the formal systems to at least log these things.

We concluded our conversation with a reflection on identity as a researcher. I was interested in learning how Richard saw and would describe himself given his proactive engagement and advocacy for the transformation of scholarship. He stated that it was about “having room to play: which clearly has to do with the fact he is a professor and can afford to take a different approach from the norm. More curious though was the way he complemented his answer by saying ‘perhaps it suits my personality’ as he describes his organic approach to his participation online and the purpose that brought him into Academia:

I don’t set out with very deliberate plans. (...). It’s more things that come across you and you play with them, and some stay with you and some do – you find a use for them (...). I like it the kind of engagement and the forms of the networks that you get online – which is what you came into academia for really.

*Luke (Code: RP9)*

Luke is a physiotherapist by trade. After graduating in 2001, he spent the next 7 years doing clinical work with no connection to research. As he came to end of that phase of his life he got interested in teaching. In his home country a Masters’ degree is required, so he decided to
enroll for a Masters degree while working in practice. He reported that he started enjoying it and as he had always been interested in computers it was not hard to decide for that topic as the focus of his Masters research project. Luke elaborated on his choice by saying:

For my masters I wanted to look at how we could potentially use the internet to support physiotherapy students. One of the things that physios have to do in South Africa when they graduate is they have to do a year of community service where you get placed by the government anywhere in the country, and oftentimes it’s very rural placements, without direct supervision, and I was really interested to see how the internet could be used to provide professional and social support to new graduates.

Luke is extremely committed to bring practice and research together and thus make a significant contribution to his field. He sees the Participatory Web as a niche area that is worth exploring in the context of Health education, his research field. This has led him to continue his ventures as a researcher, working full time at an Higher Education institution. That is when he decided to start his PhD:

There’s so much happening in this field at the moment – in higher education – there’s very little happening in health education, and even less happening in physiotherapy. So I thought, if I want to make a little niche for myself in terms of exploring this domain using emerging technologies in physiotherapy education, if I start now I’ll kind of get a jump start on many other people in the country. You know, there are very few physios who are interested in teaching, and of that small sub-group there are even fewer people interested in using the internet to improve teaching and learning.

This led me to explore his perception of self, i.e., how he feels and sees himself in his field of practice and research. He replied that there are ‘very few people who get what [he] do[es]’, and he complemented his thought by saying that:
I do feel that there are very few people in the country that I can talk to, (...) a lot of physiotherapy academics are often older, and not necessarily comfortable or familiar with emerging technology.

Luke is an active advocator of “openness and transparency” in research, an action that leave the majority of his colleagues in ‘shock’ and think he’s ‘radical’ in his approach. Although he reported that some of his peers are already acquainted with the Participatory Web, the majority is still not comfortable in using such means of communication and collaboration. As he described, this using the Participatory Web as part of one’s academic practice it is still something they don’t see themselves engaging with: ‘They’re still saying “that’s what you do, not what I do”’

A striking aspect of Luke’s narrative it’s the emphasis on practice and research focused on physio-therapy education as the opposite to clinical practices, which seem to be the main strand of research in his country. Alongside that, is Luke’s constant reminder of what drives his practice: the need to exceed one self. He supported that by saying that ‘we should always be looking to improve what we do’. In Luke’s case, the use of the Participatory Web plays a crucial role in improving and challenging his practice.

We then shift our dialog to talk about the processes that assist his research practice. There is clearly a focus on the use of technology to mediate that process. There is a strong emphasis on the access of what Luke names ‘informal literature’ through access to relevant blogs and wikis, engagement with people from other institutions and countries via social networks, and the use of his own blog as a reflective diary where he archives and shares his research ideas. Then, there is also what Luke calls ‘a more formal approach... writing an article, meeting with supervisors (...)’.

It is interesting how Luke went on to distinguish both approaches as separate practices. This shifted the conversation to the realm of article writing and publication. He talked about the expectations of his department: the publication of 3 articles every two years and the
presentation of conference papers at research conferences, which are also supposed to be converted into articles. This kinds of outputs are monitored by the department which makes it very hard to escape this kind of standard and rules. Luke illustrates this reality further by saying:

I can say well I wrote 15 blogposts and my wiki has grown exponentially and I’m having all this great conversation with people and I’m learning a lot, and they’re like ‘ermmmm’, so. So unless I’m producing output in a format that the university values they don’t look at what I’m doing as research. So that’s the main reason that I split it into formal and informal. It’s really just to make sure that in the formal track I am keeping up with the expectations of the university and what they expect from me, and then my informal track is everything else. In reality there is no clear boundary in my opinion between the two. They very much blur into each other. It just helps for me keeping a list of outputs that I’m going to be accountable for and everything else that I do.

As part of his reflection, Luke also mentioned that there is no ‘incentive or motivation coming from the top down’ to value the use of the Participatory Web in academic practice. He provides an example that illustrates that well:

The university obviously gets money from the Department of Education for every publication that I produce, but if I publish that article in an open access journal ... there are very few accredited open access journals, so the university won’t get reimbursed by the Department of Education, so the University won’t recognise my publication. So there’s absolutely no incentive for me, in terms of something coming from the institution, there’s no incentive for me to publish in an open access journal.

Luke is aware of the constraints imposed by his institution. As such he tries to compromise by complying with the institution’s regulations at the same he tries not to lose sight of his own beliefs and approaches to a more open and transparent practice.
I have to publish 3 articles every two years – it’s not a lot. And what I’m hoping to try and do is put one in an accredited journal, one in a peer reviewed journal and one in an open access journal. You know that way I can say to them OK, I’m playing your game, I’m jumping through your hoops, but I can also do the things that are important to me.

In doing so Luke highlighted once again his determination to make research more open and accessible:

I think open access – that’s the way it should be to me – we do all this research and then put it into a journal that 200 people read, and I’m not interested in that, if I’m going to do something I want as many people as possible to read it.

As Luke continued to justify his position, we deepened our discussion into the topic of research dissemination. In doing so, Luke revealed what he considers to be the role of the academic, an important clue into his approach and determination in supporting open practice.

I don’t get any financial reward, but surely as an academic you want your work to be disseminated as widely as possible and you want people to know that this is a domain that you are interested in, because you want to be able to communicate with people, and if people don’t know what you’re doing then you’re not going to be able to meet other people who are interested in some of the things.

In assuming such approach, Luke does see himself as someone who takes a very different approach from the majority of his colleagues. He stated:
I’m definitely someone who’s breaking new ground in terms of physiotherapy education in South Africa (...) [I’m] doing research in a different way. (...) I see myself as carving out a little niche in the physiotherapy education space, for me.

We terminate our conversation with a reflection on Luke’s approach to research:
I think about research and how I think about teaching as a result of using the technology (...) with openness and honesty.

**Maria (RP10)**

Maria is a lecturer in Education. She came into the world of research when she was still doing her undergraduate degree as an assistant to her dissertation supervisor. Her use of technology was merely to seek information on the web or communicate via e-mail, she described. After finishing her first degree, she went on to do a combined degree of Masters and PhD in Educational Technology. This new phase of her life opened up new doors to new realities and partnerships as she spent in the UK as a visiting researcher. Her short stay in the UK also meant that she started to use social software more often, not just as part of her research but rather as a way of communicating and sharing her experiences with people back home. She explained:

Being there [in the UK] I started to use social software, I started to use my flickr, I started to use skyping and so on (...) more regularly.

Once she returned to her country she had the opportunity to apply to a lectureship, a position she still holds today. This implied she had to divide her time teaching, doing research in her group, and continuing doing her PhD. One of her first contributions to her research group was the creation of a webpage that would represent their research activity. She said that now it looks ‘quite primitive’ but back then that was what she could do. Since then, Maria has finished her PhD, participated in several summer schools and numerous research conferences. She has also been a visiting researcher at two other institutions.

Our conversation then progresses to the topic of research. Maria claimed that ‘there are two ways’ in which we can approach research:
The classical view of the research, and this classical view of research is very face-to-face, as you know, for our professors, for the classical professors the valuable things are face-to-face. The conference face-to-face, papers face-to-face and all face-to-face. But also there is a new way to collaborate, to introduce and to defend your research and definitely this is online. I think for me this work was explicit in [the British research group], definitely, when I was there, because this group was more modern than my original one, definitely. They are more technological.

She regarded her visiting researcher status in other institutions as very positive as it allowed to be come more aware of the technology and the possibilities the Participatory Web allows. As a result, she’s very conscious about the need to maintain those links alive.

I was very aware about the need of continuing in touch with them. (...) And because this group more technological I started to use more, for example twitter, and twitter has been crucial in my story of research. (...) I use it very much to know what people are reading about, I think it’s quite powerful in this way. And also (...) because of twitter and because of my links in twitter and because of my links face-to-face and the mixing of them – face-to-face, twitter and so on, I have made another links, and I have found opportunities to collaborate with other people. (...) We have made some proposals of projects together, we have tried to write an article together, and we continue trying, and I have found very nice people for including in some proposals and so on.

This led me to question if this is a standard approach in Maria’s research group. She said that her fellow researchers are not so inclined to technology as she is. As a result she stands out in this area.

For the majority of them this kind of make a blog or twitter or being, reading your RSS continuously, being connected, it’s too much geek for them. I’m the geek of my group and it’s ok.
Maria developed this topic even more by saying that her participation online complements her research activity:

My web network is definitely... is completely linked to my research.

It also influences her as a researcher.

[my network]... it’s global. (…) They have very different perspectives about many, many things.

I think that without these kind of emerging technologies, nobody [would know who Maria is]... and thanks to this I can, for example, ask them to collaborate in a project in Spain today.

I would be a completely different researcher (…) 

We then moved on to talk about dissemination of research. Maria admitted that she does not ‘do that properly’. She has a got her own ‘webpage and put[s] the majority of [her] papers on that, but that’s all’. She elaborates on this with her account on career progression in her country. Publishing in formal platforms is a requirement to maintain a job and progress in academia. This leads Maria to play a ‘double game’ :

This is a very very big problem, and right now at this moment, I am completely inside of this process, because to get a full position in the university, a full fixed position, you have to be accredited, and to accredit yourself you have to have papers in journals with impact in the citation index, and without any other question, for them if you have some very nice interesting webpages and so on and you’re on twitter, it’s ok, but it’s the same for them if you’re a nobody in the website, but you have 5 or 6 or 10 or whatever papers in this kind of journals, you are the lecturer. So I have to make a kind of double game.
Maria described how she needs to compromise as to ensure she keeps up to the standards and expectations of her institution while she also do what she advocates:

And I am making this kind of double game. On one hand I’m trying to go to the most interesting conference that I [know of], even if they are not too serious (...). Probably 2 important ones a year, and the other ones interesting.

In the case of papers I think they are not changing at all. And we have to, in my case... I have to make this kind of double game to survive here, because if I’m not fixed here I cannot make different things. So I want to get my position, my full position forever, and then start to decide what I want to do, and for what I want to write. But definitely in case of papers it’s different that I want to change, because the open journals and the open form, the paper is indeed condemned to die. Because when you write a paper it is good today, probably tomorrow or in two weeks, or in two months, but not in a year. In a year it is old. In a year it is primitive, so when you’re reading a journal [article] it is not one year, it is three year’s old, so these data are rubbish, so you don’t need it. So definitely the knowledge is moving in blogosphere, the knowledge is moving in twitter, is moving in blogs, is moving in very collaborative, and sharing, and dynamic formats. It is not moving in papers. Probably in media people don’t want to read anything, people prefer to see a video, so but I think there is not ... at the moment ... I think there is no solution for it.

Maria reflected further about her practice as a ‘double game’. She recognised that she is ‘in a different kind generation of researchers’ and that she can make a difference. Yet, for that to happen she needs to secure her position:

We have to get all these kind of papers in these kinds of journals to get these positions. But once we get these positions I think we can make some different things. I want to do them, I want to write collaborative books, for example, and don’t want to differentiate the quality of someone because of their editors or so on.
Maria also elaborated about the question of quality of research which she claims to be often lost in meaning:

Quality that has lost a lot of meaning in the last year, with all this stuff about prestige and impact and so on, if you see the papers there’s not many quality on them. And the concept of quality research is a bit lost.

Maria also shared her opinion about institutions based on her experience:

I think definitely institutions are conservative, and some of them, (...) so they don’t want to listen anything too different. (...) We got an incredible need of publishing. We need to produce at least four papers a year, four papers! ... accreditations and CVs and so on, and they pulled all this in a scale... like how much you have. It’s not about what you have, it’s about how much you have. (...) so it’s a career and it’s a contest to get more and more.

We concluded our talk with Maria describing how she exploits the Participatory Web to assist her research career. She writes a blog for professional purposes. That is where she publishes her ‘reflections about [her] teacher role, [her] educational technologist role’. This reflected her need and desire to share. She also is an active user of twitter, where she has a vast network of people at a global scale, which she called her ‘support team’. 
Annex 5

Analysis grid
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Illustrative excerpts from RP0 (Anne)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Inspired by the literature review**      | I’m a member of far too many of these things. The most important thing for me, apart from email which obviously everybody uses, is twitter at the moment. I treat twitter as a learning technology personal network, so people that are useful to me for that. The networks are not just the people but the people and things. So Flickr and Youtube to some extent, are important parts of that network for me because they’ve got objects, media objects on that say, for example, if I was to use a diagram in my blog, I have a set called work or blog or something on Flickr. My blog is really important to me even though I go through periods when I don’t post very much (…) because right from the word go, although I’m really interested to see who reads it, I decided I hadn’t a care if anybody read it or not. It was primarily for me, so it’s about me writing my thoughts and not minding if somebody else reads them, and it’s very, very important for me. | Prolific use of tech ➔ follow networks that are relevant to her
PW as people and artefacts
PW (blogs) space of shared reflection |
| **Online participation (and its forms of association)** |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           |                                                                                             |
| **Communication/Dissemination of knowledge** | I don’t personally think that it [the Participatory Web] replaces traditional methods of publication, I think a lot of the discussion on, in the blogosphere, it’s very local and superficial I think that it’s another channel of communication that’s more suited to some things than to others, but it can definitely amplify – these channels can amplify each other, and they do cost you time as well. They’ve got definite communications policies in XXX [an academic journal], so one of the things that they do is we’re trying to amplify the channel that might be the newsletter, the channel that might be the journal, so we’re trying to think how we can reinforce each other, so for example. | PW as an alternative; not a replacement of conduits for communication and publication of research |
| (Sense of) Identity | I position myself on the boundary between learning technology and information systems, which itself is an edge discipline – as is learning technology, I think. Learning technology is on the edge really isn’t it? Education, computing, information, all of those things. I’m an edgy sort of person! Somebody said to me the other day, she said you are a networker, you know a lot of ... so I suppose that you have to start from that, whether or not we had online things, I am a networker. | Edgy – works on the border of different disciplines |
| Role of the Participatory Web in scholarly practice | It’s important for finding out what other people are doing, and hearing about things, but it’s also important for having a voice as well. | PW creates a space for communicating and sharing with distributed communities and networks |
| Turning point | I used to work in industry as a programmer and business analyst, then when I wanted to start a family, the time at which I did that job, it was a very unfriendly job for somebody who had family responsibilities, because you had to work a lot of overtime, and I couldn’t see how that would work, so the other thing that I was also interested in was teaching. I have actually taught at all levels from 11 year olds to PhD. | From industry to HE |
| Polymathic approach | Well I suppose my home discipline is information systems and that’s where I teach, and information systems is in itself what you might call a boundary discipline; it sits on the edge of lots of other disciplines, so management science, computing, business, organisational studies, sociology. So it has lot of reference disciplines and it’s tried quite hard to carve itself out as a discipline in its own right, but really it owes its allegiance to other disciplines as well. So it’s hard to say if it’s a clear field in its own right. If you work on a discipline on the edge then you have to have contact with people in other areas (...). So I think there’s that sense in which information systems is on the edge of these different disciplines. When I became interested in learning technology I thought that, that was | Working across fields |
| Curious inquiry | | Curious inquiry → links interests in different disciplines with her own |
something that I could bring to learning technology. So my thesis is that as learning technology goes beyond somebody using a computer on their own into social settings, into relating to work (...) a lot of what has been learned in information systems can be applied to learning technology.

So I taught in a secondary school, I’ve taught in a further education college, and in the secondary school I taught mathematics and computing. I’ve taught in a further education college where I taught mathematics and computing, and when I’ve taught computing it’s been A level computing, computing for retired people, computing for people with special needs – I’ve taught a very, very wide range of things. So then I went to do a masters in IT, and I really enjoyed, and immediately after that I took a job as a lecturer, so then I got on to teach an HND degree, then taught masters and PhD, so I have got a very broad range of subjects, but also a very broad range of levels of education. I think that’s probably quite important actually. It gives me quite a lot of insight into something that you probably think about – is of learning as a journey throughout your life, so you know I’m very interested in people who have second chances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach to practice (epistemology)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My teaching had moved, and I’ve taught all sorts of things, but I try to make it - I’m willing to do any teaching that I can do, that’s ok – but I also like to move in directions that are things that interest me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So I think be passionate about what you’re doing. If it’s not worth doing then don’t do it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(...) Epistemology and ontology are very important, and what’s happened to me in my life is that my epistemology and ontology have continued to develop as I’ve gone through my life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’ve always had quite an ambiguous view of learning, of what learning means, and I’m really, really interested in the process of how you learn about how you do things, and how that transfers into the next project of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Well I think that when you’re an academic, you know, it’s not just your research, it’s also your teaching, you sort of want to step outside yourself and think what it is that you are interested in, because if you just let yourself be given jobs to do – you know, you shouldn’t be defined by what other people want you to do, you should be always thinking about where you can make a contribution.

<p>| Awareness of the changing environment | I’m involved in research projects, although that’s been quite difficult recently, to get funding. I have been involved in them in the past, related to learning technology. I am a supervisor, as you know, so I supervise the research done by other people. | Recognises difficulties in changing environment → scarcity of research funding |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Illustrative excerpts from RP1 (John)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspired by the literature review</td>
<td>Well I think it’s an eco-system which allows one to interact with a lot of people who have similar interests, and interact in many different ways. So one had virtual friends – friends who are very far away, or sometimes not very far away, but you interact only online, People whom I trust. There is a totally different form of sociability. I’m also fascinated by the world of ideas and it’s clear that the internet has given me access to a lot of resources, a lot of idea which I never would have come across ever in two or three lifetimes without the internet technology. That has had a very bad effect, I have to say, on my academic productivity. I probably would have been publishing more if I had just stayed in the old model of publication, reading books in the library, going to the archives and only doing that, but there is a lot of intellectual stimulation which does not result in publications. It is sometimes difficult to be disciplined, or you’re exposed to so many exciting ideas, and you have so many fascinating conversations with so many fascinating people that ideas may be maturing but that might not result in publications for the next RAE, or the REF.</td>
<td>The richness of connections. Social Participation is not synonym of more productivity, when placed in the context of academic conventional ways of working.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online participation (and its forms of association)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication/ dissemination of knowledge</td>
<td>It’s not always possible to put all your publications online, and certainly not your books because of contractual issues, but it’s very frustrating for example to see that your book is not that much quoted because only, I received recently my publisher’s statement for how many books – how many copies of my book which is based on my doctoral dissertation were sold, and last year two copies of my book were sold. So since 1997, 207 copies of my book were sold. Publishing my book was good for my career, it helped me secure my position, it was useful for the research assessment exercise, but it’s a shame that I’m not able to just make it available online. I find it very frustrating that one’s published some research and basically no-one’s reading it, and the general public is not able to consult it fully online, so I think in my future</td>
<td>Conventional ways of publication → publish for prestige. Hinders wider dissemination. Standard publications meets institutional criteria → grants a position and places the individual in the a good position to the research assessment but does not get individual’s satisfaction nor does it contribute to the knowledge of the general public (accessibility issues).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
projects I will very much want the stuff I write to be very broadly available.

**Sense of Identity**

I’m not a networked researcher, not at this point. I’m a networked individual. I’m a micro-connected individual.

Does not see the participatory web paying such a great role in his research practice because he still abides by the conventions of his discipline.

**Role of the Participatory Web**

I think it has exposed me to totally new ways of thinking, to a culture which is very, very different from the dominant culture in academia.

(...) a cultural eco-system which really is totally different, and have ways of thinking which is totally different from mainstream historians.

But it’s true that the internet and social media really are very, very - they have revolutionised the way in which people are exposed to ideas and have access to resources. Sometimes they may not have access to the books themselves but they are exposed to – they become aware of books, they become aware of ideas and then they can go and trace books which are relevant to that – to their interests. Or they can discover interests they didn’t know they had before.

Exposure to different approaches informs epistemology of practice.

Access to different ways of thinking.

The web as a living resource.

**Emergent**

Isolation

I would probably position myself as an outcast.

Moving with the circumstances of where he is now new research interests (flexible in approach)

**Turning point / change**

My research interest evolved. I started working on the history of international relations with special reference to Franco-British relations, because I was now living in the UK and I had access to archival sources of relevance, also I had always been interested in the issue of international relations. More recently I started working on the history of geopolitics and how I could apply geopolitics to the study of international relations.

I progressively discovered that there was very much in common between my interest in complexity sciences and historical research and complexity sciences networks, and social networks and social media.

Moving with the circumstances of where he is now new research interests (flexible in approach)

**Position/ role**

It’s [using participatory media] not playing safe [...], but at this stage of my career I think there is a lot more to win from that than to lose.

PW involves taking risks which might compromise career, but not in the case of
One has used to a certain way of thinking that is delimiting and one is obviously from a career point of view – has been for a very long time – very self conscious about whether one should take risks or not, but I’ve gotten to the point where I think well there’s a lot more to benefit from taking risks than not taking risks.

<p>| (Awareness of) Barriers to one’s approach to practice | There has been a tension between the institutional expectation of what I should be doing and what I should be producing - that is a research monograph on one particular topic – and where my intellectual journey is taking me, which is somewhere that is a lot more fascinating, something which is a lot more fascinating intellectually, something that is a lot more timely. So there has been a tension which has paralysed my work in a sense, because increasingly I felt that I had to complete this monograph but at the same time I discovered that there was something which was really fascinating and probably a lot more important, which was to explore more fully the implications of complexity sciences in historical research, rather than just completing yet another monograph on a topic which is interesting, but which is extremely traditional, and which is not going to bring much to the historiography as such. | Tensions between what is expected and what one wants to do. |
| (Awareness of the) Implications of adopting ‘unconventional practices’ | It’s [using participatory media] not playing safe (...), but at this stage of my career I think there is a lot more to win from that than to lose. I actually didn’t blog at all about historical research or geopolitics, because I felt it would not be well accepted. | PW still not accepted (by peers and institution) |
| Perception of peers | I know the experts in my field and they are not interested in these sorts of thing. | Setting himself apart from the majority of colleagues |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Illustrative excerpts from RP2 (Lucy)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspired by the literature review</td>
<td>I go to my personal learning network</td>
<td>Relies heavily on the connections made online.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online participation (and its forms of association)</td>
<td>I think it’s really interesting to have conversations with people about your work. It just gets you thinking about things. I get a lot of, I get most if not all my support for what I do these days online.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication/dissemination of knowledge</td>
<td>I think my blog, and twitter are the two most effective ways. My blog allows me to do the deeper reflection, hold deeper conversations, record and store – that’s not the word I’m looking for – but anyway, it’s there for posterity – the thoughts and conversations and what have you. Whereas twitter is for quick questions, quick answers, quick passing on of links and information, and quick throw away lines.</td>
<td>PW as tools for shared reflection and conversation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sense of) Identity</td>
<td>I see myself as a bit of a lone cowboy on the frontier of the wild west.</td>
<td>Feels like an outcast – not following a conventional approach puts people in a different category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I probably see myself as multi-faceted, I mean I still see myself as a student, a learner. I see myself as a follower, but I’m also mindful of the fact that I think now I’m starting to become someone that people follow, and I see myself as a mentor, and that is becoming increasingly obvious. Having a blog has certainly made me a lot more reflective I think. And the important part of that process is the feedback I get from other people.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of technology</td>
<td>Blogging for the deeper reflective learning and conversations and synthesis. Twitter for dissemination and the networking and the serendipitous news</td>
<td>The use of technology in RP2 practice is a theme that runs across the entire interview – it shows how important and influential it is as part of RP2s approach to practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergent Isolation</td>
<td>(...) first lived in a little place, which is very isolated (...) I have always felt – I have for the last 2 or 3 years – and I’m very alone in this in the profession</td>
<td>Feeling of isolation for not practicing in a conventional way (\rightarrow) links to the sense of identity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning point / change</td>
<td>I left that job and took a bit of a punt and took a 6 month contract and moved to [ another country] (...) And then I did a couple of odd jobs around</td>
<td>Changing point sin career seem to play a role in changing epistemology of practice (\rightarrow) need</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The place, and then exactly a year ago I came back to my own town, went back to the institution where I used to work, (...) but instead of going back into midwifery I moved into the education development centre.

### Polymathic approach

(...) though I’m moving away from being a midwife as such I still support the profession, so helping particularly midwifery educators to think about how they can do their programmes and move more into an e-learning, blended delivery format. But also my great passion is professional development, and how midwives can grow their own personal learning networks, and I want them to have the same wonderful experiences that I have.

### Approach to practice (epistemology)

I would rather write a simple blog post, that I know is going to get read by people than a academic article that yes, is going to get me brownie points in terms of my promotion, but is only going to be read by a few people.

### Position/ role

I’m in a position where I can pick and choose what I want to do. One project might be a research project with a university, another project might be off gallivanting, doing something completely different, so I’ve got the freedom to make a choice about what I do, about what I don’t want to do. I’m not a young researcher, I’m not a young academic who’s having to fulfill academic and university expectations to get a job and get promotion.

### (awareness of) Barriers to one’s approach to practice

I can pick and choose what I do. I can play the university game if I want to, but if I don’t want to I don’t have to, because things like financially, and career-wise, I can make that choice. But people who maybe are just setting out in their career and their trying to build a career path as a researcher in a university, you are very constrained by what the university expects of you, you know, in terms of you can’t get promotion unless you’ve got 5 articles in a peer reviewed journal and what have you.

### (awareness of the) Implications of adopting ‘unconventional practices’

I was going to make a creative commons license on all my work (...) So I’ve made that decision. And I made a decision a couple of months ago that whatever publications I do, when I do get around to it, that I follow Terry Anderson’s lead and only publish in open access journals, and that has huge implications for me, because there aren’t many credible midwifery or nursing journals in the open access environment.
(...) not believing in the traditional way of doing things the reality is you still need a PhD – a ‘Dr’ in front of your name.

Someone (...) they were saying that they haven’t got promotion, or haven’t got tenure because what they submitted as their research outputs were blog posts and things like that. I don’t know I might have the story wrong. But this person is someone that I highly regard, as a leader in this field that we’re in, but they haven’t been able to get promotion, or a pay rise or something because the university research expectations whatever, whatever. But that just illustrates the power of the university. To be fair, it’s not just universities, it’s governments saying we’ll fund you if you’ve got x amount of journal articles blah blah. So while you don’t want to play that game, and you want to push the boundaries, and you want the universities to think about alternative ways of doing things, at the same time you’ve got to pay the mortgage haven’t you. So it’s very tricky. But I think things are changing. But there’s still a lot of the old boys network that keeping that stuff.

Aware of the implications of not following conventions.

Aware of the politics and rules that condition innovative practices.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Illustrative excerpts from RP3 (Alex)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inspired by the literature review</strong></td>
<td><strong>Online participation (and its forms of association)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Being online - it’s all about information isn’t it, it’s all about exchanging information.</td>
<td>The value of an information rich network!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication/dissemination of knowledge</strong></td>
<td>As I’ve learned more about research, and I’ve watched my colleagues as they’re bidding for research, and they always have to put in how they will disseminate, and it’s always we’ll do this conference presentation and we’ll do these journal articles, and then it just goes on every single bid, and then you’re just like is that all there ever is?</td>
<td>Traditional practices prevail in the workplace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Sense of) Identity</strong></td>
<td>When you start using social media is you sort of redefine yourself from somebody who doesn’t know anything about it.&lt;br&gt;I suppose sometimes very young and inexperienced. Sometimes I see it as potentially temporary – a temporary identity, because I don’t know what’s going to happen in the future and where things are going to take me.&lt;br&gt;In terms of doing – using social media – you do see yourself as a bit, a bit more radical. Maybe radical is not the word to use, but someone who’s got a bit more forward thinking in some respects than a lot of other academics that you meet, but then also conversely there’s lots of people who are a lot further ahead as well, so using that social media you can feel a bit green and a bit naive.</td>
<td>Sense of identity changes → progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of the Participatory Web</strong></td>
<td>When I initially started it was about being able to share the information which I had, or which I was getting, with this idea of this audience – whoever they are, wherever they are and whatever they’re doing. So I suppose the tools and the communities that exist help me to put that out there, but then</td>
<td>PW creates space to acquire and provide information (mutual support)&lt;br&gt;PW provides an audience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as I got more into it I started to utilise all the things that could feed me. So there’s lots of information that comes my way now as well.

| Turning point / change | I always hoped that I would be able to do clinical psychology, which is a very competitive course to get into. (…) I dabbed in trying to get into that, and I wasn’t successful. I started to think that I might not be able to do what I wanted to do, I needed to look at some other options, so I thought I might as well try and get a professional qualification in something. (…) It was a masters degree. I started to think differently about what I was doing. | From practice to HE |

| Approach to practice (epistemology) | Contributing to that recycling of information that you do when you use things like twitter, and that you can spread, but also that you can contribute to - the little projects and the little things that people are doing – if they’re keeping a blog or whatever – that you’ve got something worthwhile to say that’s going to add to what they’re already thinking, or that’s going to help them, or make them think about something that they’ve not done before. I guess in a way that is an output of your own research, to be able to contribute to what other people are doing, so those are the ways in which it helps me do research. 

So the people who read articles and go to conferences are just other academics, but there’s a different agenda now to engage the public, so that’s when you start using your social media stuff and making that publicly available as well. | Wanted to acquire info, but also wanting to contribute |

| Position/ role | Because of the level that I’m at and the length of time I’ve been there, there’s not been so much of this kind of stuff [pressure to publish], and because of the nature of the work that we do – the consultancy stuff – so that’s a lot of reports, which go back to whoever is funding it, and that’s that done. | As a researcher working in a self sponsored academic unit the pressure is to follow the research techniques and trends the ‘clients’ subscribe to. Not a lot of lee way to make things different |

| (awareness of) | Usually it’s the tried and tested methods, because it’s things that the |
| **Barriers to one’s approach to practice** | funders know, and that’s what they’d expect really, so you kind of bound in by what they would expect.  
That’s basically what they do [write papers and present at conferences]. And I didn’t know about all this at first but I kind of understand it now, and I think that that’s still what’s valued, and it’s that sort of thing that’s recognised and viewed as important, no matter how much one might want other things to be, it’s still like the REF, that’s what’s dead important to universities still. It’s student numbers and fees, all very financial.  
It’s [use of social media] not really established and there isn’t the same recognition for it, and it’s not clear and easy what you’re supposed to do. It’s different to conferences and journal articles, because there’s a set route there and there’s an expectation that’s established, and I think that although there’s things that I’ve tried to do, and that I’m trying to do, that are a bit different, they’re not clear. |
| **(awareness of the) Implications of adopting ‘unconventional practices’** | I think what I’ve realised is the academic community, in terms of career progression in my own way – the things that are going to get recognised are those old traditional things, like going to a conference, writing a journal article that no one’s going to read. It’s those sort of things that the academic community still values the most.  
I could write the most amazing blog, I could get 5000 followers on twitter, hanging on my every word, but basically if I don’t do the traditional things I’m not going to perceived as being successful in my field. So I think, would I do it again? Yes I think I’d do it again, but I’d know that it has to be balanced really. It has to be put into perspective to all the other demands upon your time. |
| **Playing safe → conservative practice is more likely to be accepted and valued by the institution.** |
| **Establish the game – quite similar ‘to play a double game’** |
| Awareness of the changing environment | I work in a unit that’s self-funding, so basically if the money doesn’t come in then we don’t get paid and our jobs. So the main priority is time and money (…) depending on where the money is, the boundaries change for us, so that’s how it has been for the last couple of years.

I think with a change of government there’s going to be less in terms of social exclusion, so if I’m there in a year’s time I wouldn’t expect to be doing the same kind of research then as we’re doing now, but like I say it’s going to be more dictated by finance than anything else. | Money is a priority of research driven units → more important than developing innovative methods

Financial climate dictates type of research → research dependent of funding streams |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Illustrative excerpts from RP4 (Heidi)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Inspired by the literature review | (...) locally and internationally, because I’ve got links with somebody in Australia, and also somebody in America, and we’re all working together on a research bid on this to try and put this together and move that forward. We’ve got a global network of people that are interested in working broader. I had a student that’s been looking at pelvic pain in women – to do with pregnancy – and she was going to go down the research route, or the questionnaire route, and what we did was we created a website and she put it up, she put the link up with a charity, and just invited people to email her stories to them, and she got 41 different stories, from people in Australia, America, not just in the UK, so it really expanded her research. I find facebook really, really helpful when I’m collaborating with overseas partners, and it was quite interesting because when I was at the Australia conference, more people asked if I was on facebook than asked if I had a business card. We’ve got research collaborations going on, we’ve got publication collaborations going on, that just wouldn’t be possible without things like facebook and Skype | PW enables networking beyond the local space
PW provides tools for new forms of research collection
PW = collaboration made easy and gone global |
| Communication/ dissemination of knowledge | I think when people think about dissemination, their first thought is still high impact journals, and I think that’s probably because we’re still driven by the REF in universities, and it’s quite disappointing that there is this focus on just that. | REF is the main thing that matters / that counts when it comes to the dissemination of research → hence focus of high impact journals |
| (Sense of) Identity | I know how others see me, they think I’m insane. I was talking to a friend of mine earlier and she went oh do you know Heidi, and she said oh yes, she’s mad. And they do look at me as some sort of eccentric, techie geek groupie type thing. | Disconnection between her practice and the practice of her colleagues |
I feel a bit like trailblazer really.

It's [identity using PW] more developed. More people in my field know who I am and I feel I have a higher profile than, say 10 years ago.

| Role of the Participatory Web | It’s changed for me in terms of collaboration, because it’s – technology just makes things so easy now. For example, I was out in Australia at a conference in April this year, met loads and loads of interesting people, and we were all sitting round, and some people were more junior researchers than others, and we said well there’s nowhere for us to continue these conversations, so I was able to set up a website so that we could all join it, so we’ve got 14 or 15 people on the website now.

I think it’s [the participatory web] so immediate and it speaks to a massive group of people.

At the moment it’s quite a niche research activity, so for my personal role development and reputation, to be involved in that now is quite good for me. Although that was never a deliberate choice, but thinking about it, reflecting on it while we’re talking, that was quite a good thing for me, because it makes me stand out from the rest of the no hope nurse researchers. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PW has enabled forms of collaboration to which Heidi had no access before</td>
<td>PW – it’s potential in connecting people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW informs and enhances new areas of research in which she is interested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emergent Isolation</th>
<th>In terms of people in my field that are actually using technology for research, can’t think of any off the top of my head apart from me.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isolation in being one of the few who embraces the PW as part of her academic activity, and especially, research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Turning point / change | I’ve been in research for about 9 years now [having come from practice] and started out almost like a jobbing researcher.

My research field seems to be evolving quite a lot (...), so I’m looking at developing research for that.

I seem to be reinventing myself all the time |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From practice to HE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Always looking to keep up with the pace of her research field and looking for new areas to explore |
| **Polymathic approach** | Some researchers research the same thing for the whole of their career and others are more research whores like me, who think ‘this looks more interesting, let’s do this’! So I’ve looked at pain management, I’ve looked at student nurses’ attitudes, and now I seem to be heading towards end of life care and vulnerable groups, including learning disabilities. I seem to be reinventing myself all the time. | Flexible and diverse in her research interests. Curious spirit leads her to explore new areas of knowledge. |
| **Approach to practice (epistemology)** | I think we need more open access, particularly when we’re looking at trying to develop collaborative links with novice, or researchers in developing countries, where they just don’t have the money, nevermind the IT infrastructure to get hold of this stuff. | Advocators of Open Access and collaboration. Open to more innovative methods. |
| **(awareness of) Barriers to one’s approach to practice** | I write until my fingers are numb. Because it’s all about publications because of the REF. The difficulty is the journals themselves. The other day because I got a PDF of a paper that I’ve had published in the Journal of Advanced Nursing sent to me, and I noticed that it states very clearly that you cannot put that PDF on things like academic social networking sites – things like academia.edu, all you can do is put the link up. And I thought oh here we go, they’re actually cottoning onto this, that this is another copyright issue. What I don’t agree with, and again, I’ve had this offered to me twice by journals, is if you want a paper of yours to be open access you can pay them, and it’s something ridiculous like £1200. | REF it’s on of her main priorities (as a research professor). Points out the barriers journals create in terms of copyright and access to research. |
| **Awareness of the changing environment** | The lone researcher is increasingly a dying beast. Journals are more interested in papers that have got joint authorship with other disciplines or other universities, or other environments. (…) When you start looking at where the research funding is coming from, from people like the research councils, they’re very interested in, and very open in, multi-centre collaborative research. | Awareness of the need to create collaborative links and work in multi-disciplinary research teams. |
| Perception of peers | People who just go ‘all I care about is palliative care’, they tend to be the ones who are still using the same old research techniques – you know they’re interviewing people, they’re doing questionnaires, they’re not thinking about using social networking sites or other interesting exciting things, because that doesn’t fit within how they see their discipline.

Using technology, it seems like magic to them. I think it’s a fear, they just don’t get it, and they’re not inventive enough, or they’re not enthusiastic enough just to play with it and work it out.

My experience with my colleagues is that they’re still thinking the same old same old. | Peers approach → social construction of her identity as someone who develops a very different approach to main stream |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Illustrative excerpts from RP5 (Neil)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspired by the literature review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online participation (and its forms of association)</strong></td>
<td>But that just tends to be data sharing than really collaborating.</td>
<td>Eases networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I feel I’ve got more of a relationship with the people that I half knew before knowing them on twitter, if that makes sense. So if I bumped into them at a conference I would talk to them now, whereas before it would have just been saying ‘hi’ and walking on.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In that it doesn’t affect my research very much. I think that my core research would be exactly the same whether or not I blogged. That could change in the future.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication/ dissemination of knowledge</strong></td>
<td>There’s – it’s [dissemination of knowledge] not a very well developed system I don’t think. It’s just that you publish a paper that you’ll talk about twice at conferences. Once when you’re doing the work and maybe once when you finish it. That ‘s pretty much it.</td>
<td>Standard practice re: communication of research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of the Participatory Web</strong></td>
<td>I’ve written a few blog posts based on my own research, so if I have a new paper coming out or something I’ll try and summarise and put it in context with a big picture. So it’s partly to help increase awareness with publications I have.</td>
<td>PW as a platform to share and test ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I use it to talk about my own work. I suppose 1 or 2 posts I’ve written have potentially started maybe new directions for research, so the last post I wrote was probably about a meeting I went to last week that was in collaboration with, well it was a joint meeting between climate scientists and insurance companies, so how to access risk from climate projections. And that’s not really something I’ve done in the past, but yes, someone commented on my post saying they’re at LSE doing something like that, and I’ll probably email them at some point in the future to see if there’s a seminar coming up, to find out more about that, so that’s a potential field for writing a research proposal on something that is a little bit outside my area of expertise, but that wouldn’t have happened without the blog I don’t think.</td>
<td>PW → enables new collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PW → value in the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach to practice (epistemology)</td>
<td>Generally that’s been positive [use of Participatory Media] and I think with the move towards putting impact assessments in research proposals, it certainly gives me a little bit more to talk about in that respect. You know, you can talk about blogstats and podcast stats and things like that, and I don’t know if that helps you stand out from the crowd, but I don’t think it does much harm.</td>
<td>Positive outlook on the PW → believes it can create positive outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(awareness of) Barriers to one’s approach to practice</td>
<td>I don’t know if it’s changing the way people do research. I think it’s more the way that you find people to do research with and then let people know about it. For example, just before I left [previous University] we set up a podcast, and the way that we plan episodes on that is using a wiki, which worked really well. And I’ve tried using that with research projects as well, using a wiki to plan how were going to do small research projects with 3 or 4 people involved, and it hasn’t quite worked because the more senior members of that research team aren’t that keen on adopting it.</td>
<td>Forward thinking vs established practices/habits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspired by the literature review</th>
<th>Online participation (and its forms of association)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[I’ve got ] an attitude that’s quite different from many of my immediate colleagues – let’s put it that way – so having this on my network with maybe people who don’t feel that different from me, is an extremely important means of external validation. So yes, there are days when it keeps you going, in addition obviously to the intellectual input that you get in terms of tools and ideas, and reading peoples’ blog posts, and conversations that go on, on twitter, and problem solving over twitter. All these sorts of other activities go on as well. Collaboration to become much more embedded, because the technology makes it possible.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW – enables the creation of meaningful networks where like minded people can congregate and influence each other with their practices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW – enabler of new forms of collaboration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication/ dissemination of knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I’m doing about 6 [blogs] at the moment. Only one of them really is a personal blog associated with research that I might be doing. But one thing that I’m working on, in connection with a number of projects now, is facebook pages So if we’re involved in a new project now, we routinely throw up a facebook page as a dissemination channel. I know that under some circumstances at least, it can be effective as a dissemination channel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blogs used to create a record of research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sense of) Identity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If you were to take an average across the university I would be at one extreme end of that in terms of social media use, most people are basically non-users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal perception of the disconnection between him and his colleagues due to his approaches regarding the use of the PW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role of the Participatory Web</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We’re involved in a new project now we routinely throw up a facebook page as a dissemination channel. They [technologies] play an enormous role [in collaboration]. These technologies are extremely important for keeping in touch with colleagues both in other places around the university, but also in other institutions as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW – major role in collaborative activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW – importance in creating and maintaining distributed networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW eases the process of collaboration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It’s become much easier to collaborate with people and things like kype – this is a good example now – where practice has changed. (...) It’s definitely changed my practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emergent</th>
<th>Isolation</th>
<th>Disconnection between where the PW has taken his practice to and where his colleagues are</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I’m working fairly much in isolation as far as that’s concerned, although I do have colleagues that I collaborate with quite closely and quite frequently, both within the college of medicine but other places within the university as well. So sometimes I do feel quite isolated.</td>
<td>Move from research in the hard sciences into teaching (and educational research)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning point / change</td>
<td>I was still primarily a lab researcher, but I wanted to teach. I wanted to combine that with lab research, and over the intervening 20 years the teaching has grown and grown, and the lab research has now gone completely. And the research that I do now is educational research.</td>
<td>Moved to different areas to follow his interest → finding hard to create an identity in the new field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymathic approach</td>
<td>(...) involved in some sort of laboratory science and have now moved into a different area, be it education, computer science, bioinformatics or something like that, and think we’re struggling to find slots for ourselves after having had a bit of a career change.</td>
<td>PW – shapes and influence their approach to practice and his own research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach to practice (epistemology)</td>
<td>I think it’s shaped a lot by the technology, certainly the things I’m most interested in at the moment – that I actually do – are using social tools in education – that’s actually become the subject of my research. Being immersed in the technologies on a daily basis has certainly influenced the research that I do, because that’s now what I’m currently engaged in. I’m actually trying to subvert that process, and I’m trying to set up a situation where the institutional repository becomes a channel for post-publication peer review. I don’t know if you’re familiar with archive, the physics repository? (...) the peer review process is conducted in an open and public way, after the manuscript is online. I’m trying to see if we can use the institutional repository for the same thing.</td>
<td>PW → influences his attitudes and beliefs towards practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(awareness of) Barriers to one’s</td>
<td>All of this is being conducted with a view towards the Research Excellence Framework as well, which is obviously the university’s main consideration.</td>
<td>REF being the main consideration and priority of the institution → conflict with</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| approach to practice | The way in which, or the places, firstly the places, but also the way in which we publish information, is also a problem because our colleagues are trying to publish information in journals with impact factors between 20 and 30, and I’m afraid the University is completely hung up on impact factor as a means of measuring the research, because it has such great importance in the REF.

The university’s policy is to return 100% of its academic staff in the REF.

Things like conferences and publishing in open access, but not impact factor journals – has no institutional recognition. Really the only thing that counts at the present time here is grant income and impact factor.

My concern is that it’s not seen by most institutions, certainly most universities, as in their benefit to have people collaborating with even other departments within the same institution, let alone other universities, because it seems to dilute the scores in the REF.

I think what the barrier here is, is this obsession with measuring things, which feeds back directly into league tables and all the rest of it. I think the tools for collaboration are becoming more widely used because there’s no formal attempt to measure them, because if they work for people, people are free to use them. Whereas in terms of outputs, certainly this university, and I think many others, the REF has such as corrosive impact on practice, because certainly here we’re just completely obsessed with impact factors and grant income as well, as the only way of measuring research output effectively. |
| epistemologies of practice developed on the PW |
| Publication on high impact journals does not match his ambitions as a researcher advocating for Open Access |

| (awareness of the) Implications of adopting ‘unconventional practices’ | Many of the places that I’d actually like to publish my research – many of the open access journals – no impact factor. So anything that I publish in [an open access journal] from the University’s point of view doesn’t count as research activity. |
| Open Access not valued at institutional level (because of REF) |
| Awareness of the changing environment | The culture in educational research is moving very rapidly towards open access publication and informal sharing through blogging and conference presentations and so on and so forth, and that’s not something that’s recognised in other disciplines, such as in medicine or in life sciences, so that causes problems.  
The reality is we’re in this massive funding crisis, which is really going to dominate everything for the next 5 years or so, and my concern is that the technology will play second fiddle to just the financial aspects of institutional budgets, for the next few years, which is a great shame. |
| Perception of peers | Working alongside cancer researchers who pull in programme grants from the Welcome Trust or the Medical Research Council for £3 or 4 million (...). Now clearly the budgets that we pull in, the sums of money that we pull in for educational research are much smaller than that, even when we’ve got what we would consider to be a rather large grant, we’re talking up to say £50,000, we’re not talking about millions of pounds. That’s an issue, because we do, of course, get compared, and that creates a problem. |
Many people are highly skeptical and suspicious of these services. They’re worried about all sorts of things, they’re worried they’re going to get scooped, they’re going to – if they publicise their research findings other people will get there first and do it before they can do it, but they’re also primarily driven by the fact that there’s no institutional reward for this, and they don’t see the advantages of these technologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Illustrative excerpts from RP7 (Richard)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspired by the literature review</td>
<td>Online participation (and its forms of association)</td>
<td>Social network filter has been a big change in how I find my information and how I interact with my peers. I think that’s quite a significant change, how you can maintain and develop these networks. And I think you’re beginning to see that, it’s not just linking to each other. The blog itself has changed the context of what you perceive of as research. So that’s been important for me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication/ dissemination of knowledge</td>
<td>(Sense of) Identity</td>
<td>It’s [the blog] at the heart of my academic identity of which research is part I think in my field the use of social media, blogs etc has allowed me to forge an identity. The area of digital scholarship has emerged and I’ve become a recognised voice in that field (I like to think). And this grew out of using my blog and other tools to explore the impact on academic practice. So it’s been essential in establishing my current academic identity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of the Participatory Web</td>
<td></td>
<td>I think that extended network and being able to share has been the big change in research for me. In many ways my own blog becomes my own research archive.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Having an output like a blog has almost a feedback effect into your practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turning point / change</th>
<th>The web was fairly new then and there was a big opportunity for [my institution] to get into that. And I shared the OUs first e-learning course in 1999, and I had something like 15,000 student on it. And that was a bit outside the normal routine really, so I did that.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prolific</td>
<td>Then from there – I was in the technology faculty there. Then I moved to the Institute of Educational Technology where I am now. I worked on the UK E-university, we delivered a course for them. Through that I got into the area of learning objects and reusability, on the back of that I was the VLE project director for a couple of years, then after the VLE I decided I didn’t like VLE’s very much, then about 4 or 5 years ago I got into blogging and kind of used these other technologies, and that’s been my interest since.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach to practice (epistemology)</td>
<td>In some ways it’s very profound and quite mundane at the same time, and I’m caught within that dilemma. Now my sources are mainly all online journals – I haven’t visited the library once while writing the book (...) what’s really changed is how I’m getting the information, whereas before it was mainly through following up references, and google of course. I have a policy of I’ll only publish in open access journals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position/ role</td>
<td>But I’m also lucky in that I was already a professor when I got into blogging, so in some ways I’ve reached that part and I’ve got room to play and explore with my career. I’m in the reasonably privileged position of not having to seek the promotion – I’m not on the promotion ladder. It’s quite a dangerous position I think, for academia and scholarship to be in, because in almost any other industry, your new blood that comes in are the people that bring all the innovation and change, whereas when we bring our new blood in we deliberately say to them, don’t engage with any of this new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active advocator of Open Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position in the institution gives him more lee way to follow his epistemologies of practice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
stuff, don’t try and change practice, because you won’t get recognised, you won’t get promoted, so we make them very conservative, so then the only pool of innovation left are the people who’ve got tenure and who’ve got promoted, and often they’ve got promoted by following a very traditional path, so they’re the people who are least likely to engage in stuff. So the pool of people who will be innovative and take these kinds of things on is kind of unnaturally reduced in academia because of the context and the environment that we’ve set up.

| (awareness of) Barriers to one’s approach to practice | I do feel that pressure and I’m trying to play both games, so I’ve not completely stopped publishing, so I’ll try and do enough publications to meet the REF requirements. People that sit on research panels are often quite conservative, and they know what a good journal article and a good publication record looks like, but they don’t know what a good blogging persona looks like. Research funders don’t really get blogging. (...) Research councils aren’t being very innovative or forward thinking about this – they’re just carrying on with the same old monolithic approach. I know these things don’t count for the REF. | Playing both games to keep relevant within the institution | Aware of how people are still clinging on conservative practices |
| (awareness of the) Implications of adopting ‘unconventional practices’ | What you get rewarded for are journal articles and traditional metrics, so the message often to young researchers is not to bother with all this sort of stuff, that it’s a waste of time. It’s very hard to get this kind of stuff into the system. So I’m trying to play both games. I haven’t completely abandoned the traditional format, and I hope to do enough of that to satisfy the demands but it’s certainly not where my heart is anymore. | HE rewards tradition forms of scholarship (research) | Need to play both games in order to keep relevant and make changes |
| Awareness of the | When we bring our new blood in we deliberately say to them, don’t engage | Current academic environment context is not |
| **changing environment** | with any of this new stuff, don’t try and change practice, because you won’t get recognised, you won’t get promoted, so we make them very conservative, so then the only pool of innovation left are the people who’ve got tenure and who’ve got promoted, and often they’ve got promoted by following a very traditional path, so they’re the people who are least likely to engage in stuff. So the pool of people who will be innovative and take these kinds of things on is kind of unnaturally reduced in academia because of the context and the environment that we’ve set up. | predisposed to innovation |

<p>|  | People with a stronger position in the field get away with more innovative practices than staff who is dependent on getting tenure |  |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Illustrative excerpts from RP9 (Luke)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Inspired by the literature review** | **Online participation (and its forms of association)**  
In terms of research communication I talk about everything that I do either as a reflection on my blog, or, entire PhD process is on a public wiki.  
I’m trying to document that process as often as possible on the wiki. Then I’m also, if I for example do a conference presentation, I upload that to slideshare, abstracts for those presentations or for articles, I put on scrib.  
When people comment, that’s fantastic, because then you’ve done something that has been thought provoking for someone else. That’s really valuable for me, to kind of be able to have that conversation. | Power of intercommunication. |
| **Communication/ dissemination of knowledge** | I have to publish 3 articles every two years.  
In addition to going through the formal route of the print journal, I also put at least one version, whether it’s pre-review or final version, I also put it into an open repository. So that’s the formal things. | Imposition by institutional regulations. Still gives a bit of his true approach to practice. He cares about his work values. |
| **(Sense of) Identity** | I’m definitely someone who’s breaking new ground (...) in terms of doing research in a different way.  
I see myself as carving out a little niche in the physiotherapy education space, for me.  
I’m definitely doing things differently compared to my colleagues, and that’s really exciting.  
The way that I use technology is very much a defining difference between colleagues and I | Use of technology defines professional identity and approach to practice. |
| **Role of the Participatory Web** | Putting me in touch with people like yourself, just seeing what’s happening out there.  
Having access to the people, not so much the content – content you can get in many ways – but being able to talk to people and see what other people are doing and engage with other people. That is probably the biggest impact | The value of the distributed network. Emphasis on the participation in online environments as a catalytic for change in thinking and approach. |
this way has had on me. Not just on my research, but on my thinking in general.

The technology and using the technology in a certain way, and using certain types of technology have really made me think about the world in a very different way.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emergent</th>
<th>Isolation</th>
<th>There are very few people who get what I do.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I do feel that there are very few people in the country that I can talk to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technology has very much had an impact on setting me apart from any of my colleagues, but I think even more than that is how I think about research and how I think about teaching as a result of using the technology.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turning point / change</th>
<th>Towards the end of that clinical work I kind of thought that I might like to get into teaching, in South Africa one of the requirements to teach is to have a Masters degree.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I knew that I’d be coming back to South Africa at some point, so I thought let me start my masters so that if I ever do want to teach I’ll already be going through that process if not finished. I started my masters in the UK with the university that I did my undergraduate degree at, and kind of starting getting into it, realised I quite liked it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For my masters I wanted to look at how we could potentially use the internet to support physiotherapy students... how the internet could be used to provide professional and social support to new graduates.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach to practice (epistemology)</th>
<th>I’ve always computers and the internet has on the way that you think, the way that you work, that sort of thing been interested in computers and the internet, and the implications that using.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Works in a different sphere $\rightarrow$ different approach

From practice to HE

Wanting to teach and do research

Fascination for computers leads him to connect it to his area of practice

Advocator of Open Access
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position/ role</th>
<th>(awareness of) Barriers to one’s approach to practice</th>
<th>(awareness of the) Implications of adopting ‘unconventional practices’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think open access – that’s the way it should be to me – we do all this research and then put it into a journal that 200 people read, and I’m not interested in that, if I’m going to do something I want as many people as possible to read it.</td>
<td>The change is happening where academics are going to have incentives to try new things, to innovate and to provide research on that, but at the moment there’s no incentive. The university obviously gets money from the Department of Education for every publication that I produce, but if I publish that article in an open access journal there are very few accredited open access journals, so the university won’t get reimbursed by the Department of Education, so the University won’t recognise my publication. So there’s absolutely no incentive for me, in terms of something coming from the institution, there’s no incentive for me to publish in an open access journal.</td>
<td>Lack of incentives → no valorisation of new practices. Regulations hinder innovative initiatives (South African research exercise → looks at individual production of journals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can say I wrote 15 blogposts and my wiki has grown exponentially and I’m having all this great conversation with people and I’m learning a lot, and they’re like ‘emmmmmm’, so. Unless I’m producing output in a format that the university values they don’t look at what I’m doing as research. I split it [my activity] into formal and informal. In the formal track I make sure I am keeping up with the expectations of the university and what they expect from me, and then my informal track is everything else. I have to publish 3 articles every two years – it’s not a lot. And what I’m hoping to try and do is put one in an accredited journal, one in a peer reviewed journal and one in an open access journal. You know that way I</td>
<td>Blogs don’t count in the perspective of colleagues/ institution Need to play the game to survive the institutional pressure/ structure.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
can say to them OK, i’m playing your game, i’m jumping through your hoops, but i can also do the things that are important to me.

if i publish in an accredited journal then a percentage – 10% of what the university gets from the department of education goes to me, which i can use for conference and that.

unless i’m publishing in an accredited journal the university doesn’t give me any – well they don’t get paid, so i don’t get anything for conferences. so it’s a terrible system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perception of peers</th>
<th>I put early drafts of papers on public google docs and invite a whole bunch of people to comment, and i tell that to colleagues and they’re in shock. They think i’m some radical.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal dispositions</td>
<td>We should always be looking to improve what we do. As an academic you want your work to be disseminated as widely as possible and you want people to know that this is a domain that you are interested in, because you want to be able to communicate with people, and if people don’t know what you’re doing then you’re not going to be able to meet other people who are interested in some of the things. When you expose yourself to the wider community you learn a lot about yourself and what other people are doing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accrediated journals = journals with impact factors

Peers create an image of him regarding his less conventional practice → see him as radical

Clear idea of what his “mission” as an academic researcher is.

Need to self exploration.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Illustrative excerpts from RP10 (Maria)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspired by the literature review</td>
<td><strong>Online participation (and its forms of association)</strong>&lt;br&gt;My research, my network, my web network is definitely is completely linked to my research.&lt;br&gt;I get a lot of feedback from my networks.&lt;br&gt;You have almost an immediate answer from every part of the world, and this is amazing. It’s like I have a lot of helpers all the time – 365 days a year – because also Sundays they are there.&lt;br&gt;My support team [during her PhD] was twitter.</td>
<td>Online networks support her practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication/dissemination of knowledge</td>
<td><strong>I don’t do that properly. I got my webpage and I put the majority of my papers on that, but that’s all.</strong></td>
<td>Awareness that she is not exploiting Participatory Media to its maximum when it comes to the dissemination of knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sense of) Identity</td>
<td><strong>I think we are in a lovely generation of researchers. I think we’re in a different kind of researcher’s generation, imagine hippies in the 70s, they were only a group of people. But now we’re a group of people who think about these kind of things seriously, so we can make the difference.</strong></td>
<td>Different generation with different tools and resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of the Participatory Web</td>
<td><strong>Twitter has been crucial in my story of research. I use it to meet people, to know what people are reading about. I think it’s quite powerful in this way. And also when I use this, because of twitter and because of my links in twitter</strong>&lt;br&gt;I have found opportunities to collaborate with other people. We have made some proposals of projects together, we have written an article together.</td>
<td>The opportunities and benefits of a distributed network of peers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning point/change</td>
<td><strong>I start to make my first blog, because I wanted to share the experience of my first visiting research [fellowship].</strong></td>
<td>Experience in foreigner institution influenced her approach to practice when she came back to her home institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymathic approach</td>
<td><strong>I try to research everything related to my topic [education]. I got a good relationship with technology, but I’m an educationalist.</strong>&lt;br&gt;As researcher I’m very well networked I think, because I am related to a lot</td>
<td>Interested in several topics → her research moves with her interests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of interesting people on the web.

| Approach to practice (epistemology) | (...I because of these kind of emerging technologies. Without them I wouldn't have this possibility. I would be a completely different researcher.  

Definitely we have to get all these kind of papers in these kinds of journals to get these positions. But once we get these positions I think we can make some different things. I want to do them, I want to write collaborative books, for example, and don't want to differentiate the quality of someone because of their editors or so on.

It’s definitely this kind of contact to people who can enrich your job, your research and your life.  

I want to share with other people. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participation online changes approach to practice. exposure to different people and practices.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position/ role</th>
<th>To get a full position in the university, a full fixed position, need to get credibility, and to get credibility you have to have papers in journals with impact in the citation index.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Her position at the institution implies that she needs to take a moderate approach to her less conventional forms of scholarship (research)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| (awareness of) Barriers to one’s approach to practice | For our professors, for the classical professors the valuable things are face-to-face.  

In Spain that is a very big problem, and right now at this moment, I am completely inside of this process, because to get a full position in the university, a full fixed position, you need to get credibility, and to get credibility you have to have papers in journals with impact in the citation index.  

Institutions are conservative, so they don’t want to listen to anything too different.  

In Spain, we need to produce at least four papers a year, four papers! It's all |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognition comes from publishing papers with in impact factor journals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Institution = conservative approach
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(awareness of the) Implications of adopting ‘unconventional practices’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For them [institution] if you have some very nice interesting webpages and so on and you’re on twitter, it’s ok, but it’s the same for them if you’re a nobody in the website, but you have 5 or 6 or 10 or whatever papers in this kind of journals, you are the lecturer. So I have to make a kind of double game. Quality has lost a lot of meaning in the last years, with all this stuff about prestige and impact and so on, if you see the papers there’s not many quality on them. And the concept of quality research is a bit lost.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Awareness of the changing environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is a new way to collaborate, to introduce and to defend your research and definitely this is online. I was there [in another institution as a visiting researcher], because this group was more modern than my original one, definitely. They are more technological. In case of papers I think they are not changing at all. In my case I have to make this kind of double game to survive here, because if I don’t stay in academia I cannot make different things. So I want to get my position, my permanent position, and then start deciding what I want to do, and for what I want to write. The open journals and the open form, the [closed] paper is indeed condemned to die. Because when you write a paper it is good today, probably tomorrow or in two weeks, or in two months, but not in a year. In a year is old. In a year is primitive, so when you’re reading a journal is not one year, is three year’s old, so these data are rubbish, so you don’t need it. So definitely the knowledge is moving in blogosphere, the knowledge is moving in twitter, is moving in blogs, is moving in very collaborative, and sharing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aware of both the emergent practices and the strategies that she needs to adopt to keep relevant in the current system so she can change practice.
and dynamic formats. Is not moving in papers. Probably in media people don’t want to read anything, people prefer to see a video, so but I think there is not, at the moment I think there is no solution for it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perception of peers</th>
<th>This kind of make a blog or twitter or being, reading your RSS continuously, being connected, it’s too much geek for them [colleagues]. I’m the geek of my group and it’s ok</th>
<th>Perception by peers -&gt; inform her perception of identity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal dispositions</td>
<td>I was very aware about the need of continuing in touch with them [people from the institution in which she was a visiting researcher], and also to continue in touch with the people I met through them.</td>
<td>The need to network → to keep connected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowered</td>
<td>she’s [line manager] happy, if you’re flying and if it’s good for you then she’s happy. So I can make basically whatever I want here.</td>
<td>Support by line manager but not form institution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>